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Re´sume´
L’objectif de cette the`se est de proposer une me´thodologie d’optimisation des routes de de´part
et d’arrive´e dans une zone terminale autour d’un ae´roport, dite Terminal Maneuvering Area (TMA).
En effet, les de´parts d’un ae´roport se font suivant des routes, dites Standard Instrument Departure
(SID), qui relient les pistes aux points de sortie de la TMA. Les arrive´es sur un ae´roport se font
suivant des routes, dites Standard Terminal Arrival Routes (STAR), qui relient les points d’entre´e
de la TMA aux pistes. La conception de ces SID/STAR s’inscrit dans le cadre de la conception
de l’espace ae´rien, qui est un proble`me tre`s critique, a` cause notamment des pre´visions de forte
croissance du trafic ae´rien et de la congestion qui en re´sulte.
Selon diffe´rentes e´tudes, le trafic ae´rien mondial va subir une croissance de 4 a` 5% par an au
cours des 20 prochaines anne´es. Cette forte augmentation aura comme conse´quence la saturation
de l’espace ae´rien, particulie`rement celui entourant les ae´roports. Pour faire face a` cette augmen-
tation du trafic, de nouveaux ae´roports et/ou pistes peuvent eˆtre construits. Cependant, ce type
de solutions conduit habituellement a` des couˆts et a` des de´lais de construction e´leve´s. La con-
ception efficace des routes SID/STAR constitue alors un autre levier pour augmenter, a` moindre
couˆt, la capacite´ des TMA, et ainsi re´duire la congestion autour des ae´roports. Dans cette optique,
cette the`se s’inte´resse au proble`me de conception optimale des SID/STAR, en prenant en compte la
configuration et l’environnement autour des ae´roports, et les diffe´rentes contraintes ope´rationnelles
sous-jacentes. L’e´vitement des obstacles et la se´paration des routes en constituent les contraintes
principales.
Nous proposons une formulation mathe´matique conduisant a` un proble`me d’optimisation com-
binatoire, ainsi que des me´thodes de re´solution ad hoc efficaces pour le proble`me. Dans notre
approche, une route est mode´lise´e en 3D par deux e´le´ments: une courbe dans le plan horizontal,
forme´e par une succession d’arcs de cercles et de segments, et un coˆne associe´ dans le plan vertical,
contenant tous les profils de monte´e (ou de descente) des vols sur cette route. Quant aux obstacles,
ils sont mode´lise´s par des cylindres.
Pour la re´solution du proble`me, nous proce´dons en deux e´tapes. Nous conside´rons dans un pre-
mier temps la conception d’une route de longueur minimale e´vitant les obstacles. Nous proposons
une approche d’optimisation globale de´terministe, base´e sur une me´thode de type Branch and Bound
(B&B). Dans ce B&B, les strate´gies de branchement sont lie´es a` la forme des routes et aux manie`res
d’e´viter des obstacles (contournement dans le sens horaire ou anti-horaire, ou imposition d’un palier
sous un obstacle dans le plan vertical).
Dans un deuxie`me temps, nous nous inte´ressons a` la conception de plusieurs routes. Dans ce
cas, la difficulte´ principale est d’assurer la se´paration des routes. Nous proposons deux approches
pour y faire face. Dans la premie`re approche, base´e sur la me´thode B&B de´veloppe´e pour une route,
nous construisons les routes se´quentiellement suivant un ordre fixe´ a` l’avance (par exemple, suivant
la charge du trafic). Plus pre´cise´ment, nous construisons d’abord les routes individuellement a` l’aide
de la me´thode de B&B, de´finie pre´ce´demment. Ensuite, les routes sont de´vie´es localement autour
des zones de conflit (zones ou` les routes ne se sont pas se´pare´es). Pour effectuer la de´viation des
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routes, des obstacles fictifs cylindriques enveloppant les zones de conflits sont introduits et ensuite
e´vite´s a` l’aide de la me´thode B&B de´fini pre´ce´demment. Comme les routes obtenues par cette
approche de´pendent fortement de l’ordre de construction des routes, nous proposons une seconde
approche utilisant le recuit simule´ pour construire les routes simultane´ment. Des obstacles fictifs
cylindriques sont aussi introduits, pour envelopper les zones de conflit, et ensuite e´vite´s suivant des
strate´gies se´lectionne´es ale´atoirement dans la me´thode de recuit simule´.
Notre approche est valide´e sur un ensemble de proble`mes tests ge´ne´re´s artificiellement et sur
des proble`mes correspondants a` des TMA existantes (Paris CDG et Zurich). Dans le premier en-
semble de proble`mes tests, diverses configurations de TMA (nombre et disposition des obstacles,
pistes, positions des points d’entre´e et de sortie de TMA) sont conside´re´es. Les routes obtenues
sont continues et lisses, adapte´es aux ope´rations de monte´e continue (CCO) et aux ope´rations de
descente continue (CDO). Dans les tests effectue´s sur des TMAs re´elles, le choix de Paris CDG et
de Zurich a permis de confronter notre approche, d’une part, a` une TMA comportant de nombreux
points d’entre´e/sortie, et d’autre part, a` une TMA comportant de nombreux obstacles. Les re´sultats
montrent une re´duction de la longueur totale des routes par rapport aux SID/STAR publie´es, ce
qui est inte´ressant du point de vue de la re´duction de la consommation de carburant. Par ailleurs,
les tests sur la TMA de Zurich montrent que notre approche peut eˆtre applique´e efficacement en
pre´sence de nombreux obstacles, comme les montagnes entourant l’ae´roport de Zurich.
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Abstract
The objective of this thesis is to propose a methodology for the optimization of departure and
arrival routes in the airspace surrounding airports, named Terminal Maneuvering Area (TMA). The
air traffic departing from and arriving to airports follows pre-designed routes named Standard In-
strument Departure (SID) routes, that connect the runways to the TMA exit points, and Standard
Terminal Arrival Routes (STAR), that connect the TMA entry points to the runways. The design of
SIDs/STARs falls into the area of airspace design problems, that are very critical, mainly due to the
predictions of air traffic growth and the consequent traffic congestion.
In fact, according to several studies, the world-wide air traffic is projected to grow 4 to 5 percent
annually in the next 20 years. This sharp increase leads directly to the capacity insufficiency of
the airspace surrounding airports. In order to adapt the capacity of TMAs to the increased traffic
demand, new airports and runways can be constructed. However, this kind of solution usually leads
to high construction costs and long construction times. Designing SIDs/STARs more efficiently is
another possible way to increase the capacity of TMA airspace, and so to reduce the congestion
around airports. In this thesis we propose an optimal design of SIDs/STARs, taking into account the
configuration and environment around airports, and the related operational constraints, in particular
the avoidance of obstacles and the separation between routes.
We propose a mathematical formulation leading to a combinatorial optimization problem, as
well as efficient ad hoc resolution methods for the problem. More precisely, each route is modeled
in 3D, consisting of two components: a curve in the horizontal plane which is composed by a
succession of arcs of circles and segments, associated with a cone in the vertical plane that contains
all ascent (or descent) profiles of the aircraft flying on this route. Moreover, the obstacles as well as
their protection area are modeled in cylinder shape.
This route design problem is solved in two steps. In the first step, we deal with the design of one
optimal route avoiding obstacles with respect to minimum route length. We propose a deterministic
global optimization approach based on a Branch and Bound (B&B) method. In this B&B, the
branching strategies are related to the form of a route, and are tailored to the ways the obstacles are
avoided (bypassing clockwise or counter-clockwise, or imposing a level flight below an obstacle in
the vertical plane).
In the second step, the problem of designing multiple routes is considered. The main difficulty
in this case is to ensure the pairwise separation between routes. We propose two approaches to deal
with the design of multiple routes. The first is a B&B-based approach, where routes are generated
sequentially in a given order (for example, in a decreasing order of the traffic load). We first build
routes individually using the B&B method defined previously. Then, the routes are deviated locally
around the conflicting zones (zones where routes lose the minimum separation norm). In order to
carry out the route deviation, fictitious obstacles in cylinder shape enveloping the conflicting zones
are introduced, and then avoided by using the B&B. The quality of a solution provided by the
B&B-based approach depends on the routes generation order. Thus another method building routes
simultaneously is proposed, that is the Simulated Annealing (SA) method. Fictitious obstacles in
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cylinder shape are also introduced to envelop conflicting zones, and their avoidance strategies are
randomly selected in the SA method.
Our approach is validated on a set of artificially generated problems as well as on two problems
corresponding to existing TMAs (Paris CDG and Zurich). Concerning the first set of test problems,
several configurations of TMA (number and layout of obstacles, runways, positions of the TMA
entry/exit points) are considered. We show that we obtain continuous and smooth routes which
are suitable for Continuous Climb Operation (CCO) and Continuous Descent Operation (CDO).
Concerning the tests performed on real data, the choice of the TMAs of Paris CDG and Zurich
allows us to test our approach, on the one hand, on a TMA with numerous TMA entry/exit points,
and on the other hand, on a TMA with many obstacles. The simulation results show a gain in the
total route length compared with the published standard charts, that can be promising in terms of
reducing jet fuel consumption. Furthermore, tests on the TMA of Zurich show that our approach
can be applied effectively in a TMA in the presence of several obstacles, such as the mountains
surrounding the Zurich airport.
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Introduction
Air transportation is one of the most modern way of transport, and its major advantage lies in
its quickness. It provides not only vital economic benefits but also significant social benefits. From
the economic point of view, air transportation builds up a worldwide network (Fig. 1) that promotes
and encourages global business and tourism. According to [11], in the year 2015, approximately
3.6 billion passengers globally are transported by air, which is 6.8 percent higher than the previous
year, and about 54 percent of international tourists travel by air. In addition, about 62.7 million
new jobs are generated through direct, indirect or induced impacts of air transportation industry in
the world [11]. From the social welfare point of view, air transportation improves the quality of
life by facilitating traveling, especially over long-distance. This also provides possibilities to enrich
people’s leisure and cultural experiences. Besides, air transportation enables the prompt delivery of
emergency aids anywhere on earth.
Playing such an important role in the transport industry, air transportation has a huge potential
of development in the future. The Gross Domestic Product (GDP) is one of the key indicators within
the aviation market, and the increase of world GDP leads to a continuous growth of the air traffic.
According to [12], airline passenger traffic and air cargo traffic are expected to grow at annual rates
of 4.8 and 4.2 percent respectively in the next 20 years. The Asia-related markets as well as the
Latin America market have the most important increase. The developed market such as the markets
inside Europe and North America have a relatively steady increment around 3 percent in the same
Figure 1: Global air routes network6.
6source: http://openflights.org/data.html
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period. In the year 2015, about 48 percent of people travel with airlines based in Europe and North
America, while this market share is anticipated to shrink to 37 percent in the year 2035.
The promising market forecast of the aviation industry brings not only opportunities but also
challenges. The main challenge is that the increase in air traffic demand is limited from the supply
side by the capacity of the network. The extra traffic demand, that is not able to be absorbed by
the network, will result in congestions. This is especially true in the airspaces surrounding airports,
which serve as both the starting and ending points of the air traffic. The traffic amount is very
huge in such areas, while the airspace is relatively limited. When the capacity of airports and the
surrounding areas is insufficient, congestion surrounding airports increases quite rapidly, which
leads to extra pressure on the network and causes more delays. According to [1], around 1.9 million
flights are predicted to be unaccommodated in the year 2035 in Europe, accounting for 12 percent of
the demand. More detailed information on the mismatch between capacity and demand in European
countries is presented in Fig. 2, the shortfall is especially important in the countries such as Turkey,
Bulgaria, Hungary and Romania. It can be seen that future air traffic operations will be limited by
airports capacity. To face this challenge, new runways and airports are built in order to absorb the
pressure on the network. However, this kind of solution leads to very high costs and relatively long
construction period. In the future, new projects aiming at developing advanced technologies and
improving airport infrastructures may be launched. It is also necessary to further ameliorate the
operating environment and to allow more automation and more efficient utilization of the airspace.
Another challenge that aviation industry has to face lies in the environmental sustainability.
Aviation environmental impacts include noise pollution as well as CO2 emissions and air quality
impacts from the burning fuel. This challenge is especially serious in the airspaces surrounding
airports, since these areas are very close to the city residents, and people’s awareness of the impact
brought by aviation industry becomes more and more sensitive and critical. In fact, notable results,
aiming at reducing the environmental impacts, have been achieved nowadays, as a result of long-
standing investigations. According to [1], current average noise level is reduced by 20 dB compared
with 40 years ago, corresponding to a reduction in noise annoyance of 75 percent. Moreover, the
Figure 2: Flight demand excess over airport capacity in Europe in 2035 (source [1]).
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CO2 emission decreased from 160 grams per passenger km in 1995 to 120 grams per passenger km
in 2010. Even though, these improvements are unlikely to compensate the continuous increase of
the air traffic demand. Moreover, it is hard to make trade-offs between the mentioned environmental
impacts. For example, re-routing aircraft in order to avoid noise-sensitive areas may lead to longer
routes, which will result in more fuel consumption, thus more CO2 emissions. While operating
more fuel-efficient and noise-reduced procedures, such as Continuous Decent Operation (CDO) and
Continuous Climb Operation (CCO), will limit the capacity of the airspaces surrounding airports.
Thus, implementing these procedures is not an easy task, and more investigations and researches
are needed.
Airports play an important role in the future development of the aviation industry. The airspace
surrounding airports is named Terminal Maneuvering Area (TMA), which is designed to handle
aircraft arriving to and departing from airports. It is crucial to increase the capacity of TMAs,
and thus to deal with the congestion around airports caused by the worldwide air traffic growth.
Most of the airports have pre-designed procedures indicating how aircraft depart from or arrive
to airports. These procedures are called Standard Instrument Departure (SID) route and Standard
Terminal Arrival Route (STAR). More precisely, a SID is a flight route which is followed by aircraft
from its take-off phase until it starts the en-route phase, and a STAR is a route which connects the
last en-route way-point to the Initial Approach Fix (IAF). In this thesis, the problem of designing
SIDs/STARs is addressed in an optimal way, taking into account the configuration of the airport and
nearby environment, as well as related operational constraints, including the avoidance of obstacles
and the separation between routes. The designed routes use the airspace more efficiently, thus more
traffic can be accommodated.
This thesis is organized in the following way. Chapter 1 introduces the context of the consid-
ered problem. An overview of the current Air Traffic Management (ATM) system and its future
development trends is given. Then, different types of controlled airspaces, especially the Terminal
Maneuvering Area (TMA), are introduced. We give a short introduction to mathematical optimiza-
tion problems and resolution methods, with an emphasis on the optimization methods used in this
thesis. Finally, the objectives and contributions of this thesis are given. Chapter 2 first reviews some
existing methods in literature related to path planning problems. These methods are classified into
two groups: roadmap based methods and path shape based methods. Then researches specifically
dealing with the route design in ATM domain are presented, and the optimization methods applied
in these works are discussed. Finally, we give a brief overview of the works related to trajectory
planning. In Chapter 3, a mathematical framework to deal with the routes design problem is pre-
sented. First, the 3D routes and obstacles modeling are given, then the routes design problem is
formulated as a combinatorial optimization problem. In Chapter 4, the way one single optimal route
is designed using a Branch and Bound (B&B) method is proposed. Besides, a technique to reduce
efficiently the state space is also explained. Numerical results of several artificially generated prob-
lems are given. The preliminary results of this method have been presented at EIWAC7 conference
in 2015 [13], and have been published in the Lecture Notes [14]. In Chapter 5, we develop two
different approaches to solve the design of multiple routes. The first one is a B&B-based approach,
where routes are generated sequentially. This approach is characterized by the B&B to generate a
single route, and a strategy to deviate a conflicting route. This approach as well as some simulation
results will be published in [15]. The second one is a typical heuristic approach, named Simulated
Annealing (SA), where routes are generated simultaneously. The preliminary results of the SA
method have been presented at DASC8 conference in 2016 [16]. In Chapter 6, the two proposed
7EIWAC2015, the 4th International Workshop on ATM/CNS, Tokyo, Japan
8DASC2016, the 35th Digital Avionics Systems Conference, Sacramento, CA, United States
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approaches for designing multiple routes are validated first on several artificially generated prob-
lems, then applied to two problems corresponding to existing TMAs (Paris and Zurich). The results
obtained from both approaches are compared and discussed. Finally we draw a conclusion for this
thesis and discuss about the future research directions.
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Chapter 1
Problem Context
In this chapter, we first introduce the current Air Traffic Management (ATM) system, including
its definition and main activities. We also introduce some advanced technologies in a modernized
ATM system to improve safety and increase efficiency in air traffic operation. In Section 1.2, dif-
ferent kinds of controlled airspaces, as well as the corresponding flight phases managed by them
are presented. In Section 1.3, the controlled airspace named Terminal Maneuvering Area (TMA) is
presented in more detail, including its general layout as well as related operational and environmen-
tal requirements. In Section 1.4, we give a short overview of optimization problems and resolution
methods, with an emphasis on the methods applied in this thesis. Finally, we give the objectives and
contributions of this thesis.
1.1 Current Air Traffic Management (ATM) system and its future
trends
Air Traffic Management (ATM) system generally refers to all the activities involved in ensuring
the safe and orderly flow of air traffic flying between pairwise airports. Being such a huge and
complex system, the functionality of ATM can be affected by many aspects. Effective planning is
indispensable to guarantee that ATM operates safely and efficiently. Depending on the time horizon,
the planning in ATM can be classified into three levels: strategic level, pre-tactical level and tactical
level.
• A strategic level planning takes place about one year to several weeks before the real-time
operations. Some macroscopic indicators, such as the traffic load, the congestions and com-
plexity are estimated at this level. The design of route structure is also realized at this level,
in order to optimize the traffic flow from scratch.
• A pre-tactical level planning is executed several weeks to one day before the real-time oper-
ations. The information of traffic demand, weather forecast and other operational conditions
are provided with higher accuracy. The planning performed at strategic level can be adjusted
accordingly to decrease the complexity and congestions.
• A tactical level planning is conducted on the day of operations. It aims primarily at aircraft
conflict resolution through the departure slot allocation, speed control, re-routing and other
approaches. It attempts to maximize flights efficiency and to make full use of the available
airspace.
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In order to ensure the safe and efficient operation of air traffic, the ATM system provides three
main services:
• Air Traffic Flow Management (ATFM), its primary objective is to regulate air traffic effi-
ciently, so as to avoid or decrease the congestion. To fulfill this objective, it is very important
to ensure the best possible match between supply and demand. One possible solution is to
stagger the demand over time and space, another one is through better planning of the con-
trol capacities to meet the demand. According to the planning time horizon, the ATFM is at
strategic level.
• Air Traffic Control (ATC), its main purpose is to maintain sufficient separation between air-
craft, and between aircraft and obstructions on the ground. However, this safety purpose must
not impede the flow of traffic. According to the planning time horizon, the ATC is at tactical
level.
• Aeronautical Information Services (AISs), its principal responsibility is to compile and dis-
tribute all aeronautical information necessary for the safety, regularity and efficiency of air
navigation to airspace users.
The current ATM system is being modernized in order to handle air traffic growth and to pro-
vide greater safety at a lower cost. Two major projects, the Next Generation Air Transportation
System (NextGen) [17] in the USA and the Single European Sky ATM Research (SESAR) [18][19]
in Europe, are carried out to contribute to ATM modernization. The research area include: net-
work and strategic traffic flow optimization, air-ground integrated concepts, trajectory and queue
management, airport improvement programs, etc. Through these projects, new technologies of
communication, navigation and surveillance are developed and implemented to the current ATM
systems.
• The communication system allows the interaction between pilots and air traffic controllers.
In the Data Communications (DataComm) project of future ATM system, air-to-ground and
ground-to-ground data communications are added, which enables not only automated mes-
sage generation and receipt in the ground side, but also message routing and transmission to
aircraft avionics. Compared with the current ways of communication, which perform largely
by voice, the DataComm is more efficient and accurate. Therefore, by using DataComm,
the productivity of controllers is improved which could contribute to the growth of airspace
capacity.
• The navigation system guarantees the aircraft to follow pre-defined routes and to access air-
ports safely. The Performance Based Navigation (PBN) [20], including Area navigation
(RNAV) and Required Navigation Performance (RNP), is one of the key factors to enable
more precise navigation in the modernized ATM system. A PBN route follows a succession
of waypoints, which are specified geographical locations, simply defined by latitude and lon-
gitude coordinates. Compared with conventional navigation, which relies on ground-based
infrastructures, the PBN routes are more flexible and have a higher level of navigation preci-
sion. Thus the airspace can be more fully used by implementing PBN routes.
• The surveillance system is used to monitor the traffic situation and to prevent collisions. In the
modernized surveillance system, the Automatic Dependent Surveillance-Broadcast (ADS-B)
is implemented. ADS-B uses Global Positioning System (GPS) satellite signals to determine
aircraft’s information, including speed and precise position, and also broadcasts these data
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to other aircraft and air traffic controllers. Compared with the currently used Radar system,
the ADS-B has a more accurate and reliable performance. With the complete implementation
and application of ADS-B, both the pilots and the controllers can share the same real-time
information of air traffic.
Through the developments in communication, navigation and surveillance technologies, an operat-
ing environment with increased safety, efficiency and capacity, and with reduced delay and cost can
be achieved. The route design problem considered in this thesis takes into account the navigation
mode PBN, more precisely, the RNP under PBN. Thus more details about these navigation systems
are presented in the following.
The navigation mode PBN not only defines the performance requirements for routes and pro-
cedures designing, but also offers operational benefits such as enhanced safety and increased effi-
ciency. As mentioned, it consists of RNAV and RNP. The mode RNAV allows aircraft to fly on any
desired path within the coverage of ground- or space-based navigation aids [21]. The mode RNP is
fundamentally similar to RNAV, but it requires additionally on-board performance monitoring and
alerting [20]. Furthermore, RNP enables the Radius-to-Fix (RF) functionality, defined as an arc
with specified center and radius between two defined waypoints [2]. An illustration of RF is shown
in Fig. 1.1.
Figure 1.1: Radius-to-Fix illustration (source: [2]).
Figure 1.2: A comparison of conventional, RNAV and RNP routes.
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A comparison among the conventional navigation, RNAV and RNP routes is illustrated in
Fig. 1.2, where the conventional navigation routes follow ground-based navigation aids instruments,
and the RNAV and RNP routes follow a succession of waypoints. Since the RNAV and RNP routes’
structure is no more limited by the ground-based navigation aids, the available airspace is highly
increased. From the operational point of view, flying a RNAV or RNP route is easy to operate
for pilots. To define a flight path, pilots can choose which waypoints to follow in the navigation
database implemented in the Flight Management System (FMS). During the flight, a Global Navi-
gation Satellite System (GNSS) provides the aircraft position information to the FMS, and the FMS
guides the aircraft along the flight plan.
Both RNAV and RNP have different performance levels, denoted by RNAV-x or RNP-x, where
x represents the corresponding navigation accuracy. More precisely, RNAV-x represents that the
horizontal distance between the aircraft and the standard path centerline is no more than x nautical
mile (Nm) within 95% of the whole flight time. RNP-x is defined similarly, with the additional
condition that the horizontal distance between the aircraft and the standard path centerline is no
more than 2x nautical mile (Nm) within 99.999% of the whole flight time. Figure. 1.3 represents
the navigation levels used in different flight phases, where the unit of the numbers is NM. A more
detailed description of different flight phases is provided in Section 1.2. In general, higher naviga-
tion accuracy is provided to the flight phases with more intense traffic. Moreover, it can be seen
that RNP generally provides higher navigation precision than the RNAV, thus RNP is more useful
in complex airspaces with dense traffic. The route design problem considered in this thesis takes
into account the RNP-1, that covers arrival, approach and departure flight phases.
Figure 1.3: PBN applied in different flight phases (unit in NM)1.
1source:http://www.avbuyer.com/articles/business-aviation-safety/
are-you-ready-for-performance-based-navigation-part-2/
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1.2 Controlled airspace and Air Traffic Service (ATS) route
The global airspace is divided into Flight Information Regions (FIRs) by the International Civil
Aviation Organization (ICAO). It is currently the largest regular division of airspace in use. Flight
information service and alerting service are provided by FIR. There is no standard size of a FIR, a
large country can be divided into several FIRs, while several small countries may become compo-
nents of a single FIR. Moreover, in some cases, a FIR is further divided vertically, where the lower
portion remains the name as FIR, and the upper portion is named Upper Information Region (UIR).
Airspaces are classified to different categories, from class A to class G (7 classes in total), according
to specified service standards. More detailed information on the airspace classification can be found
in [22].
Some parts of airspace may have specific restrictions and reservations for operating a flight.
This kind of regions includes danger area, restricted area and prohibited area.
• A danger area (Fig. 1.4(a)), defined with the letter “D” in aeronautical charts, is a limited
zone used for dangerous activities, such as parachuting and rocket-launching. It is the least
restrictive one among these three kinds of areas, and pilots can decide whether or not to cross
such an area.
• A restricted area (Fig. 1.4(b)), defined with the letter “R” in aeronautical charts, is a limited
zone for developing activities like training flights and military training. The pilots can only
cross such an area under the permission of controllers.
• A prohibited area (Fig. 1.4(c)), defined with the letter “P” in aeronautical charts, is a limited
zone where flights are totally prohibited, except for some authorized military and government
use. It is the most restrictive one among these three kinds of areas.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 1.4: Airspace with specific restriction. (a) Danger area. (b) Restricted area. (c). Prohibited
area.
Airspace can be distinguished as controlled airspace or uncontrolled airspace in a general way.
A controlled airspace is established to provide ATC services to flights under Instrument Flight Rules
(IFR) and Visual Flight Rules (VFR), so as to promote a safe, orderly and expeditious flow of air
traffic. On the contrary, in an uncontrolled airspace, ATC does not exert any executive authority.
The VFR is not very commonly used for commercial flights, thus it is not included in the scope of
this thesis. There exist three mains types of controlled airspaces, taking charge of different phases
of a flight.
The principal phases of an IFR flight are take-off, departure, en-route, arrival, approach and
landing, as illustrated in Fig. 1.5. More precisely, take-off is the flight phase where aircraft go
through a transition from moving along the ground (taxi-out) to flying in the air, usually starting on
a runway and finishing after reaching about 400 feet above the runway. Then aircraft continue to
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depart and leave the airport. When the Top of Climb (TOC) is reached, the en-route phase starts,
aircraft may change flight levels in this phase. Afterwards, in the arrival phase, aircraft start to
descend at the Top of Descent (TOD). The approach begins at the Initial Approach Fix (IAF) and
terminates at the Final Approach Fix (FAF). A FAF is usually about 3000 feet above the runway.
Finally, aircraft land to airport (finishing with taxi-in) and the flight is complete.
Figure 1.5: Principal phases of a flight.
The three mains types of controlled airspaces encountered by a flight are: Control zone (CTR),
Terminal Maneuvering Area (TMA), Area Control Center (ACC). Figure. 1.6 illustrates the men-
tioned controlled airspace structure in the vertical plane.
• A Control zone (CTR) is the controlled airspace nearby an airport, which extends from the
surface to a specified upper limit. It is established to control aircraft operating to and from
the airport. Thus the taxi, take-off and landing flight phases are regulated by CTR.
• A Terminal Maneuvering Area (TMA), also called Terminal Control Area (TCA) or Termi-
nal Radar Approach Control (TRACON) in the U.S., is an area surrounding one or more
neighboring airports, designed to handle the departure, arrival and approach flight phases of
aircraft.
• An Area Control Center (ACC), also referred to as an Air Route Traffic Control Center
(ARTCC) in the U.S., is the controlled airspace extended from TMA to upper altitude, where
en-route control service is provided.
Before an IFR flight takes place, a flight plan must be submitted to its corresponding ATFM
unit. A flight plan contains especially the following information:
• aircraft identification number, type and navigation equipment;
• departure airport, proposed departure time, climb profiles;
• requested flight routes;
• cruising airspeed and requested cruising altitude;
• descent profiles and destination airport.
The corresponding ATFM unit analyzes the flight plan, and may propose some alternative routes in
the case when the flight plan is not in compliance with the structure and capacity of the overflown
airspace. One of the essential information in a flight plan is the requested flight routes, which
are selected from the routes provided by Air Traffic Service (ATS). An ATS route is designed for
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Figure 1.6: Controlled airspace structure.
channeling the flow of traffic as necessary for the management of air traffic. It may refer to various
type of routes, such as low altitude airways (based on VOR2 stations below FL1803), jet routes
(based on VOR stations from FL180 to FL450 feet), RNAV routes, etc.. An example of ATS routes
in aeronautical chart is presented in Fig. 1.7, the routes with letter “V” (respectively, “T”) are low
altitude airways (respectively, RNAV routes below FL180).
Figure 1.7: An example of ATS routes.
2VOR: VHF omni-directional range, a short-range radio navigation system for aircraft
3In aviation, 1 FL is equal to 100 feet, thus FL180 is equal to 18000 feet.
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1.3 Departure and arrival routes in Terminal Maneuvering Area (TMA)
In this thesis, we specifically focus on the controlled airspace surrounding airports, that is the
TMA, as well as the ATS routes for departure and arrival traffic. The scale of a TMA usually
depends on the traffic amount to be handled, for example, the range of a TMA surrounding one or
several major airports may extend to more than 80Nm from the corresponding TMA center, while
the one of a TMA surround a small airport can be about 30Nm. Besides, different TMAs may have
various shapes.
An example of the TMA of the Paris region in the horizontal plane is presented in Fig. 1.8,
where the red arrows represent the departure traffic and the black arrows represent the arrival traffic.
The case when more than one airports present in the same TMA is called metroplex. For example, in
Fig. 1.8, both Roissy and Orly airports are in the same TMA. The metroplex TMA usually surrounds
big cities with high traffic density. Traffic converging to different airports produces massive conflicts
between aircraft. In order to decrease the interaction between traffic from or to different directions,
the departure traffic (red arrows) and arrival traffic (black arrows) are usually located alternately, as
shown in Fig. 1.8.
Figure 1.8: An example of the TMA of the Paris region.
Aircraft exit (respectively, enter) a TMA at some pre-defined points, named TMA exit (respec-
tively, entry) points. These points are usually located at the boundary of the TMA. An example of
the layout of TMA entry/exit points is presented in Fig. 1.9, where the TMA is in a circular shape.
Moreover, the ATS route connecting the runway to a TMA exit point is called Standard Instrument
Departure route (SID), as illustrated by the blue curve. Meanwhile, the route connecting a TMA
entry point to the runway is composed by several parts. The route section connecting the TMA
entry point to the IAF is called Standard Terminal Arrival Route (STAR). There is usually a holding
pattern located at the IAF, used for holding or descending aircraft to a desired altitude. Afterwards,
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Figure 1.9: TMA entry/exit points.
the route section connecting IAF to FAF is called arrival route. Sometimes, an Intermediate Fix
(IF) may exist between IAF and FAF. At the FAF, aircraft must be aligned to the runway, so as to
intercept the ground-based infrastructure for the guidance of landing.
TMA is one of the most complex types of airspace, not only because of the highly dense traffic,
but also because of the numerous constraints to be satisfied. The constraints generally fall into
two main categories: operational constraints related to air traffic operations, and environmental
constraints related to environmental sustainability. The operational constraints include:
• obstacle avoidance, the obstacle refers to mountains, restricted and military areas;
• aircraft separation, the standard separation norm between aircraft in a TMA is 3Nm in the
horizontal plane or 1000ft in the vertical plane as shown in Fig. 1.10;
• flyable routes, the route must be smooth and with few turns;
• runway alignment, aircraft must head straightly to the runway before landing;
• runway capacity limitation, this may lead to aircraft holding in the air;
• severe weather avoidance.
The environmental constraints include:
• noise abatement, aircraft must fly over cities and neighborhoods above a vertical minimum;
• CO2 emission reduction, continuous descent/climb operations consume less jet fuel, thus re-
sult in less CO2 emission. However, the airspace capacity is reduced by using these opera-
tions.
The constraints on runway capacity limitation and severe weather avoidance are usually handled at
tactical or pre-tactical levels, while the other constraints can be managed at strategic level. All these
constraints make the operation of aircraft in TMA very hard to be regulated at the same time safely
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Figure 1.10: Standard separation norm in a TMA.
and efficiently, not only because the available airspace is restricted, but also because the controllers’
workload to manage traffic is increased.
The ATS routes in TMA must be designed with respect to these constraints, especially the ones
at strategic level. Airports usually have published aeronautical charts, showing the ATS routes for
departing from and arriving to it. An aeronautical chart specifies the information such as the name
of this chart, the navigation mode (conventional, RNAV, RNP), the corresponding runway in use, the
names and coordinates of the waypoints to follow, the constraints on altitude and speed of aircraft,
etc. An example of a STAR chart of New Zealand Queenstown airport is presented in Fig. 1.11. The
environment of the TMA surrounding Queenstown airport is very complex, due to the presence of
mountains (area in brown color) and river (area in blue color). Thus RNP is used in such context,
because of its high precision and flexibility, and the route is composed by segments and arcs of
circles. In the real-world operation, before a flight takes place, pilot must choose the SID and STAR
to follow, and enter the related waypoints to the Flight Management System (FMS) in the cockpit, so
that the aircraft will be guided during the flight. Moreover, the use of SID/STAR charts simplifies
the cooperation between pilots and controllers, by indicating directly the names of waypoints or
routes.
The difficulty of designing SIDs/STARs lies especially in dealing with the numerous operational
and environmental constraints mentioned above. Currently, SIDs/STARs are designed manually
according to the requirements defined by the International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) [23],
taking into account airport layout and nearby environment. This kind of design is generally not very
efficient and is not expected to optimize the use of available airspace. The software Ge´oTITAN,
developed by Ecole Nationale de l’Aviation Civile (ENAC) PANS-OPS unit can be applied for
procedure design in compliance with [23]. Even though this tool is efficient and accurate, it is still
not expected to optimize any specific criterion.
1.4 Optimization problems and methods
Many complex problems in the real world are solved through the mathematical optimization,
which is an important tool in making decisions and analyzing complex systems. An optimization
problem is built up through the process of modeling, and three basic ingredients are identified and
expressed in mathematical terms in this process. The basic ingredients of an optimization problem
are:
• the objective function is used to measure quantitatively the performance of the system, and its
value is minimized or maximized;
4source:http://www.aip.net.nz/pdf/NZQN_45.1_45.2.pdf
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Figure 1.11: A STAR chart of New Zealand Queenstown airport4.
• the decision variables are the components of the system, and serve as levers to act on the
system. Their values are to be determined in the resolution process. The objective function is
expressed as a function of the variables;
• the constraints give the relationship among the variables, and allow the variables to take
certain values while exclude others.
One standard form of an optimization problem is:
minimize
x
f (x)
subject to gi(x)≤ 0, i = 1, · · · ,m
hi(x) = 0, i = 1, · · · , p
(1.1)
where
• x represents the decision variables;
• f is the objective function;
• gi, i = 1, · · · ,m are the inequality constraints, and
• hi, i = 1, · · · , p are the equality constraints.
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In the case of a maximization problem, the objective function can be negated in order to be in
compliance with this standard form.
It is important to categorize the optimization model, since algorithms for solving optimization
problems are tailored particularly to a type of problem. According to whether the variables are
continuous or discrete, an optimization model can be classified into three categories:
• Continuous Optimization, where each variable can take value from a set of continuous real
values;
• Combinatorial Optimization, where each variable can only take value from a discrete set,
usually a subset of integers;
• Mixed-Integer Programming, where some of the variables are constrained to be integer values
and the others are continuous.
Optimization methods are used to provide the values of the decision variables, which lead to the
highest level of system performance. The optimization methods can be roughly divided into two
categories: exact approaches and heuristics approaches.
• An exact approach guarantees to provide an optimum solution of the problem, if such a solu-
tion exists, but it may be time-consuming to find the optimal solution of a difficult problem.
For this reason, exact approaches are usually difficult to be applied in some highly combina-
torial NP-hard problems. In the path or trajectory planning problems, the exact approaches
are generally applied in the design of one path or trajectory in 2D.
• Compared with an exact approach, an heuristic approach seeks to produce good-quality but
not necessarily optimal solutions in reasonable computation times. Thus this kind of ap-
proaches are more commonly used for complex and highly combinatorial problems. In the
case of designing multiple 3D paths or trajectories, especially when taking into account nu-
merous constraints, the heuristic methods seem to be more appropriate.
Exact approaches
Among the exact methods used in the context of path and trajectory planning, we find naturally
the shortest path algorithm (Dijkstra’s algorithm [24], Bellman-Ford algorithm [25]). Besides, a
widely known exact approach for solving combinatorial optimization problems is the Branch and
Bound (B&B) method. This method is applied in the route design problem considered in this thesis,
thus we present it in more detail in the following.
The B&B method is proposed by A. H. Land and A. G. Doig in 1960 [26]. Readers may refer
to [27] and [28] for a survey and some examples of this method. The B&B algorithm checks the
complete search space to get the global best solution. The number of potential solutions increases
exponentially during the search, therefore explicit enumeration is hardly to be conducted. Instead,
the implicit enumeration consisting of branching and bounding is applied to deal with the large
number of potential solutions. The branching refers to the strategies of dividing the problem into
subsets by partitioning the search space. The bounding refers to computing a lower bound (in a
minimization problem) of a relaxed form of a subset, which is used to decide whether the corre-
sponding subset needs to be further branched on. More precisely, in the case when the lower bound
of a subproblem is greater than the cost value of the current best solution found so far, it is sure that
there exists no better solution than the current best one with further branching on this branch.
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Figure 1.12: B&B flow chart.
In a B&B method, the subsets generated are represented as nodes in a search tree. A flow chart
of a general B&B method is presented in Fig. 1.12, where the related notations are given in Table
1.1.
WL: the waiting list storing unconsidered nodes in the search tree
S: the complete search space
CB: the cost value of the current best solution
LB: the lower bound associated with the considered node
SC: the current solution
cost(SC): the cost of the SC
SB: the current best solution
Table 1.1: Notations related to the B&B method.
At the initial state, the complete search space S is denoted as the root node of the search tree
and added to WL, while the value of CB is set as infinity. Afterwards, the B&B algorithm deals with
the nodes in the search tree iteratively. For each selected node, the corresponding LB is computed.
If LB is greater than CB, which means the subset does not contain a better solution, then the whole
subset is discarded. Otherwise, the algorithm continues to check whether the node corresponds
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to a feasible solution SC. If it is the case, the cost of SC is computed and is compared with the
current best value CB. This solution is accepted as SB when it has a lower cost value. If this node
does not correspond to a feasible solution, two or more new branches are developed based on this
node and added to WL, by subdividing the corresponding search space into two or more subsets.
The algorithm terminates when all nodes are considered, and the solution is the best solution found
through the whole process.
The computing time for obtaining the global optimal solution in the B&B method depends not
only on the complexity of the problem but also on the branching strategy, which defines the order of
tree exploration. Different branching strategies have been investigated, such as the depth-first search
[29], which seeks to process the most recent nodes in the search tree, and the best-bound search [30],
which chooses to branch on the subset with the smallest lower bound. A good branching strategy
enumerates fewer tree branches before obtaining the global optimum.
Heuristic approaches
A commonly used heuristic method searching for the shortest path is the A* algorithm [31]. It is
applied in several works that we will cite in Chapter 2. For a better understanding of its applications
in literature, we present in more detail this method in the following. This method is formulated in
terms of weighted graphs. The principle of the A* algorithm is to search for the best path (with
least travel distance, shortest time, etc.) among a tree of possible partial paths, and each time it
restarts from the one that may lead most quickly to the best path. The root of the search tree is the
starting point of the path to design. At each step, the current best partial path is extended one step
by connecting its end node to the neighboring nodes. Several new partial paths are then obtained
and are added to the search tree. The algorithm terminates until one path reaches the ending point
of the path to design. The cost function to evaluate a partial path with ending point x is represented
by f (x) = g(x)+h(x), where g(x) is the cost of getting from the starting point to node x, and h(x)
is a heuristic estimation of the cost to get from node x to the ending point. In order to find the actual
shortest path, the heuristic cost h(x) must be a lower bound on the actual cost to get to the ending
node. Some applications of A* algorithm are presented in Chapter 2.
To illustrate how the A* algorithm works, an example is given in Fig. 1.13. In the weighted
graph, a node represents a city, an edge shows the connectivity between two cities, and the weight
associated with an edge denotes the distance between two connected cities. The problem of finding
the shortest path from city S to city E is considered. To apply the A* algorithm, the cost g(x) at
node x is computed by summing up the lengths of the passed edges, and the heuristic cost h(x) is
the straight line distance between node x and ending node E. In Fig. 1.13, the heuristic cost at each
node is shown in the brackets. At initial state, the only partial path in the search tree is the starting
node S. In the first iteration, 3 partial paths are generated and added to the search tree by connecting
S to A, B, C respectively. The partial path (S−B) has the minimum cost, thus is extended in the
second iteration. Two partial paths are generated based on partial path (S−B) by connecting B to
D and G respectively, and they are added to the search tree. To this step, there are four possible
partial paths in the search tree, and the one with the minimum cost is (S−B−G), which will be
extended in the next iteration. The third and fourth iterations are shown in Fig. 1.13. The optimal
path connecting S to E is (S−B−G−E) with cost 28.
Within the scope of heuristics methods, some of them are high-level problem-independent al-
gorithmic frameworks, which do not take advantage of any specificity of the problem. These meth-
ods provide guidelines or strategies to solve the complex optimization problems. This kind of ap-
proaches are called meta-heuristic[32], including for example Genetic Algorithm (GA), Simulated
Annealing (SA), Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) [33], Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) [34]
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Figure 1.13: An example of the A* algorithm. The value in the brackets after each node denotes the
heuristic cost of that node.
etc..
Genetic Algorithm (GA) is one of the most famous meta-heuristic approaches, based on the
natural evolution of genetic selection. For an optimization problem solved by GA, each candidate
solution is called an individual, and each individual consists of a set of properties, named chromo-
somes. At the beginning of a GA process, a generation of individuals is randomly generated. Then,
iteratively at each generation, the individuals are evaluated according to a fitness function. The indi-
viduals with best fitness values are selected, and evolved through crossover and mutation operators.
The crossover operator aims at producing a better child individual by mixing two good parent indi-
viduals of the previous generation, and the mutation operator is used to maintain genetic diversity
from the previous generation to the next. Afterwards, a new generation is created by selecting the
best evolved individuals according to the fitness function. Readers may refer to [35], [36] and [37]
for more details of the GA. Some applications of GA in the context of path and trajectory planning
are presented in Chapter 2.
In this thesis, we apply another well-known meta-heuristic method, that is the Simulated An-
nealing (SA), proposed by S. Kirkpatrick et al. in 1983 [38] and by V. Cerny in 1985 [39]. The
principle of SA is to emulate the physical process whereby a solid is slowly cooled so that when
eventually its structure is “frozen”, a minimum energy configuration is obtained. A flow chart of
SA algorithm is presented in Fig. 1.14, where the parameters and related notations are presented in
Table 1.2.
In the SA algorithm, the parameter T controls the temperature schedule, and it decreases as the
total number of iterations increases. There exist different temperature decreasing laws in real-world
applications. In the flow chart Fig. 1.14, the temperature decreases by following a geometrical
law (T := βT ). Another parameter NI controls the number of iterations to be carried out at each
temperature stage. At each iteration, a neighboring solution is generated based on the current state
of the system. The way of generating a neighboring solution is usually problem-dependent. In
addition, this step is fundamental to the SA algorithm, since the final solution will come after a
succession of neighboring solutions. Afterwards, the neighboring solution is evaluated through a
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Figure 1.14: Simulated Annealing flow chart.
T0, T , Tf : the initial, current, final temperatures respectively
S0, SC, SN , SB: the initial, current, neighboring, best solutions respectively
β : the temperature cool-down factor (β < 1)
E: the SA fitness function
∆E: the degradation of the SA fitness function value
k: the counter of iterations
NI: the criterion for change of the temperature stage
Table 1.2: Parameters of the SA method.
fitness function. According to the acceptation rule shown in Fig. 1.14, at high temperature, the
probability exp(−∆ET ) is close to 1, thus the system probably accepts a worse solution; while at
low temperature, exp(−∆ET ) is close to 0, thus the system tends to accept only better solution. This
mechanism is an advantage of SA method, since it helps the system to escape from a local minimum.
The convergence speed of the SA method depends not only on the configuration space but also
on the following user-defined control parameters: T0, β , NI and Tf , whose values are usually set
by empirical adjustments. Readers can refer to [32] for practical suggestions for choosing these
parameters.
1.5 Objectives and contributions of this thesis
The objective of this thesis is to propose a decision support methodology of designing automat-
ically and optimally SIDs/STARs in a TMA surrounding only one airport. In fact, by designing
SIDs/STARs in a reasonable and effective way, the airspace can be sufficiently used, and the work-
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load of controllers to supervise and manage aircraft can be decreased. As a result, the capacity of a
TMA is increased and more traffic can be absorbed. Currently, SID/STAR are designed manually ac-
cording to operational requirements [23], taking into account airport layout and nearby constraints.
However, this kind of design is generally not very efficient and not expected to optimize any spe-
cific criterion. The methodology proposed in this thesis deals with the design of SIDs/STARs in an
optimal way, with respect to the total length of the designed routes, while taking into account some
strategic level constraints including obstacle avoidance and separation between routes as main con-
straints. The severe weather, normally managed at pre-tactical or tactical level, is not included in the
scope of this thesis. Our designed routes are compatible with the RNP concept, taking advantage of
its high accuracy and flexibility.
Designing SIDs/STARs is a hard problem in the real-world application that has to take into
account many factors, including:
• airport configuration: runways in use, runway directions, ground-based infrastructures, etc;
• surrounding environment: mountains, cities, restricted airspace, etc;
• aircraft performance: types, mass, take-off/landing slopes, curvature of a turn, etc;
• operational requirements: obstacle avoidance, routes separation, etc;
• environmental requirements: noise abatement, CO2 emission, air pollution, etc.
Optimization can be an effective means to deal with such a complex problem. However, represent-
ing this problem with mathematical terms is not evident, and it is especially difficult to describe
explicitly the impacts of the mentioned aspects on the design problem.
The first main contribution of this thesis is to propose a modeling of the concerned problem in
the mathematical framework. An obstacle, as well as its protection area, is modeled as a cylinder
in 3D, whose projection to the horizontal plane is a disk. Each route to design is modeled in 3D,
consisting of two components: a curve in the horizontal plane associated with a cone in the vertical
plane.
• In the horizontal plane, the curve is composed by a succession of straight line segments and
arcs of circles. The form of the horizontal curve is flyable under the RNP concept, since each
segment corresponds to a standard point-to-point leg in RNP, and each arc corresponds to a
RF leg in RNP. Moreover, modeling the horizontal curve as described make use of the high
flexibility and precision of RNP, so that the airspace can be better used.
• In the vertical plane, instead of simply taking a straight line segment representing the vertical
profile of aircraft, we model the vertical profile in shape of a cone. The cone consists of two
straight lines determined by the maximum and minimum take-off (in a SID case) or landing
(in a STAR case) slopes of the aircraft following this route. The reason of modeling in such a
way is that, aircraft following the same route may have various performance, thus their take-
off and landing slopes are not uniform. This fact makes their vertical profile diverge from the
runway. Modeling the vertical profile as we described is more conform with the reality.
The form of a horizontal curve (a succession of straight line segments and arcs of circles) is in
compliance with the shape of obstacles, since an arc can be used to contour an obstacle and a seg-
ment can be applied to connect two arcs. To deal with the obstacle avoidance, taking into account
the shape of routes and obstacles, three maneuvers of route deviation are proposed: bypassing an
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obstacle clockwise, bypassing an obstacle counter-clockwise and imposing a level flight below the
obstacle. The two bypassing maneuvers work on the deviation of the horizontal curve, using an
arc that contours the considered obstacle. While the maneuver of imposing level flight acts on
the vertical cone by maintaining the altitude at a certain level for a certain length. Besides their
adaptation to the form of routes and obstacles, these obstacle avoidance strategies also correspond
to real-world operations. Moreover, two groups of decision variables associated with the obstacle
avoidance strategies are proposed. The first group defines whether an obstacle is active or not with
respect to a route. The second group defines in which way the route avoids the active obstacle (by-
passing clockwise, bypassing counter-clockwise or imposing level flight). Then the constraints and
the objective function are expressed in terms of the decision variables either explicitly or implicitly.
The routes design problem is consequently formulated as a combinatorial optimization problem.
The second contribution of this thesis is that a two-step solution approach tailored to this prob-
lem is developed. The problem of designing multiple 3D routes is hard, especially in consideration
of many constraints. Thus, we first deal with the design of one single route with the minimum length,
while taking the obstacle avoidance as the main constraints. The Branch and Bound (B&B) method
is applied to solve this combinatorial optimization problem. A branching strategy specifically based
on the obstacle avoidance maneuvers (bypassing counter-clockwise, bypassing clockwise, impos-
ing level flight) is proposed. In the second step, the design of multiple routes is addressed, and
the constraint of route separation is considered additionally. We define a conflict as a loss of mini-
mum separation between routes. Two different solution approaches are developed. The first one is a
B&B-based method, which builds routes sequentially according to a given order (e.g. the decreasing
order of their traffic loads). This approach is characterized by the B&B to generate a single route,
and a strategy to deviate a conflicting route. The route deviation is again performed by contouring
or imposing level flights below the conflicting areas. However, the quality of the solution obtained
by this B&B-based approach depends a lot on the order of routes generation, due to the fact that
the route generated at first has more free space, thus tends to be straight, while the routes built at
last are usually composed by more deviations and level flights, so as to avoid obstacles and exist-
ing routes. Therefore, another method, the Simulated Annealing (SA), is applied to design multiple
routes, where routes are generated simultaneously. The length of route sections involved in conflicts
is integrated in the cost function. In the SA algorithm, the initial solution is obtained by applying
the B&B on each individual route. Afterwards, a neighboring solution is generated iteratively, based
mainly on the choice of conflicting area avoidance strategies. In contrast to the B&B-based method,
the SA chooses the obstacle and conflict avoidance strategies independently for each route, without
knowing the form of other routes.
Finally, our proposed approach is tested on a set of artificially generated problems as well as on
two existing TMAs (Paris CDG and Zurich). In the artificially generated problems, we test various
configurations of TMA (number and layout of obstacles, runways, positions of the TMA entry/exit
points), both B&B-based and SA methods are efficient and provide good quality results. The choice
of the TMAs of Paris CDG airport and Zurich airport allows us to confront our approach, on the
one hand, on a TMA with numerous TMA entry/exit points, and on the other hand, on a TMA
with many obstacles. The simulation results of both methods show a gain in the total routes length
compared with the published standard charts. This can be promising in terms of reducing jet fuel
consumption. Furthermore, tests on the TMA of Zurich show that both approaches can be applied
effectively in a TMA in the presence of many obstacles.
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Chapter 2
Literature Review
The path and trajectory planning problems have been studied since long time. In this chapter, we
present a literature review on the existing works related to path and trajectory planning problems.
We first explain the definitions and differences between path planning and trajectory planning:
• A path planning problem aims at searching for a continuous curve that connects given starting
and ending points while avoiding static obstacles. A path planning problem does not concern
any individual mobile following the route, therefore the speed as well as the control laws of
the mobile are not considered. As a result, the notion of time is not associated. The “path
planning” is also referred to as “route planning” or “route design”, while the latter ones are
more commonly used in the aeronautical domain.
• A trajectory planning problem is not only to seek the curve that connects the starting and
ending points, but also to associate a control law of the mobile, so that the speed with which
the mobile follows the curve is determined. Thus the notion of time is associated and dynamic
obstacles have to be considered additionally.
The problem considered in this thesis is in the scope of path planning. In this chapter, we first
introduce some typical path planning methods, especially in the robotic domain, as well as their ap-
plications. Next, the route design problems in the aeronautical domain are presented; modeling and
resolution approaches are discussed. Finally, the related trajectory planning problems, particularly
in the ATM domain, are visited.
2.1 Path planning methods
Some typical path planning methods for a mobile robot are introduced in [40] [41] and [42]. A
majority of path planning methods in the robotic domain concentrate only on 2D design, where the
mobiles are supposed to move in a horizontal plane. The problem of designing one optimal path is
usually considered in two steps. The first step is to model the environment or the shape of the path.
In the second step, the optimal path with respect to a certain criterion (for example, the minimum
path length) is generated by applying an optimization method which is adapted to the modeling.
In this section, some typical methods for modeling the environment and the shape of the path are
presented.
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2.1.1 Roadmap based methods
The first group of methods are applied to build up a roadmap in the search space, representing
a set of paths between given staring and ending points that the robot can travel without collision. In
other words, the roadmap methods aim at capturing the free-space connectivity with a graph. These
methods are usually combined with a graph-based algorithm to search for the shortest path, such
as the Dijkstra’s algorithm, the Bellman-Ford algorithm and the A* algorithm. In the case when k
shortest paths connecting a pair of starting and ending points are to be designed, some approaches
are proposed in [43][44].
Visibility Graph
The Visibility Graph approach is introduced by Lozano-Pe´rez and Wesley in 1979 [45]. The
Visibility Graph is composed of the nodes which are the vertices of the polygonal obstacle, and the
edges which are the line segments connecting pairs of nodes lying in the collision-free space. Each
edge is associated with a weight, usually equal to the length of this edge. It is proven that the 2D
shortest path avoiding polygonal obstacles is the shortest path on the corresponding Visibility Graph
[45]. Different methods searching for the shortest path, based on the Visibility Graph, are explained
in [45] [46] [47]. An example of Visibility Graph with four triangle shape obstacles is presented in
Fig. 2.1, the starting point Pstart , ending point Pgoal , the vertices and edges, as well as the shortest
path are illustrated. Some works contribute to the extension of the 2D visibility graph to 3D with
polyhedral obstacles [48] [49] [50]. The problem becomes NP-hard in 3D, since the shortest path
does not necessarily pass through the vertices of polyhedrons [51].
Figure 2.1: An example of the Visibility Graph in 2D.
In the case when both polygonal and curved obstacles are present, the notion of Tangent Graph
was introduced by Liu and Arimoto [52] in 1992. For a Tangent Graph, a node is a tangent point
lying on the boundary of an obstacle. An edge corresponds either to a collision-free line segment
which is tangent to a pair of obstacles or to a convex boundary section between two nodes of an
obstacle. A Tangent Graph allows one to take into account both polygonal and curved obstacles
[52], as well as obstacle in the form of circular discs, such as in [53] [3]. In these graph-based
approaches, the edges are built in collision-free area, thus the constraint on obstacle avoidance is
automatically satisfied.
The computing time for finding the shortest path in a graph depends strongly on the number of
edges, which is then linked to the number of obstacles. In [3], a problem for computing the shortest
path among a set of mutually disjoint disks is studied. The authors propose some techniques in
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order to eliminate the circles which definitely have no impact on the form of the shortest path. They
first prove that the shortest path lies in the ellipse with the starting and end points as the foci. Then
they prove additionally that the shortest path lies in a convex hull of a few circular obstacles around
the line segment connecting the starting and ending points. With the ellipse and convex hull filters,
the size of the state space is reduced significantly.
Figure 2.2: An illustration of the convex hull filter in [3].
Voronoi Diagram
In the case when obstacles are in polygonal shape, as shown in Fig. 2.3, the Voronoi Diagram
is built by drawing line segments and curves that have equal distance to the edges of the polygonal
obstacles. These line segments and curves become edges in the Voronoi Diagram and their intersec-
tions become the nodes. This approach is usually used to reduce the chance of collision, since the
robot is kept as far away from the obstacles as possible. Thus the obtained path is not necessarily to
be the shortest one. A bibliography of this method is given in [54].
Figure 2.3: Voronoi diagram in a 2D polygonal environment1.
Cell Decomposition
The principle of Cell Decomposition is to first subdivide the free space of the given environment
into small regions, called cells. An example of environment subdivision is shown in Fig. 2.4(a),
where parallel line segments are drawn as the boundaries of the cells. Each line segment passes
through a vertex of a polygonal obstacle, or uses such a vertex as an ending point. Other techniques
1source:https://ayorho.wordpress.com/2011/01/03/ltc2-ans/
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of environment subdivision can be applied [55] [56]. Afterwards, a connectivity graph is built up
based on this decomposition, where the adjacency relationships between the cells are identified, as
shown in Fig. 2.4(b). The nodes in the connectivity graph denote the cells in the free space, and
the links show the adjacency between nodes. A channel in the connectivity graph connecting the
two nodes that contain the starting and ending points can be determined by simply linking adjacent
nodes. Finally, this channel corresponds to a conflict-free path in the environment with polygonal
obstacles, as shown in Fig. 2.4(c). More details for the application of Cell Decomposition in path
planning problems are provided in [57] [58].
(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 2.4: Cell Decomposition in a 2D polygonal environment. (a) Environment subdivision into
small regions. (b) The corresponding connectivity graph. (c) A conflict-free path.
Probabilistic Roadmap
The idea of Probabilistic Roadmap (PRM) [59] is to take random samples in the environment
where the mobile moves. The samplings located in the free space are kept and serve as nodes in the
graph built by PRM, while the others are discarded. Afterwards, a remaining sampling is connected
to its neighboring sampling in a certain way defined by a local planner. The collision-free links
between pairwise samplings are retained as edges in the graph built by PRM. The starting and
ending nodes are also included in the graph. Finally, an algorithm searching for the shortest path
can be applied.
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Rapidly-exploring Random Tree
The Rapidly-exploring Random Tree (RRT) method [60] is inspired by the PRM, and it is de-
signed for efficiently searching non-convex high-dimensional spaces. The specific point of RRT is
that it does not require any upstream environment modeling. Given the starting and ending points,
a RRT tree grows progressively from the starting point towards the ending point. Iteratively in the
RRT process, a sampling is randomly taken in the search space, then a connection is drawn between
this sampling and the its nearest node in the tree. If this connection lies in the free space and sat-
isfies other motion constraints, then it is added to in the RRT, the end points of this connection are
the nodes, and the link between the end points becomes an edge. The RRT terminates when the
destination point is reached by a connection.
2.1.2 Path shape based methods
The second group of methods represents the path to be designed as a combination of some basis
analytical functions, and the shape of the path is controlled by a vector of parameters. In such a
way, the dimension of the state space is reduced. Through an optimization process to search for the
optimal parameters, the optimal path avoiding obstacles is obtained correspondingly. Some basis
analytical functions to model the shape of a path are summarized in [40] and [61].
Lagrange interpolating polynomial
The formula of Lagrange interpolating polynomials [62] was first published by Waring in 1779,
and then rediscovered by Euler in 1783. It is named after Lagrange, who published it again in 1795.
For a given set of n+1 points {(xi,yi)| i = 0, · · · ,n}, where the x-coordinates are pairwise distinct,
the Lagrange interpolating polynomial is the polynomial L(x) of degree n that passes through the
n+1 given points. The polynomial L(x) is presented by
L(x) =
n
∑
i=0
yili(x) (2.1)
where each basis polynomial li(x) is presented by
li(x) = ∏
0≤ j≤n
j 6=i
x− x j
xi− x j (2.2)
Each basis polynomial li(x) passes through its respective control point (xi,yi) and is 0 when x-
coordinate corresponds to the other control points. Figure 2.5 illustrates an example of Lagrange
interpolation, where 4 control points are given, and the polynomial L(x) (black dashed line) passes
through them. The drawback of Lagrange interpolation is that the derivatives at the control points
are not interpolated.
Piecewise polynomial interpolation
Another scheme to obtain an interpolation of a given set of points {(xi,yi)| i = 0, · · · ,n}, where
x0 < x1 < · · ·< xn, is by using piecewise polynomial interpolation on each subinterval [xi,xi+1], i =
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Figure 2.5: An example of Lagrange interpolating polynomial.
0, · · · ,n−1. The interpolating function can be presented by
S(x) =

S0(x), x ∈ [x0,x1]
S1(x), x ∈ [x1,x2]
: :
Sn−1(x), x ∈ [xn−1,xn]
(2.3)
Piecewise linear interpolation
The simplest case of piecewise polynomial interpolation is the piecewise linear interpolation,
where each basis polynomial Si(x), i = 0, · · · ,n−1 is a linear polynomial, defined as a straight line
segment connecting points xi and xi+1. It can be expressed by
Si(x) = ai+bi(x− xi), x ∈ [xi,xi+1] (2.4)
with the coefficients ai = yi and bi =
yi+1−yi
xi+1−xi . An example of piecewise linear interpolation is pre-
sented in Fig. 2.6, where the black points are the given points and the red lines are the piecewise
linear polynomials. The drawback of this method is that the derivative of the obtained path is not
continuous.
Figure 2.6: An example of piecewise linear interpolation.
Piecewise cubic Hermite interpolation
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In the case when the first derivatives of the given points are also interpolated, the piecewise cubic
Hermite interpolation can be applied. For a subinterval [xi,xi+1], i = 0, · · · ,n−1, the corresponding
basis polynomial Si(x) is a cubic polynomial, expressed by
Si(x) = aix3+bix2+ cix+di (2.5)
where the coefficients ai, bi, ci and di can be computed through the following equations, representing
the boundary conditions of Si(x) 
yi = Si(xi)
yi+1 = Si(xi+1)
y′i = S
′
i(xi)
y′i+1 = S
′
i(xi+1)
(2.6)
Be´zier curves
In the case when the shape of the designed path is controlled by a set of given points, but
not obliged to pass through the given points, then the Be´zier curve [63] can be applied. Let Pi, i =
0, · · · ,n be n+1 control points, the corresponding Be´zier curve is of degree n, its analytical function
is presented by
B(t) =
n
∑
i=0
(
n
i
)
(1− t)n−it iPi, 0≤ t ≤ 1 (2.7)
where
(n
i
)
= n!i!(n−i)! . The first control point P0 and the last control point Pn are always the start-
ing and ending points of the Be´zier curve, while the intermediate points only provide directional
information and generally lie out of the curve. An example of Be´zier curve with 4 control points is
presented in Fig. 2.7. One of the drawbacks of the Be´zier curves is that the degree of the polyno-
mials increase with the number of control points. In the case with many control points, it is hard to
manipulate such a curve. Moreover, any change to an individual control point leads to changes in
the curve along its full length.
Figure 2.7: An example of Be´zier curve.
Basis spline curves
To overcome the drawbacks of Be´zier curve, the Basis spline (B-spline) [64] can be applied. It
is a more general mathematical model based on Be´zier curve. The degree of a B-spline curve is
no more dependent on the number of control points, and any change made to a control point would
only affect some neighboring curve segments. Given n+1 control points Pi, i = 0, · · · ,n, and m+1
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knots 0 = u0 < u1 < · · · < um = 1, the B-spline curve of degree p defined by these control points
and knots is expressed by
C(u) =
n
∑
i=0
Ni,p(u)Pi (2.8)
where Ni,p is the ith B-spline basis function of degree p, it is computed recursively from two B-spline
basis functions of degree p−1:
Ni,0(u) =
{
1 if u ∈ [ui,ui+1)
0 otherwise
Ni,p(u) = u−uiui+p−ui Ni,p−1(u)+
ui+p+1−u
ui+p+1−ui+1 Ni+1,p−1(u)
(2.9)
Note that n, m and p must satisfy m = n+ p+ 1. For example, if a B-spline curve of degree p
with n+ 1 control points is to be defined, then the number of knots to be supplied is n+ p+ 2.
An illustration of Ni,p of degree 0, 1, 2, and 3 is presented in Fig. 2.8. More details of B-spline
curves can be found in [65]. An example of generating path for Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV)
using B-spline is presented in [66]. Another example using B-spline to model aircraft trajectories is
presented in [67], and the problem of air-traffic conflict resolution is addressed through optimizing
the spline control points.
Figure 2.8: An illustration of Ni,p of degree 0, 1, 2, and 3.
Dubins path
In a more specific problem context, given two points in the 2D plane with prescribed initial and
terminal tangents, and also given a constraint on the curvature of a path, the Dubins path [68] is
a strategy to find the shortest path joining the given oriented points while satisfying the curvature
constraint. A Dubins path is composed by three portions, based on straight line segments (corre-
sponding to moving forwards) or arcs of circles (corresponding to turning left or right) of a given
radius. An example of Dubins path is illustrated in Fig. 2.9, where the shortest path is composed by
a right turn Rα with central angle α , a straight line segment Sd with length d, and a left turn Lγ with
central angle γ . In the case when obstacles are present in the environment, the problem becomes
more difficult, some works contribute to path planning in such context using Dubins path, such as in
[69] and [70]. The application of Dubins path is also extended to airplane path planning problems,
such as in [71] and [72]. However, this method is not very adapted to the path planning in a TMA,
where the tangent at the TMA entry/exit points are usually not fixed; besides, by fixing the radius
of arcs of circles on a Dubins path, the search space for admissible paths is limited.
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Figure 2.9: An example of Dubins path.
2.2 Route design in ATM
Nowadays optimal paths planning for air traffic is attracting a growing attention, some ap-
proaches of air traffic modeling and optimization have been presented in book [73]. Designing
routes for the en-route (cruise) phase is generally addressed in 2D, since the altitude of an aircraft
is a constant value or piecewise constant values at most of the time. On the contrary, the design
of routes in a TMA is naturally to be considered in 3D, as aircraft take off and land with varied
slopes in the vertical plane, thus the route can not stay in the horizontal plane. However, some
papers simplify the problem to 2D by assuming that aircraft are associated with optimal profiles in
the vertical plane. This kind of simplification does not take into account the possibility of evalu-
ating the altitude of the designed route and the height of the obstacle. Hence, the situation when
the route pass directly above or below the obstacle in the vertical plane, which may lead to a solu-
tion with shorter route length, is disregarded. In addition, modifying the vertical profile of a route,
for example maintaining the flight level on a certain route section, is also a possible way to avoid
obstacles.
The route design in 3D is more difficult than the one in 2D. Even though some environment
modeling methods, such as some roadmap based methods, still hold in 3D, the corresponding reso-
lution methods are less effective. Moreover, the design of 3D routes in TMAs includes an additional
challenge, that is to take into account the aircraft vertical profiles. In fact, the take-off and landing
slopes of aircraft depend on many factors, such as the aircraft weight and performance, the effect of
wind, etc. Their values are generally bounded by the maximum/minimum take-off/landing slopes.
Concerning the design of multiple routes, the main issue is to take into account the separation
between routes, which is especially important from the ATM point of view. Since the route design
is not related to the notion of time, the routes must be separated spatially. Two routes are in conflict
when a loss of separation occurs in both horizontal and vertical planes simultaneously. More pre-
cisely, for each pair of routes (γ1,γ2), let p1(xp1 ,yp1 ,zp1)∈ γ1 and p2(xp2 ,yp2 ,zp2)∈ γ2 be the closest
points on the two routes. Denote Nh and Nv as the minimum separation norm in horizontal plane
and vertical plane respectively. These two routes are in conflict if the following two conditions are
verified at the same time.
(xp1− xp2)2+(yp1− yp2)2 < N2h (2.10)
|zp1− zp2 |< Nv (2.11)
The design of multiple routes generally consists of conflict detection and resolution. Two strate-
gies are proposed and applied in the literature. The first is a sequential 1-against-n strategy where
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the routes are generated one after the other according to a user-defined priority order (for example
according to the decreasing traffic load on each route). The previously built routes become obsta-
cles for the route that will be considered later. Therefore, the quality of solution depends strongly
on the order of routes generation. For this reason, some papers apply a global strategy, where all
routes are generated simultaneously, and the objective function is usually a global cost associated
with the set of routes. In the following, we present the literatures of routes design in ATM domain
by distinguishing the works in 2D or 3D.
2.2.1 Route design in 2D
In [4], the problem of designing one route that avoids hazardous weather is considered. The
environment is modeled as a grid map, which is defined over a 2D rectangular region, and it is
divided into very small squares. Each square is associated with a weight, indicating the cost for
passing through this square. The more severe the weather condition is, the higher the weight is.
Figure 2.10 illustrates the modeling of the hazardous weather, higher grid weight corresponds to
darker color. The route is in a piecewise-linear form, composed of way points and links. In order to
design the optimal route connecting the starting and ending points, while minimizing the total cost
passing through the environment, a dynamic programming based on the Bellman-Ford shortest path
algorithm is applied.
Figure 2.10: Hazardous weather modeling in [4].
In [74], a route design problem avoiding circular obstacles is studied in 2D. Each obstacle can
be avoided by a turn in clockwise or counter-clockwise. The form of the optimal route is in fact
determined by the ways of obstacles avoidance. To find the shortest route, a B&B method is applied,
whose branching strategy is based on the decision of obstacle bypassing direction. The number of
obstacles to be avoided is M. Each subproblem in the B&B search tree consists of a set of active
obstacles, each active obstacle is associated with a bypassing direction. Let A⊆ {1, · · · ,M} denotes
a subset of the indices of the active obstacles. The lower bound of a subproblem is equal to the
length of a route built according to the active obstacles in subset A and their bypassing orientations,
while ignoring the non-active obstacles. The branching of a subproblem is conducted based on
the choice of counter-clockwise or clockwise bypassing around an inactive obstacle in the subset
{1, · · · ,M}\A. Different branching strategies for choosing the next subproblem to consider and for
choosing the inactive obstacle to branch on are also developed and tested. The resolution approach
applied in this thesis is inspired by this work. We extend its branching strategy to take into account
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the specificity of our problem, where obstacles can be avoided also by imposing a level flight below
the obstacle.
In [5], a route design problem in a TMA is considered. The design is in 2D, since the authors
suppose that the aircraft perform the optimal altitude on the obtained 2D curve. An obstacle is con-
toured by a set of points, which form a convex region. Then the authors propose an approach based
on building convex hulls around obstacles. Each obstacle can be bypassed clockwise or counter-
clockwise. A Genetic Algorithm (GA) is used to deal with the choices of the bypassing direction on
each obstacle. More precisely, An individual in the GA process consists of only one chromosome,
which refers to a path. The chromosome stores the data of obstacle avoidance strategies, and the
path is built based on these strategies. The fitness function is composed of two terms, the first one is
linked to the path length, and the second one is associated with the path length lying inside obstacles.
Figure 2.11 illustrates an example of a path bypassing two obstacles. Both obstacles are modeled
by a set of points. The convex region formed by the red points is bypassed in counter-clockwise,
and the other one (in green color) is bypassed in clockwise.
Figure 2.11: An example of a path bypassing two obstacles in [5].
In [75], the design of multiple arrival routes is considered. The RF of the RNP concept is taken
into account, thus the routes are modeled as a succession of segments and arcs. The routes are
generated sequentially taking into account some constraints such as the minimum and maximum
radius of a turn and the minimum separation distance between two RF legs. The obtained arrival
routes merge gradually before reaching the runway.
The paper [76] also deals with the problem of designing multiple arrival routes in 2D that merge
gradually in a TMA. Some operational constraints in TMA are considered in this work, such as the
obstacle avoidance and the separation between STAR merge points (in order to provide desirable
route for control). Moreover, to exclude conflicts between departure and arrival traffic, SID-STAR
crossing may only occur far from the runway. Since aircraft have different descent and climb slopes,
the arriving and departing traffic are sufficiently separated in the vertical plane. The locations of
TMA entry points and the runway, as well as the layout of SIDs are given as input data of the
problem. In order to find the optimal STAR merge tree, a square grid map covering the design area
is built up. The length of an edge of a grid pixel is equal to the minimum merge point separation
distance, so that the merge point separation separation constraint is satisfied by any path in the grid.
Besides, in order to satisfy the constraint on obstacle avoidance, any edge located in such an area
is eliminated before designing the route. The objective function to be minimized is composed by
two terms: the total length of the routes (each edge is counted as many times as it appears in the
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designed routes) and the total length of the edges (each edge is counted only once). The problem is
then formulated as an Integer Programming (IP) problem, and is solved by using Gurobi [77].
2.2.2 Route design in 3D
In [6], authors propose an optimization approach to generate departure and arrival routes in
TMA while avoiding obstacles. In order to model the environment, a uniform 3D grid map is built
up. Each grid point is associated with a coefficient, whose value varies in the range 0 to 1. If
the grid point is located in a forbidden area, the coefficient is equal to 1; if it is located in free
space, the coefficient is 0; if it is not located in a forbidden area but is preferred to be avoided
(for example, grid points close to a forbidden area), the coefficient is between 0 and 1. In order
to compute one optimal route, a Fast Marching Method (FMM) [78] is applied. It is a wavefront
propagation method, designed to track the evolution of interfaces. To design multiple routes, a
sequential strategy is applied. Each previously considered route is surrounded by a protection area.
Afterwards, when generating the remaining routes, the previous routes as well as their protection
area are treated as obstacles. The new built route can only pass through the free space, and the
route separation requirement is satisfied in such a way. The form of obtained routes depends on
the routes generation order. In fact, the free space for passing a route decreases with the increased
number of existing routes. As a result, the previously generated routes are more possible to contain
direct route sections, thus have less distance, and there may be no solution for the routes considered
at last. Therefore, the authors apply a Simulated Annealing (SA) method to alternate the order of
routes generation. Figure. 2.12 illustrates an example of the design of 8 routes, the obstacles are
represented by the colored area.
Figure 2.12: An example of multi-routes in [6].
The thesis [7] considers the design of terminal routes getting around obstacles, meanwhile tak-
ing into account the constraints such as the need for an aircraft to perform smooth turns and the
vertical minima for noise restrictions. The vertical profile is estimated empirically using the real
traffic data, and then modeled in form of a cone bounded by the minimum and maximum aircraft
slopes. Then at each point of a route, a corresponding altitude interval in the vertical plane is com-
puted based on the maximum and minimum slopes, and the flown distance from the starting point.
The author applies the A* algorithm to search for the shortest path. Nodes are expanded as needed
at each iteration, from the end node of the best possible partial route in the previous search. In order
to deal with the constraints, some adjustments on the A* algorithm are made, on the way of expend-
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ing the nodes and on the way of evaluating whether a node is eliminated. Let u = (xu,yu,zu,θu,βu)
be the end node of the best partial path encountered during the previous search. The pair (xu,yu) is
the coordinates of the node in the horizontal plane, zu = [zu,min,zu,max] represents the corresponding
altitude interval governed by the minimum slope αmin and maximum slope αmax, and θu and βu are
the heading and total heading at this node respectively. In a general case, there are 5 nodes expanded
from node u, denoted as vi = (xvi ,yvi ,zvi ,θvi ,βvi), i = 1, · · · ,5, as shown in Fig. 2.13. These 5 nodes
are determined by a given distance ∆d and a given incremental heading change ∆θ . More precisely,
for each vi, i = 1, · · · ,5 we have:
‖(xu,yu)− (xvi ,yvi)‖= ∆d
θvi ∈ {θu−2∆θ ,θu−∆θ ,θu,θu+∆θ ,θu+2∆θ}
(2.12)
The altitude interval at vi is then computed by zvi,min = zu,min+αmin∆d and zvi,max = zu,max+αmax∆d.
The total heading is computed by βvi = βu + |θvi − θu|. The requirement of performing a smooth
path without large turns is accomplished by taking small values for ∆d and ∆θ . To prohibit the
spiral turns, an upper bound constraint on the total heading change is added. Moreover, the mini-
mum altitude for the noise restriction, obstacle avoidance and route separation can be realized by
eliminating the node located in such area. In Fig. 2.13, the node v3 and v4 are predicted to be in
the obstacle region, thus they are not expanded in the future search. The optimal route is found
when the ending point is reached. To design multiple routes, the routes are generated sequentially
by regarding the existing routes are obstacle. In [79] [80], the weather avoidance routing problem
is also solved by A* algorithm.
Figure 2.13: Node expanding in [7].
In [8] and its following works [81] [82], the problem of designing routes connecting pairs of
airports is addressed. The starting point and ending point are both airports, thus the designed route
covers all the flight phases: take-off, en-route and landing. In order to ensure the route separation
constraint, a route can be both horizontal and vertical planes.
• In the horizontal plane, a route is in polygonal shape , as shown in Fig. 2.14(a). More pre-
cisely, in the TMA region, the route structure may have three possibilities, a route section
directing to the destination airport, a route section deviated to the left and a route section
deviated to the right. Outside the TMA region, three parallel segments are connected to the
deviations in the TMA region. The radius around departure and arrival airports, as well as the
angle of deviation are input data.
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.14: Route deviations in [8]. (a) Deviation in the horizontal plane. (b) Deviation in the
vertical plane.
• In the vertical plane, a succession of different flight levels are allowed, as shown in Fig. 2.14(b).
The altitude RFL denotes the request flight level, which is maintained from the exit of the de-
parture TMA until the entry of the arrival TMA. The choice of each level flight is denoted by
(d j,CFL j), meaning that a vertical evolution towards flight level CFL j is started at distance
d j from the starting airport. The climb or descent follow the given standard slopes. A natural
constraint on the vertical profile is that it must end at the altitude of the destination airport.
The deviation cost of each route is measured in both horizontal and vertical planes. The horizontal
deviation cost is computed by:
costH = K
l− lre f
lre f
, (2.13)
where l is the actual route length in the horizontal plane, lre f is the length of the direct route and K
is a weight coefficient. The vertical deviation cost depends on the difference between the surface
of the vertical profile with the request flight level and the surface of the vertical profile with the
chosen flight levels. The latter surface is denoted as sur f ace and is illustrated by the gray area in
Fig. 2.14(b). The vertical deviation cost is computed by:
costV = RFL− sur f acel , (2.14)
The total deviation cost for each route is the sum of costH and costV .
The authors defined that an interference between two routes (γ1,γ2) occurs when the closest
points p1 and p2 on them satisfy the following condition:
(xp1− xp2)2+(yp1− yp2)2
N2h
+
(zp1− zp2)2
N2v
<
√
2 (2.15)
This criterion brings an additional margin in the separation, in fact (2.10) and (2.11) imply (2.15).
An A* algorithms is applied to generate sequentially multiple arrival routes without interference.
For each route, nodes are generated iteratively in the A* search. The starting node refers to the
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starting airport of the considered route, three son nodes can be developed from it, corresponding to
the three possible deviations in the horizontal plane. The other nodes can have at most two sons,
corresponding to maintaining or changing the flight level in the vertical plane. A node is discarded
if it is in conflict with the existing routes. To estimate the heuristic cost, authors compute a vertical
profile starting at the altitude corresponding to the current node x, and joining the default flight level
(RFL) with a given linear climb or descent slope. The value of h(x) is equal to the surface delimited
by this computed vertical profile and the default profile defined by RFL, divided by the route length.
Besides the 1-against-n strategy, the authors also try a global strategy through the use of Genetic
Algorithm (GA), where routes are generated simultaneously. In their GA, each individual consists
of n chromosomes, each chromosome represent a route, where n is the number of routes to be
designed. Moreover, the route separation is no more considered as a constraint, but it is integrated
in the cost function with a weight coefficient. The cost function formulated as a combination of
two terms in the GA. The first term is a cumulated cost of routes deviations,and the second term
is related to the total length of routes section involved in conflict. By minimizing the cost function
associated with all routes, the conflict between routes is expected to be solved, or at least to be
decreased.
2.3 Related problem of trajectory planning
As already mentioned, the main difference from the route design problem is that trajectory de-
sign is related to an individual mobile, and the speed of the mobile on the trajectory need to be
determined, thus the notion of time is also taken into account. In the case of designing only one
trajectory, similar methods as in route design problems can be applied, while considering addition-
ally the dynamics of a mobile. However, in the case of designing multiple conflict-free trajectories,
where a conflict refers to a loss of minimum separation between at least two mobiles, the conflict
detection and resolution methods are different from the ones applied in multi-routes design prob-
lems. A review of conflict detection and resolution modeling methods is presented in [83]. Since
this kind of research is not included in the scope of this work, we only present briefly some typical
approaches for conflict detection and resolution between aircraft, as well as several recent works
focus on multiple trajectories design in the ATM domain.
In order to detect a conflict, the future position of aircraft need to be predicted. One commonly
used approach is to compute the mobile future position based on its flight plan (where the nom-
inal trajectory and departure time are given), its current state and dynamic model, and the wind
conditions. The uncertainty of conflict detection can be taken into account by enlarging the mini-
mum separation criterion or introducing a safety buffer. Some applications of the conflict detection
methods are presented in [84] [85] [86].
Considering conflict resolution, the 1-against-n and global strategies, similarly as in multi-
routes design problems, can be applied. Moreover, the conflict resolution is generally realized
through the following approaches: horizontal deviation by heading change (as in [84] [87] [88]),
vertical deviation by flight level change (as in [87] [85]), departure time allocation by ground hold-
ing (as in [86] [84]) and speed variation (as in [89] [90]). In the case where a great amount of
trajectories need to be dealt with, several resolution approaches can be combined together.
In [84], a strategic trajectory planning methodology to minimize interaction between aircraft
within European-continent scale is considered. The interaction between trajectories is predicted ac-
cording to the flight plans. In order to minimize the interaction, horizontal deviations and departure
time shifting can be applied to modify trajectories. More precisely, for one nominal trajectory to
be modified, a set of virtual waypoints near the original en-route segment is created. The alter-
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native trajectory is built by choosing at least one virtual waypoint, and connecting the successive
waypoints with straight-line segments. Moreover, the departure time may be delayed by ground
holding or shift in advance based on the nominal departure time. The problem is modeled as a
highly combinatorial optimization problem and is solved by a SA method.
Some works in literature are based on nature-inspired approaches, for instance, force field
method and light propagation algorithm. In force field method [91], the environment where the
mobiles propagate is modeled as a force field. The destinations have an attractive force on mobiles,
while obstacles generate repulsive forces on mobiles. Besides, mobiles act repulsive forces on each
other. By following this force field, mobiles join the destinations while avoiding conflicts and obsta-
cles. Some applications based on force field methods are presented in [92] [93]. In light propagation
algorithm (LPA), the process of building a trajectory imitates the propagation of light between two
points. The conflicting areas and obstacles are modeled as area with high refractive-index, so that
they are avoided through the light wavefront propagation. In [94], LPA is applied to solve conflicts
between 4D trajectories.
Another type of methods to solve trajectory planning problems is the optimal control, which
aims at finding a control law for a given system, so that an optimality is obtained. A survey of op-
timal control applied in trajectory optimization problems is provided in [95]. In the ATM domain,
it usually consists of a set of differential equations that describe the dynamics of aircraft, for in-
stance, the position, speed, heading angle, bank angle, etc. In [96], the conflict resolution methods
for the terminal area is considered, where the base of aircraft data (BADA) model is introduced
to the optimal control theory. In the following work [97] [98] of [95], the merging optimization
method for the terminal area is developed, it is able to optimize the trajectories of aircraft and their
sequencing at merging point simultaneously. An optimal control problem can be also formalized
as Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman equations, whose solution gives the optimal cost of the corresponding
dynamic system. The Ordered Upwind algorithm, first introduced in [99], provides approximate
solution of Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman equations. An application of Ordered Upwind algorithm is
presented in [100], where trajectories minimizing congestion and travel time of each aircraft are
generated.
2.4 Conclusion
In this chapter, we first reviewed some typical methods for path planning problems in a general
context. These methods were categorized into two groups: roadmap based methods and path shape
based methods. The roadmap based methods aim at capturing the free-space connectivity with a
graph, and the path shape based methods represent the path to be designed as a combination of some
basis analytical functions, so that the dimension of the state space is reduced. These methods are
usually applied in 2D. Afterwards, the studies related to routes design in the Air Traffic Management
(ATM) domain were presented. We first presented several works of designing one or multiple
routes in 2D, by supposing that aircraft follow optimal profile in the vertical plane. This kind
of simplification ignores the possibility of evaluating the altitude of the designed route and the
height of the obstacle. Some exact approaches are applied to solve the problems. Then, some other
works designing multiple routes in 3D were presented. As the route vertical profile and the pairwise
separation between routes are considered additionally, the complexity of the problem increases. The
exact approaches become less effective in such context, and the heuristic approaches are applied in
the mentioned works. In order to deal with the pairwise separation between routes, two different
strategies can be applied: the first is a sequential strategy, where routes are generated sequentially
by considering the existing routes as constraints; the second is a global strategy where routes are
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generated simultaneously. In order to separate two routes in a Terminal Maneuvering Area (TMA) in
3D, the most commonly used method in literature is the horizontal route deviation. The possibility of
modifying the vertical profile of a route (for example, maintaining the flight level on a route section)
is not very much explored. In this thesis, we consider the route deviation in the vertical plane as an
additional and effective way for obstacle avoidance and routes separation, since it enriches the space
of possible maneuvers and corresponds to what is done in practice in a TMA. As we will see in the
next chapter, our 3D obstacles and routes modeling allows the possibilities of deviating a route in
both horizontal and vertical planes.
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Chapter 3
Problem Modeling
In this chapter, we present a mathematical framework to deal with the routes design problem
in a TMA. We first present the input data of this problem, related to airport configuration and the
routes to design. In Section 3.2, we give the ways the obstacles and routes are modeled. In Section
3.3, we formulate the problem as a mathematical optimization problem.
3.1 Input data
The input data of this problem falls into two groups. The first one concerns the airport configu-
ration, as presented in Table 3.1. The second group is related to the characteristics of the routes to
design, as presented in Table 3.2.
the total number of obstacles to be avoided, M ∈ N
the total number of the runways in the considered airport
the usage of each runway (take-off or landing)
the direction of take-off or landing on each runway
the coordinates and altitudes of thresholds and center for each runway
the coordinate and altitude of the corresponding FAF for a runway used for landing
Table 3.1: Input data related to airport configuration. The related coordinates are given in a Cartesian
Coordinate System.
3.2 Obstacle and route modeling
There exist different ways to model routes and obstacles, as presented in Chapter 2. The mod-
eling usually has an impact on the resolution method to be used. Most of the previously mentioned
works consider the modeling in 2D. In most of the works related to the design of routes in 3D,
the vertical profiles of the aircraft are not specifically dealt with. In this section, we present how
we model the 3D obstacles and routes, where the form of a route is compatible with the advanced
navigation mode on the one hand, and takes into account the vertical profiles of aircraft on the other
hand.
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the number of routes to be built, N ∈ N
the starting point Ai (xAi ,yAi) with its altitude HAi for route i, i = 1, · · · ,N
the ending point Bi (xBi ,yBi) for route i, i = 1, · · · ,N
traffic load on each route
minimum (respectively, maximum) take-off slope αmin,TO (respectively, αmax,TO)
minimum (respectively, maximum) landing slope αmin,LD (respectively, αmax,LD)
minimum (respectively, maximum) radius on a RF leg Rmin (respectively, Rmax)
maximum number of level flights on each route Nmax
minimum altitude of each level flight Hmin
minimum length of each level flight Lmin
minimum distance between two successive level flights Dmin
Table 3.2: Input data related to routes to design.
3.2.1 Obstacle modeling
The obstacles in a TMA could be mountains, cities, military area, etc. The way of modeling the
environment usually affects the form of designed routes. In this work, the obstacles (together with
their protection areas), in number of M ∈N, are modeled as cylinders in 3D as presented in Fig. 3.1.
Each cylinder Ω j, j = 1, · · · ,M is defined by (C j(x j,y j),r j,z jin f ,z jsup), where C j(x j,y j) and r j are
the center and the radius of the two bases respectively; z jin f and z jsup are the altitude of the lower and
upper bases respectively.
Figure 3.1: Obstacle modeling.
In our design, we need to pre-process the obstacles according to the relative positions of their
projections in the horizontal plane. Let Ω j(C j(x j,y j),r j,z jin f ,z jsup) and Ωk(Ck(xk,yk),rk,zkin f ,zksup)
be two distinct obstacles. Their projections in the horizontal plane are two disks centered at (x j,y j)
and (xk,yk) respectively, and with radius r j and rk respectively. These two disks can be:
• disjoint, if and only if
(x j− xk)2+(y j− yk)2 > (r j + rk)2. (3.1)
In this case, they have 2 external common tangents and 2 internal common tangents (Fig. 3.2(a)).
• externally tangent, if and only if
(x j− xk)2+(y j− yk)2 = (r j + rk)2. (3.2)
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 3.2: Relative position between two disks. (a) Disjoint disks. (b) Externally tangent disks.
(c) Overlapped disks. (d) One disk is completely included in another. The external (respectively,
internal) common tangents are in blue (respectively, black) color.
In this case, they have 2 external common tangents and 1 internal common tangent (Fig. 3.2(b)).
• overlapped, if and only if
(r j− rk)2 < (x j− xk)2+(y j− yk)2 < (r j + rk)2. (3.3)
In this case, they only have 2 external common tangents (Fig. 3.2(c)).
• one disk is completely included in another, if and only if
(x j− xk)2+(y j− yk)2 ≤ (r j− rk)2. (3.4)
In this case, they have one or none common tangent line (Fig. 3.2(d)).
In this thesis, we allow only three relative positions of the obstacles’ projections in the hor-
izontal plane: disjoint (Fig. 3.2(a)), externally tangent (Fig. 3.2(b)) and overlapped (Fig. 3.2(c)).
Note that, in the case when the projection of one cylinder is completely included in the projec-
tion of another (Fig. 3.2(d)), for the sake of simplification, these two cylinders are re-grouped as
a new larger cylinder enveloping them (as shown in Fig. 3.3(b)). The new cylinder denoted as
Ωl(Cl(xl,yl),rl,zlin f ,zlsup) is characterized by:
(xl,yl,rl) =
{
(x j,y j,r j), if r j > rk
(xk,yk,rk), otherwise
zlin f = min(z jin f ,zkin f )
zlsup = max(z jsup ,zksup)
(3.5)
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.3: Two cylinders separated in 3D, while the projection of one cylinder is included in the
projection of the other. (a) Illustration of two obstacles Ω j and Ωk. (b) Illustration of obstacle Ωl
enveloping Ω j and Ωk.
3.2.2 Route modeling
We define a 3D route γi, i = 1, · · · ,N by two elements: a curve γiH in the horizontal plane,
associated with a cone γiV in the vertical plane.
• The horizontal curve γiH is designed in the form of a succession of segments and arcs of cir-
cles, motivated by the fact that the shortest path among circular obstacles in the horizontal
plane consists of segments (connecting tangentially two obstacles) and arcs of circles (lying
on the border of obstacles) [52]. An example is shown in Fig. 3.4(a). The form of the hor-
izontal curve, on the one hand simplifies the route modeling, on the other hand corresponds
to the shape of SIDs/STARs under RNP. More precisely, a segment defined by two tangent
points corresponds to a standard point-to-point leg in ATM, and an arc corresponds to a RF
leg in ATM, defined by starting and ending tangent points, turn center and radius.
• The vertical cone γiV contains all ascent (or descent) profiles of the aircraft flying on this
route. The vertical profile is a band enclosed by two piecewise linear continuous functions.
Two examples are shown in Figs. 3.4(b), 3.4(c)), where the bands are represented by the
shaded areas. More precisely, the slope of each segment on the function corresponding to
the lower bound is either αmin (on a climbing or descending route section) or 0 (on a route
section where the flight level is maintained). Similarly, the one on the function corresponding
to the upper bound is either αmax or 0. By abuse of language, this band is called by cone. The
idea of taking a cone that contains all vertical profiles is inspired by the behavior illustrated
in Fig. 3.5, which shows some real take-off and landing data of Paris CDG airport. From
the figure we can see clearly that the vertical profiles are contained in a cone defined by two
straight lines in either case. This behavior is mainly due to the different aircraft masses and
performances and to the effect of the wind.
In the horizontal plane, γiH connects a starting point Ai (xAi ,yAi) to an ending point Bi (xBi ,yBi).
In a SID case, the starting point is at the midpoint of a runway threshold and the ending point is an
exit point of a TMA. In a STAR case, for the sake of simplicity of implementation, we build the
route considering a FAF as starting point and an entry point of TMA as ending point. Figure 3.6 is
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 3.4: Examples of γ iH and γ iV .
(a) (b)
Figure 3.5: Take-off and landing profiles in CDG airport. (a) Take-off profiles. (b) Landing profiles.
Figure 3.6: An example of a TMA in a circular shape.
an example of a TMA in a circular shape where the starting and ending points are illustrated. The
FAF is usually aligned to the central line of the corresponding runway (Fig. 3.6), about 10Nm away
from the runway threshold. To guarantee a standard final approach with a 3◦ descent slope, the FAF
is about 3000ft above the runway threshold. Aircraft follow specific guidance (for example, the
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Instrument Landing System (ILS)) from the FAF to the runway threshold, thus the route section be-
tween FAF and the runway threshold is not considered in this thesis. Mathematically, the horizontal
route γiH is a smooth mapping defined as:
γiH : [0,1]→ R2 (3.6)
where γiH (0) = (xAi ,yAi) and γiH (1) = (xBi ,yBi).
In the vertical plane, the starting point Ai (xAi ,yAi) is associated with an altitude HAi , correspond-
ing to the airport elevation in a SID case, and to the altitude of the FAF in a STAR case. The vertical
profile γiV is defined as:
γiV :
[0,1] → IR
t → [hiin f (di(t)),hisup(di(t))]
(3.7)
where IR defines the set of intervals of R, and di(t) =
∫ t
0 ‖γ ′iH (s)‖2 ds is the flown distance until t
in the horizontal plane, [hiin f (di),hisup(di)] is the interval defined by the cross section of the cone
at di, and γiV (0) = [HAi ,HAi ]. Figure 3.4 illustrates how γiV is associated with γiH in the case of a
SID, where HAi = 0 and αmin,TO (respectively, αmax,TO) is the minimum (respectively, maximum)
take-off rate of aircraft on this route.
3.3 Optimization problem formulation
In this section, we first introduce the proposed decision variables related to the obstacles avoid-
ance strategies, which will have an impact on the form of a route. Next, the constraints to be taken
into account in the design are explained. Finally, we give the objective function to be minimized in
the design.
3.3.1 Decision variables
Considering the form of a route in the horizontal plane which consists of segments (connecting
tangentially two obstacles) and arcs of circles (lying on the border of obstacles), as well as the
possibility of imposing a level flight under an obstacle in the vertical plane, we define an obstacle
as active when it is touched by a route and it has to be avoided according to one of the following
maneuvers: turn counter-clockwise, turn clockwise or impose a level flight. For a route γi, each
cylinder Ω j is associated with two decision variables si j and ti j, si j defines whether Ω j is active or
not with respect to the route γi:
si j =
{
0, if Ω j not active
1, if Ω j active
∀i = 1, · · · ,N; ∀ j = 1, · · · ,M (3.8)
while ti j defines the ways an active obstacle Ω j is avoided on the route γi:
ti j =

0, if turn counter-clockwise
1, if turn clockwise
2, if impose a level flight below obstacle Ω j
∀i = 1, · · · ,N; ∀ j = 1, · · · ,M (3.9)
Note that when an obstacle is not active (si j = 0), the value of ti j is not applicable in the design.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 3.7: The routes associated with different values of the decision variables. (a) si j = 0, 3D
View. (b) (si j, ti j) = (1,0), 2D View. (c) (si j, ti j) = (1,1), 2D View. (d) (si j, ti j) = (1,2), 3D View.
An illustration of different values of the decision variables for an example of a SID γi with
one obstacle Ω j is presented in Fig. 3.7. In Fig. 3.7(a), the obstacle is not active, so si j = 0. The
horizontal route is a straight line segment connecting Ai and Bi. It is associated with a cone in
the vertical plane. This route in the considered example is not a feasible one, because it intersects
the obstacle. Then when the obstacle is active (si j = 1), 3 possibilities are considered to avoid it:
turn counter-clockwise (Fig. 3.7(b)), turn clockwise (Fig. 3.7(c)) and impose a level flight under the
obstacle at altitude z jin f (Fig. 3.7(d)), corresponding to ti j = 0,1,2 respectively. It can be seen that
the decision variables not only decide the obstacle avoidance strategies, but also control the form
of the designed route. However, at this stage, the values of these variables do not define a unique
route. We will explain the way a unique route is defined in Section 4.1.
3.3.2 Constraints
The numerous constraints to be considered in this thesis are listed here:
• obstacle avoidance;
• route separation;
• RF related constraints;
• monotonicity for the vertical profile;
• level flights related constraints;
• runway alignment.
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Figure 3.8: Standard separation norm in a TMA.
Obstacle avoidance
For the safety reason, the obstacles such as the restricted area, mountains, cities must be taken
into account in the route design. This constraint is considered and handled through the choice of the
decision variables.
Route separation
The standard separation norm between pairwise aircraft in a TMA is 3Nm in the horizontal
plane or 1000ft in the vertical plane, as shown in Fig. 3.8. We design routes with respect to the
same separation criteria, i.e., two routes are separated when their closest points are separated by
3Nm in the horizontal plane or 1000ft in the vertical plane. As a consequence, aircraft following
two different routes are automatically separated.
RF related constraints
The first constraint related to RF is the minimum turn radius. The ability for an aircraft to remain
on track during an RF leg is limited by bank angle and ground speed [101] [102], linked to each
other by the following relation:
R =
V 2GS
g · tan(Φ) (3.10)
where R is the required radius on the RF leg, VGS is the ground speed, Φ is the bank angle and g
is the acceleration of gravity. According to (3.10), for a fixed value of VGS, the lowest radius of a
flyable RF leg is given by Rmin(VGS) =
V 2GS
g·tan(Φmax) , where Φmax is the maximum value of the bank
angle. Consequently, in order to ensure that a RF leg is flyable for all aircraft following it, the radius
of the RF leg has to be greater than Rmin =
V 2GS,max
g·tan(Φmax) , where VGS,max is the maximum ground speed
in a TMA. According to [103], we take VGS,max = 400kt, Φmax = 25◦, the corresponding minimum
radius Rmin is equal to 5NM. To satisfy the constraint on minimum turn radius, a pre-processing is
applied on the obstacles: for an obstacle with radius lower than Rmin, its radius is increased to Rmin
and its center and altitudes of lower and upper bases are not changed. In order not to perform a very
big turn, we also impose an upper bound on the RF leg radius. Let Rmax be the largest radius of a
RF leg. According to [104], which is in support of FAA memorandum of agreement no.DTFAWA-
11-A-80009, the value of Rmax is set to be 13Nm. In the pre-processing step, all input obstacles are
modeled as cylinders whose radius of lower and upper bases is lower than Rmax. The third constraint
related to RF is that RF legs must terminate at least 2NM prior to the FAF [101]. This constraint is
treated when considering the runway alignment constraint.
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Figure 3.9: Buffer obstacle illustration.
Monotonicity for the vertical profile
The vertical profile for a SID should be monotonically ascending and for a STAR should be
monotonously descending. Thus, for u,v ∈ [0,1], if u≤ v, we must have
hiin f (u)≤ hiin f (v), i = 1, · · · ,N (3.11)
hisup(u)≤ hisup(v), i = 1, · · · ,N (3.12)
This constraint is satisfied by the route construction.
Level flights related constraints
Since the changes in flight levels have an influence on the fuel consumption and CO2 emission,
the number of level flights on each route is bounded by a maximum number Nmax, usually fixed to
2, for route γi:
M
∑
j=1
max(ti j−1,0)≤ Nmax (3.13)
Moreover, as the altitudes of imposed level flights have a direct impact on the noise pollution,
a minimum altitude Hmin for each level flight is defined. In practice, we impose the following
constraints: for an obstacle Ω j, if z jin f < Hmin, then no level flight is imposed below it, therefore
∀i, ti j ∈ {0,1}. Next, as to take into account the passengers comfort, the length of each level flight
should not be too short, a minimum length Lmin for each level flight is then imposed. Finally, in
order not to have two successive level flights too close to each other, we define Dmin as the minimum
distance between two successive level flights.
Runway alignment
A SID must join smoothly the following route section from a take-off leg and a STAR must
head straightly to the corresponding runway before the FAF. To deal with the runway alignment
constraint, we propose the notion of buffer obstacles as shown in Fig. 3.9. Each route γi is as-
sociated with one buffer obstacle Ωbi in a cylinder shape. A buffer obstacle Ωbi is defined by
(Cbi(xbi,ybi),rbi,zbiin f ,zbisup , tΩbi), where tΩbi is the turn orientation on Ωbi and the other parameters
are defined in the same way as in Subsection 3.2.1. The values of these parameters are user-defined,
in such a way that the segment connecting tangentially the buffer obstacle and the starting point
is parallel to the corresponding runway, so that the designed route joins straightly the runway. As
a buffer obstacle is always active, the choice of its avoiding strategy is given between counter-
clockwise turn or clockwise turn. Note that, as aircraft ground speed is very low near the runway,
the radius of a runway buffer obstacle can be lower than Rmin.
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Figure 3.10: A runway in the Cartesian Coordinate System.
To present the configuration of the runway buffer obstacles more precisely, we introduce a local
coordinate system related to a runway. An example of the runway corresponding to γi is presented
in Fig. 3.10 in the proposed Cartesian Coordinate System. The runway center is (xR,yR). The local
coordinate system related to this runway is defined in the following way: the origin centralizes at
(xR,yR), the direction of the x’-axis is opposite to the landing direction and the direction of the
y’-axis is obtained by a 90◦ turn in counter-clockwise with respect to x’-axis. The coordinates of
the starting point (xAi ,yAi) and the center of a buffer obstacle (xbi,ybi) in the Cartesian Coordinate
System are converted to ((x′Ai ,0)) and (x
′
bi,y
′
bi) respectively in the runway local coordinate system.
The configuration of a buffer obstacle is related to whether the route to design is a SID (x′Ai < 0)
or STAR (x′Ai > 0), and to the given buffer obstacle bypassing orientation tΩbi . There are in total
four possibilities, as shown in Fig. 3.11. More precisely,
• case 1: a SID case (x′Ai < 0), turn clockwise on buffer obstacle (tΩbi = 1);
• case 2: a SID case (x′Ai < 0), turn counter-clockwise on buffer obstacle (tΩbi = 0);
• case 3: a STAR case (x′Ai > 0), turn counter-clockwise on buffer obstacle (tΩbi = 0);
• case 4: a STAR case (x′Ai > 0), turn clockwise on buffer obstacle (tΩbi = 1).
In order to ensure the runway alignment in both SID and STAR cases, and to guarantee that RF legs
must terminate at least 2NM prior to the FAF in a STAR case, the given parameters of the buffer
obstacle must satisfy:
• in case 1: y′bi = rbi, x′bi < x′Ai ;
• in case 2: y′bi =−rbi, x′bi < x′Ai ;
• in case 3: y′bi = rbi, x′bi− x′Ai > 2Nm;
• in case 4: y′bi =−rbi, x′bi− x′Ai > 2Nm.
Moreover, note that the construction of buffer obstacles is determined by data like runway con-
figuration and SID/STAR case, and is done in a pre-processing step. The only degrees of freedom
that have to be handled are the radius of the buffer obstacle and the distance between the correspond-
ing runway threshold and the abscissa of the buffer obstacle centered in the runway local coordinate
system.
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Figure 3.11: Different buffer obstacle configurations. CW is clockwise for short, CCW is counter-
clockwise for short.
3.3.3 Objective function
To define our objective function, let us first define, for each route γi, a weighted sum Lγi of two
terms: LγiH , the length of horizontal curve γiH , and `iLF , the sum of the lengths of route sections
corresponding to level flights projected on the horizontal plane. More precisely:
Lγi = c1LγiH + c2`iLF (3.14)
where the coefficients c1 and c2 are two penalty parameters, whose values are user-defined parame-
ters depending on the weight of the corresponding term. The values of LγiH and `iLF depend on the
form of γiH and γiV , which are determined by the choice of decision variables {(si j, ti j)| j = 1, · · · ,M}.
However, it is difficult to find explicit mathematical formulations to express LγiH and `iLF by deci-
sion variables. The way these two terms are computed is associated with the way a route is built.
This is presented later in Section 4.1 (Algorithms 1 and 2). Finally, we minimize the sum of
Lγi , i = 1, · · · ,N:
L =
N
∑
i=1
Lγi (3.15)
To summarize, the route design problem can be defined by the following combinatorial opti-
mization problem (P):
(P)

min L = ∑Ni=1 Lγi
s.t. obstacle avoidance
route separation
runway alignment
RF related constraints
monotonicity for the vertical profile
level flights related constraints
(3.16)
3.4 Conclusion
In this chapter, we proposed a mathematical framework to deal with the routes design problem
in a Terminal Maneuvering Area (TMA), and we formulated the problem as a combinatorial opti-
mization problem. The design of 3D routes is a very complex problem, because of its numerous
mentioned constraints. To deal with this difficulty, we will solve this problem in two steps. We
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will first consider, in Chapter 4, a simpler subproblem of designing one optimal route. Then, the
design of multiple routes will be addressed in Chapter 5, where the challenging constraint of routes
separation is considered additionally.
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Chapter 4
Designing One Route Using Branch and
Bound
The numerous constraints to be considered make the SIDs/STARs design a very complex prob-
lem. Therefore in this chapter we consider the simpler subproblem of designing only one optimal
route, taking into account all the constraints presented in Subsection 3.3.2, except the route separa-
tion. This is indeed the basis of the solution approach to build multiple routes, where the constraint
of route separation is considered additionally. As already mentioned, the problem is a combinato-
rial optimization problem, where the objective function and constraints cannot be explicitly repre-
sented in terms of decision variables. The Branch and Bound (B&B) method is applied to solve the
problem. In Section 4.1, we present the way one route is built when some values of the decision
variables are given. In Section 4.2, we explain the B&B method tailored to our problem, and we
give a step-by-step illustration to show how it works. In Section 4.3, a method to reduce the number
of obstacles, and consequently the size of the state space is introduced. Finally, in Section 4.4 some
simulation results of designing one optimal route are presented.
4.1 Building one route
We explain in this section how a unique route connecting points Ai and Bi, is associated with
the given values of some decision variables, denoted as {(si j, ti j)} j∈J,J ⊂ {1, · · · ,M}, which in fact
correspond to a subproblem in the B&B method. The form of this unique route depends on the
subset J, but for the sake of simplification, we omit J and we denote the route by γi. Similarly,
the corresponding horizontal curve (respectively, vertical cone) is denoted by γiH (respectively, γiV ),
instead of γ JiH (respectively, γ
J
iV ). For the obstacles whose values of decision variables are not given,
they are regarded as non-active when building the route, that is {(si j, ti j)= (0,0)| j∈{1, · · · ,M}\J}.
4.1.1 Building a horizontal curve γiH
The horizontal curve γiH is built as presented in Algorithm 1. First, the active obstacles to be
avoided by a turn (ti j = 0 or 1), except the buffer obstacle, are numbered in an increasing order of
length(Ai, Pro j(AiBi)C j), where Pro j(AiBi)C j is the projection of the center C j onto the line (AiBi)
in the horizontal plane, as shown in Fig. 4.1. Note that building a horizontal curve with respect to
the obstacle numbered in such a way simplifies the computation but it does not necessarily lead to
the shortest horizontal curve between Ai and Bi. Afterwards, we compute the tangent points first
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Figure 4.1: Obstacle numbering.
on the buffer obstacle then on the successive active (si j = 1) obstacles which are associated with
counter-clockwise (ti j = 0) or clockwise (ti j = 1) turns in the increasing order of their numbering.
The way of computing the tangent points depends on the bypassing orientations on the succes-
sive obstacles. Different cases are presented in Fig. 4.2. Afterwards, the horizontal curve is built by
connecting the successive tangent points, using tangent segments or arcs of circles. More precisely,
a tangent segment is used to connect the starting point to the buffer obstacle, the obstacle to the
ending point, or two successive obstacles. An arc is used to avoid an obstacle (including the buffer
obstacle). Note that in the case of two successive externally tangent obstacles that are avoided by
opposite bypassing orientations, the extremities of the segment connecting the two obstacles are the
same tangent point (points T 3k and T
3
k+1 in Fig. 4.2(c)). However, we still regard this kind of seg-
ment as a tangent segment. The horizontal curve is hence built piecewise, composed alternatively
by segments and arcs. The length of the horizontal curve, denoted as LγiH in Subsection 3.3.3, is
computed by summing up the length of segments and arcs that compose the curve.
(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e)
Figure 4.2: Different cases of computing the tangent points. (a) Case of the buffer obstacle. (b)
Case of two disjoint obstacles. (c) Case of two externally tangent obstacles. (d) Case of two over-
lapped obstacles. (e) Case of the last active obstacle avoided by a turn. In the notation [ti,k] (and in
[ti,k, ti,k+1]), ti,k indicates the bypassing direction of obstacle Ωk on γi.
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Algorithm 1 Build γiH
Require: starting point Ai, ending point Bi, buffer obstacle Ωbi, obstacles {Ω j} j=1,··· ,M and the
values of decision variables {(si j, ti j)} j∈J,J ⊂ {1, · · · ,M}
1: select the active obstacles to be avoided by a turn (si j = 1, ti j = 0 or 1), except the buffer obstacle
2: compute the tangent point on the buffer obstacle
3: compute the segment connecting Ai to the tangent point on the buffer obstacle
4: for each pair of two successive active obstacles Ωk and Ωk+1 which are avoided by turns do
5: compute the tangent points on Ωk and Ωk+1
6: compute the arc on Ωk connecting the two tangent points on it . the first (respectively,
second) tangent point is computed when considering Ωk−1 and Ωk (respectively, Ωk and Ωk+1)
7: compute the segment connecting the two tangent points when considering Ωk and Ωk+1
8: end for
9: compute the tangent point on the last active obstacle avoided by a turn
10: compute the segment connecting the tangent point on the last active obstacle to Bi
11: return γiH
4.1.2 Building a vertical cone γiV
After obtaining γiH , the associated vertical profile γiV is built according to Algorithm 2. It is in
form of a cone bounded by two straight line segments whose slopes are αmin,TO, αmax,TO in a SID
case (respectively, αmin,LD, αmax,LD in a STAR case), see Fig. 3.4. For the sake of simplification, in
the following, we denote the minimum and maximum slopes as αmin, αmax respectively.
Figure 4.3: Checking intersection between γiH and Ω j in the horizontal plane.
For an active obstacle Ω j with ti j = 2, before imposing the level flight, we check whether the
cone intersects Ω j both in the horizontal and vertical plane. We first check the intersection in the
horizontal plane, as shown in Fig. 4.3, the length of route sections from Ai to the two intersection
points are denoted as d1 and d2. When an intersection exists in the horizontal plane, we continue
to check in the vertical plane whether the cone intersects Ω j, as shown in Fig. 4.4. If neither of the
following conditions
hiin f (d1)≥ z jsup (Fig. 4.4(a)) (4.1)
hisup(d2)≤ z jin f (Fig. 4.4(b)) (4.2)
is satisfied, then the cone intersects the obstacle.
If an intersection occurs both in the horizontal and the vertical planes, then a level flight is im-
posed under the obstacle. Moreover, the lower and upper bounds of a cone are computed separately.
For each bound, the level flight starts at the point where the altitude reaches z jin f , and ends at the
point where the corresponding length in the horizontal plane is d2. Afterwards, the upper bound
(respectively, the lower bound) continues to ascend with the slope αmax (respectively, αmin). Fig-
ure. 4.5 illustrates different cases of imposing a level flight. Note that if some active obstacle with
ti j = 2 is not intersected by the cone associated with the horizontal route, then the corresponding
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Algorithm 2 Build γiV
Require: the corresponding horizontal curve γiH , altitude of the starting point HAi , obstacles
{Ω j} j=1,··· ,M and the values of decision variables{(si j, ti j)} j∈J,J ⊂ {1, · · · ,M}
1: for each active obstacle avoided by imposing a level flight do
2: check intersection in the horizontal plane
3: if horizontal intersection exists then
4: compute the length of the route section from Ai to the two intersection points in the
horizontal plane, denoted as d1 and d2
5: check intersection in the vertical plane at d1 and d2
6: if vertical intersection exists then
7: if this is the first level flight then
8: compute the vertical profiles of the upper and lower bounds from the starting
point Ai to the beginning of the level flight, taking into account αmax and αmin respectively
9: impose level flight under the obstacle
10: else
11: compute the vertical profiles of the upper and lower bounds from the ending
point of the previous level flight to the beginning of the current level flight, taking into account
αmax and αmin respectively
12: impose level flight under the obstacle
13: if this is the last level flight then
14: compute the vertical profiles of the upper and lower bounds from the end-
ing point of the current level flight to the ending point Bi, taking into account αmax and αmin
respectively
15: end if
16: end if
17: else
18: break
19: end if
20: else
21: break
22: end if
23: end for
24: return γiV
level flight cannot be imposed. In such a case, we define that the route and the level flight are in-
feasible, regarding to our definition of “active obstacle”. After building the vertical cone γiV , the
value of `iLF , defined in Subsection 3.3.3, is computed by summing up the lengths of route sections
corresponding to level flights projected on the horizontal plane.
Examples of building a route
To illustrate the route computation, let us consider an example with two obstacles and no buffer
obstacle. Since there is only one route to build, for the sake of simplification, we omit the index
i in si j and ti j. We denote (s1, t1) (respectively, (s2, t2)) the variables associated with obstacle Ω1
(respectively, Ω2). In the first case (Figs. 4.6(a), 4.6(b)), (s1, t1) = (1,0),(s2, t2) = (1,1), the hori-
zontal curve is composed by five parts: three segments and two arcs of circles. The three segments
are used to connect tangentially the starting point and Ω1, to connect Ω1 and Ω2, and to connect Ω2
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.4: Checking intersection between γiV andΩ j in the vertical plane. (a) Checking intersection
at d1. (b) Checking intersection at d2.
(a) (b)
Figure 4.5: Imposing level flight under obstacle. (a) Imposing level flight to both the lower and the
upper bounds of the cone. (b) Imposing level flight only to the upper bound of the cone.
and the ending point respectively. The two arcs are used to bypass Ω1 counter-clockwise and Ω2
clockwise respectively. In the second case (Figs. 4.6(c), 4.6(d)), (s1, t1) = (1,2),(s2, t2) = (1,1), the
horizontal route is constructed by only bypassing Ω2, thus it is composed by two segments and one
arc of circle. In the vertical plane, when the route reaches the altitude of the lower basis of Ω1, a
level flight is imposed. The level flight ends at the flown distance where the horizontal route passes
the border of Ω1. Afterwards, the lower and upper bound of the vertical cone continue to ascend.
4.2 Designing one optimal route using Branch and Bound (B&B)
To design one optimal route, we apply a Branch and Bound (B&B) method. It is a well known
exact method to solve discrete and combinatorial optimization problems [27] [28]. The application
of the B&B method is inspired by the approach proposed in [74], where a path planning problem
avoiding circular obstacles is studied in 2D. In [74], they propose a branching strategy, where for
each obstacle two branches are created depending on the clockwise or counter-clockwise obstacle
bypassing. We extend this branching strategy in order to take into account the specificity of our
problem, where obstacles can be avoided also by imposing a level flight below the obstacle. The
pseudo-code of the B&B method applied in this thesis for generating one optimal route γi is pre-
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 4.6: Routes construction. (a) Case 1, horizontal plane. (b) Case 1, vertical plane. (c) Case 2,
horizontal Plan. (d) Case 2, vertical Plan. Note that in (b) and (d), slopes appear discontinuous as
an effect of a projection of a 3D image on a plane.
sented in Algorithm 3. In the following, we explain in more detail our branching strategy and the
way the lower bound of a subproblem is computed in the B&B tree.
4.2.1 Branching strategy
Figure 4.7: Branch and Bound branching strategy in our method.
Our proposed branching strategy is illustrated in Fig. 4.7. When designing route γi, for an
obstacle Ω j, we start by setting it as active (si j = 1) or not (si j = 0); when it is active, we develop
three branches in order to account for the 3 possibilities to avoid it: counter-clockwise (ti j = 0),
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Algorithm 3 Generation of one route: Branch and Bound
Require: starting and ending points (Ai, Bi), the altitude of the starting point HAi , buffer obstacle
Ωbi, obstacles Ω j, j = 1, · · · ,M
1: Initialize: subproblems list SPL = /0, current best length LCB =+∞
2: Build the direct route connecting Ai and Bi, denoted as γ0i
3: if γ0i satisfies all constraints then
4: γ0i is the optimal route, γi := γ0i , LCB := Lγ0i
5: else
6: Develop new branches according to Fig. 4.7, add them to SPL
7: end if
8: while SPL 6= /0 do
9: Select 1 subproblem SP ({(si j, ti j)} j∈J,J ⊂ {1, · · · ,M}) in SPL and remove it from SPL
10: Build the corresponding horizontal curves γSPH and γ˜SPH . call Algorithm 1(Ai, Bi, Ωbi,
{Ω j} j=1,··· ,M, {(si j, ti j)} j∈J)
11: Build the corresponding vertical cones γSPV . call Algorithm 2(γSPH , HAi , {Ω j} j=1,··· ,M,
{(si j, ti j)} j∈J)
12: Compute the lower bound LBSP according to Equation (4.4)
13: if LBSP < LCB then
14: if γSP satisfies all constraints and all level flights of SP are feasible then
15: Compute LγSP , the value of the objective function corresponding to γSP, according to
Equation (3.14)
16: if LγSP < LCB then
17: γi := γSP, LCB := LγSP
18: else if SP has remaining obstacle to be branched on then
19: Develop new branches according to Fig. 4.7, add them to SPL
20: end if
21: else if None of the imposed level of SP is definitely infeasible and SP has remaining
obstacle to be branched on then
22: Develop new branches according to Fig. 4.7, add them to SPL
23: end if
24: end if
25: end while
26: return γi and LCB
clockwise (ti j = 1) or imposing a level flight (ti j = 2). In the exploration of the B&B tree, there are
several exceptions and remarks related to the branches corresponding to level flights that need to be
explained.
There exist two exceptions where the branch corresponding to a level flight is not developed.
The first case is when the altitude of the lower basis of an obstacle to be branched on is lower than
Hmin, since the corresponding level flight does not satisfy the constraint on the minimum altitude of
a level flight, and therefore the corresponding route will not be accepted as a solution. The second
case is when the number of the imposed level flights in the father branch is already equal to Nmax.
Imposing an additional level flight in a son branch leads to the number of level flights exceeding
Nmax, thus the corresponding route will not be accepted as a solution.
Note that in step 14 of Algorithm 3, a level flight is not always feasible, as mentioned in Sec-
tion 4.1. However, with further branching, the level flight may become feasible since the form of the
horizontal curve changes, and the altitude of the vertical cone when reaching this obstacle changes
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accordingly. An example is illustrated in Fig. 4.8. In the father branch, Ω1 is active and avoided by
a clockwise bypassing, and Ω2 is active associated with a level flight. However, the level flight is
not feasible since the corresponding route has no intersection with Ω2. While with further branch-
ing by setting Ω3 as active avoided by a counter-clockwise turn, the corresponding horizontal curve
intersects Ω2 in the horizontal plane. If Ω2 is also intersected in the vertical plane, then the level
flight under Ω2 becomes feasible.
Figure 4.8: A level flight becomes feasible in further branching.
We also remark that there exists one case where an imposed level flight is definitely unfeasible,
that is when an obstacle supposed to be avoided by level flight is never intersected by a horizontal
curve. It is the case when the form of a portion of the horizontal curve is unchangeable in further
branching, as expressed for example in Property. 4.2.1.
Property 4.2.1. Let SP ({(si j, ti j)} j∈J,J ⊂ {1, · · · ,M}) be a subproblem when designing γi. Assume
that there exist l, j,k ∈ {1, · · · ,M}, such that
j < l < k
{ j, · · · ,k} ⊂ J
si j = 1 and ti j 6= 2
sik = 1 and tik 6= 2
∀p ∈ { j+1, · · · ,k−1}\ l,sip = 0 or (sip, tip) = (1,2)
(sil, til) = (1,2)
(4.3)
if the segment connecting Ω j and Ωk does not intersect obstacle Ωl , then the level flight below Ωl is
definitely unfeasible.
An example illustrating Property. 4.2.1 is presented in Fig. 4.9. Obstacles {Ωi|i ∈ { j, · · · ,k}}
are all active, where Ω j and Ωk are avoided by clockwise and counter-clockwise turns respectively.
Since the obstacles whose indices are between j and k are supposed to be avoided by level flights, the
form of the curve section between Ω j and Ωk is fixed and unchangeable in further branching. The
level flight below Ωl is definitely unfeasible, because Ωl is never intersected by the curve section
between Ω j and Ωk.
Once a level flight in the subproblem is definitely unfeasible, no further branching is needed.
Otherwise, if there is still remaining non-considered obstacle, further branches are developed (step
21 of Algorithm 3).
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Figure 4.9: An example of a definitely unfeasible level flight.
4.2.2 Lower bound computation
Let SP be a subproblem in the Branch and Bound process for the generation of γi, where
only some of the values of the decision variables are instantiated ({(si j, ti j)} j∈J,J ⊂ {1, · · · ,M}).
The values of the decision variables that are not yet determined are set as non-active ({(si j, ti j) =
(0,0)} j∈{1,··· ,M}\J). The corresponding route γSP, composed by a horizontal curve γSPH and a verti-
cal cone γSPV , is first computed according to the previously explained Algorithm 1 and Algorithm
2 respectively. Then we check if γSP bypasses an active obstacle by an arc with a central angle
larger than 180◦. If this is the case, we recompute a route γ˜SP, by setting the concerned obstacles as
non-active. The lower bound corresponding to SP, denoted as LBSP, is computed by:
LBSP = c1Lγ˜SPH + c2Lmin
M
∑
j=1
max(ti j−1,0) (4.4)
where γ˜SPH is the horizontal profile of γ˜SP. The obtained lower bound is then used to identify whether
a branch requires further subdivisions. Once the lower bound of a subproblem is greater than the
current best value, then no more branch is developed based on this subproblem.
(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 4.10: General case of computing the lower bound in the horizontal plane. (a) Illustration of
γ0H . (b) Illustration of γ1H . (c) Illustration of γ2H .
In the horizontal plane, it can be proven that, in a general case, the length of a horizontal curve
increases when taking into account an additional active obstacle avoided by a turn. An example is
illustrated in Fig. 4.10, when setting consecutively obstacles Ω1 and Ω2 as active obstacles avoided
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.11: An exception of computing the lower bound in the horizontal plane. (a) In the father
branch, the arc on Ω2 corresponds to a central angle greater than 180◦. (b) In the son branch, the
arc on Ω2 corresponds to a central angle lower than 180◦.
by turns, the length of the horizontal curves increase, that is Lγ0H < Lγ1H < Lγ2H . However, there is
an exception, when the arc on an active obstacle corresponds to a central angle greater than 180◦.
An example is shown in Fig. 4.11. Initially, in the father branch, only Ω2 is active and avoided
by a clockwise turn, the arc on Ω1 corresponds to a central angle greater than 180◦, as shown in
Fig. 4.11(a). Afterwards, in the son branch, when Ω1 is set as active and avoided by a counter-
clockwise turn, the form of arc on Ω2 is changed whose length is shorter than in the previous
case, as shown in Fig. 4.11(b). This kind of situation is due to the way a horizontal curve is built
with respect to the increasing order of the obstacles numbering. In order to take into account this
situation, we compute the lower bound by taking the active obstacle bypassed by an arc with a
central angle greater than 180◦ as non-active.
In the vertical plane, the length of a level flight route section depends on the form of the cor-
responding horizontal curve. However, the length of each level flight is always greater than Lmin.
Thus, Lmin∑Mj=1 max(ti j−1,0) is a lower bound of the length of level flight route sections.
4.2.3 B&B tree exploration strategies
The computing time for obtaining the global optimal solution in the B&B method depends not
only on the complexity of the problem but also on the way the B&B tree is explored [29] [30].
A good B&B tree exploration strategy enumerates fewer tree branches before obtaining the global
optimum. In the following, the B&B tree exploration strategies applied in this thesis are presented.
In step 9 of Algorithm 3, we can select the next subproblem with respect to different criteria,
including:
• best route length (BST): select the subproblem with the shortest route length;
• most considered obstacles (MCO): select the subproblem with the most considered obstacles;
• least considered obstacles (LCO): select the subproblem with the least considered obstacles.
In the case when an obstacle Ω j is intersected by a route γi, we define the incursion length
betweenΩ j and γi as the length of the route section included in the projection ofΩ j in the horizontal
plane. In order to select the next obstacle to branch on in steps 6, 19, 22 of Algorithm 3, we also
have several possibilities, including:
• first intersected (FI): select the first non-considered intersected obstacle;
• least incursion (LI): select the non-considered intersected obstacle with the smallest incursion
length;
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• greatest incursion (GI): select the non-considered intersected obstacle with the greatest incur-
sion length.
If there is no obstacle intersected by the route, we choose the non-considered obstacle with the
lowest index to branch on. In Section 4.4, these B&B tree exploration strategies are implemented
and tested.
4.2.4 Step-by-step illustration
We present a step-by-step illustration (Fig. 4.12) to show how the Branch and Bound method
works. The starting and ending points as well as two obstacles Ω1,Ω2 are presented in Fig. 4.12(a).
Since there is only one route to build, we simply denote si j as s j, and denote ti j as t j in this example.
Besides, the buffer obstacle is not introduced. We take c1 = 1,c2 = 1, that is we penalize the length
of level flights in the objective function.
Step 1: We develop 4 branches on Ω1. We start by deviating the route counter-clockwise, and
we obtain a route that does not intersect Ω2. The lower bound in this case is 54.17 Nm (100320 m).
Besides, the value of the objective function associated with solution (s1, t1) = (1,0), s2 = 0 is equal
to the lower bound. Therefore, no further exploration is needed.
Step 2: Another branch on Ω1 is developed by deviating the direct route clockwise around Ω1.
The length of this horizontal route is the lower bound of this subproblem, the value is greater than
the current best value. There is no possibility to get a better solution by further branching on Ω2,
therefore we cut this branch.
Step 3: The third branch on Ω1 is obtained by imposing a level flight, as shown in Figs. 4.12(d),
4.12(e). The lower bound is greater than the current best value, so the branch is cut.
Step 4: The last branch onΩ1 is with s1 = 0. The route intersectsΩ2 and its lower bound, which
corresponds to the length of the direct route, is less than the current best length, thus 4 branches on
Ω2 are developed. In the case s2 = 0, the corresponding route intersects both Ω1 and Ω2, thus is not
accepted as a solution.
Step 5: By branching counter-clockwise around Ω2, the obtained route still intersects Ω1, thus
it is not accepted.
Step 6: By branching clockwise around Ω2, we obtain a feasible route with length greater than
the current best value, so it is not accepted.
Step 7: The last branch is obtained by imposing a level flight underΩ2 as shown in Figs. 4.12(i),
4.12(j). This route is still encountered by Ω1, so it is not accepted.
All the possible branches have been considered. The shortest distance is 54.17 Nm (100320 m)
and is obtained by taking (s1, t1) = (1,0),s2 = 0.
4.3 State space reduction by using convex hull filter
We have 4 possibilities to deal with each obstacle ((si j, ti j) = (0,0), (1,0), (1,1), or (1,2)), thus
the maximum size of the state space of our problem is 4M, where M is the number of obstacles.
In order to reduce the size of the state space, we apply a pre-processing technique proposed in [3],
namely the convex hull filter (CVH-filter). In [3], the authors prove that in an environment where
2D disjoint circular obstacles are present, the shortest path lies in a convex hull of a few circular
obstacles around the line segment connecting the starting and ending points. By using this pre-
processing technique, the number of the potential obstacles that may have an impact on the form of
the shortest path is reduced significantly.
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(a) Step 0. (b) Step 1. (c) Step 2.
(d) Step 3, horizontal plane. (e) Step 3, vertical plane.
(f) Step 4. (g) Step 5. (h) Step 6.
(i) Step 7, horizontal plane. (j) Step 7, vertical plane.
Figure 4.12: Branch and Bound illustration.
In order to generate such a convex hull, we start by building the segment connecting the starting
and ending points. If this segment has no intersection with any obstacle, the shortest path corre-
sponds to the segment connecting the starting and ending points. Otherwise, the convex hull is
defined as the tight envelop including this obstacle and both starting and ending points. Afterwards,
the intersections between the boundary of the convex hull and obstacles are checked iteratively.
Once an intersected obstacle is found, it is added to the convex hull, and the boundary of the convex
hull is recomputed. The algorithm terminates when no more intersection occurs between obstacles
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Figure 4.13: An example illustrating that the shortest path lies in the convex hull.
and the boundary of the convex hull. Finally, the obstacles enveloped in the convex hull are kept for
the route design, while the others are ignored since they have no impact on the optimal route form.
In order to prove that the shortest path lies in the convex hull, we give an example in Fig. 4.13. The
convex hull in this example is the one enveloping obstacles Ωk, Ωg and Ωl . For the sake of simplifi-
cation, the other obstacles which are not included in the convex hull are not shown. Suppose that a
shortest path γ contains a section lying out of the convex hull. This leads to two intersections with
the convex hull, denoted as P1 and P2. The convex hull boundary between P1 and P2 (represented in
red color in Fig. 4.13) is obviously shorter the curve section on γ between P1 and P2. Thus γ can not
be the shortest path.
In this thesis, we apply the convex hull filter to pre-process obstacles. The application of this
filter is extended by taking into account the specificities of our problem.
• First of all, the shape of an obstacle is modeled as a 3D cylinder, instead of a 2D disk as in
[3]. In fact the filter still holds in 3D, since a 3-dimensional feasible route can be indeed built
based on the 2D shortest path avoiding the obstacle projections on the plane. Thus in the filter
that we propose, we deal with the projections of cylinders in the horizontal plane, which are
in form of disks.
• Secondly, the relative position of the projections of two obstacles in the horizontal plane could
be externally tangent or overlapped, instead of only disjoint to each other as in [3].
• Thirdly, as we associate a buffer obstacle with given size and bypassing orientation to each
route, the route section connecting the starting point to the buffer obstacle is fixed in the
design. Therefore, the buffer obstacle is always included in the convex hull computed by the
filter.
• Finally, it is possible that the projection of the ending point in the horizontal plane lies in the
projection of an obstacle in the horizontal plane, since they may be separated in 3D. We also
take this case into account.
4.4 Simulation results
In this section we present some numerical results on the design of one route. The proposed
B&B method is tested on several artificially generated problems, where the number and layout of
obstacles are different. The number of explored nodes is compared with respect to different B&B
tree exploration strategies, and is compared in the cases with or without applying the convex hull
filter (denoted as CVH-filter in the following sections). In addition, we also show how the shape of
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a route is influenced by the choices of different weight coefficients in the objective function. Tests
were run on a Linux platform with a 2.4 GHz processor and 8 GB RAM.
Each test in this section consists of one single route to design. For the sake of simplification,
we omit the index i and denote the starting point Ai as A, the ending point Bi as B, and the buffer
obstacle Ωbi(Cbi(xbi,ybi),rbi,zbiin f ,zbisup , tΩbi) as Ωb(Cb(xb,yb),rb,zbin f ,zbsup, tΩb). Moreover, in the
following sections, the unit of coordinates in x-, y-axis, radius r, and lengths related to routes is in
Nm, and the unit of altitudes in z-axis is in ft. The input data related to the routes to design are given
in Table 4.1.
minimum radius of a RF leg, Rmin 5Nm
maximum radius of a RF leg, Rmax 13Nm
maximum number of level flights on each route, Nmax 2
minimum altitude of each level flight, Hmin 3500ft
minimum length of each level flight, Lmin 5Nm
minimum distance between two successive level flights, Dmin 5Nm
minimum take-off slopes αmin,TO 7% (∼ 4◦)
maximum take-off slopes αmax,TO 11% (∼ 6.3◦)
Table 4.1: Input data related to routes to design.
Test 1, generation of 1 SID route with 9 disjoint obstacles (N = 1, M = 9)
The characteristics of the route to design are given in Table 4.2. The obstacles as well as their
indices ordered according to the projection length on line (AB) are illustrated in Fig. 4.14(a), where
the striped obstacle is the buffer obstacle. The characteristics related to the obstacles are presented
in Table 4.3. After applying the convex hull filter, only 3 obstacles are taken into account for the
route design, the other obstacles are discarded. The convex hull formed by these three obstacles are
presented in Fig. 4.14(b).
starting point, (xA,yA) (9Nm, -3Nm)
altitude of starting point, HA 0
ending point, (xB,yB) (38Nm,38Nm)
buffer obstacle, (xb,yb,rb,zbin f ,zbsup) (8Nm,2Nm,2.5Nm,0,50000ft)
buffer obstacle bypassing direction, tΩb 1
Table 4.2: Test 1: characteristics of the route to design.
We first present the simulation results obtained by applying B&B tree exploration strategy
“BST” to select the next subproblem, and strategy “FI” to select the obstacle to branch on, as
presented in Section 4.2.3. Three cases with different weight coefficients are tested. In the first
case, c1 = 1, c2 = 0, the optimal route is illustrated in Figs. 4.15(a) 4.15(b). Without penalizing the
length of level flights in the objective function, the optimal route avoid obstacles 4 and 8 by impos-
ing level flights under them. While in the second case, c1 = 1, c2 = 0.05, the length of level flight is
penalized with a small weight coefficient. The result, presented in Figs. 4.15(c) 4.15(d), shows that
instead of imposing a level flight under obstacle 8, a bypassing in counter-clockwise around it leads
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.14: Test 1, obstacles illustration. (a) Buffer obstacle (striped) and 9 obstacles. (b) 3
remaining obstacles after using CVH-filter.
to the best solution. In the third case, c1 = 1, c2 = 1, the length of level flights is further penalized,
thus no level flight is imposed on the optimal route, as shown in Figs. 4.15(e) 4.15(f). The optimal
route avoids obstacle 4 in counter-clockwise bypassing. The simulation time as well as the number
of nodes explored in the B&B tree in each case are compared, depending on whether the CVH-filter
is used for pre-processing. The numerical results are presented in Table 4.4. It can be seen that, in
the cases when c2 6= 0, the computation time and the number of iterations are reduced significantly
when the CVH-filter is applied.
Index (xi,yi) ri (ziin f ,zisup)
1 (4, 8) 2 (2300, 7800)
2 (5, 19) 6 (2900, 5600)
3 (23, 8) 3 (7500, 14400)
4 (16, 14) 5 (8800, 10200)
5 (5, 31) 2.5 (7500, 14400)
6 (18, 26) 3 (9300, 17800)
7 (33, 16) 5 (10000, 22000)
8 (26, 28) 4 (12600, 22400)
9 (39, 28) 5 (13630, 26320)
Table 4.3: Test 1: characteristics of the obstacles.
We test also the proposed method with different B&B tree exploration strategies presented in
Section 4.2.3, by fixing the weight coefficients of the objective function c1 = 1, c2 = 1, and with-
out using the CVH-filter. The number of nodes explored in the B&B method is presented in Ta-
ble 4.5, the strategies “LCO” combined with “LI” generate the least number of nodes. However,
the strategies “LI” and “GI” require further computation and comparison on the incursion length of
intersected obstacles, thus these two strategies usually drive to longer computing time than using
the strategy “FI”.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
(e) (f)
Figure 4.15: Test 1, simulation results. (a) γH when c1 = 1, c2 = 0. (b) γV when c1 = 1, c2 = 0. (c)
γH when c1 = 1, c2 = 0.05. (d) when c1 = 1, c2 = 0.05. (e) γH when c1 = 1, c2 = 1. (f) γV when
c1 = 1, c2 = 1.
Test 2, generation of 1 SID route with 40 disjoint obstacles (N = 1, M = 40)
The characteristics of the route to design are given in Table 4.6. Figure 4.16(a) illustrates the
buffer obstacle (striped) and the other obstacles. The CVH-filter reduces the number of potential
obstacles from 40 to 8, the corresponding convex hull is shown in Fig. 4.16(b). Different values of
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Test 1 c1 = 1, c2 = 0 c1 = 1, c2 = 0.05 c1 = 1, c2 = 1
no CVH-filter
time (s) 0.068 7.22 2.991
explored nodes 17 4178 1701
with CVH-filter
time (s) 0.082 0.105 0.084
explored nodes 24 33 28∫ 1
0 ‖γ ′H(t)‖2 dt 54.88 55.08 56.28
lLF 23.86 13.9 0
Lγ 54.88 55.77 56.28
Table 4.4: Test 1: numerical results.
Test 1
Subproblem selection
BST MCO LCO
Obstacle selection
FI 1701 1898 1493
LI 1681 1487 1479
GI 1701 1898 1493
Table 4.5: Test 1: number of nodes generated in the B&B method under different tree exploration
strategies.
weight coefficients are given: in the first case, c1 = 1, c2 = 0; in the second case, c1 = 1, c2 = 1. The
optimal route in each case is presented in Figs. 4.17. Similarly as in test 1, when the length of level
flights is not penalized, the algorithm provides a direct route in the horizontal plane, where obstacles
are avoided by imposing level flights in the vertical plane. On the contrary, when level flight is not
preferred, several turns may be applied for obstacle avoidance. The numerical results using B&B
tree exploration strategies “BST” and “FI”, also with the application of CVH-filter are presented
in Table 4.7. The simulation time, as well as the number of explored nodes, in the first case when
c2 = 0, are much less than in the second case when c2 = 1. The reason is that by imposing level
flights without any penalty, the B&B algorithm tends to select the subproblems with level flights
at first, since they have smaller lower bounds. Thus the optimal solution is found very quickly,
and other subproblems with higher lower bounds are discarded. As a result, only a few number
of nodes are explored in the B&B tree. On the contrary, when the level flight is penalized, the
subproblems avoiding obstacles by counter-clockwise and clockwise bypassing are considered first.
Their corresponding routes may intersect other non-considered obstacles. Thus much more nodes
are generated in such a way.
starting point, (xA,yA) (4Nm, -8Nm)
altitude of starting point, HA 0
ending point, (xB,yB) (65Nm, 65Nm)
buffer obstacle, (xb,yb,rb,zbin f ,zbsup) (3Nm,−3Nm,2.5Nm,0,50000ft)
buffer obstacle bypassing direction, tΩb 1
Table 4.6: Test 2: characteristics of the route to design.
We also provide the result on the number of explored nodes with respect to different tree ex-
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ploration strategies, as presented in Table 4.8, where the CVH-filter is applied for pre-processing,
and the values of the weight coefficients in the objective function is fixed as c1 = 1, c2 = 1. the
strategies “LCO” combined with “LI” generate the least number of nodes. Moreover, the strategy
“LCO” performs better compared with strategies “BST” or “MCO” in this example.
(a) (b)
Figure 4.16: Test 2, obstacles illustration. (a) Buffer obstacle (striped) and 40 input obstacles. (b) 8
remaining obstacles after using CVH-filter.
Test 2 c1 = 1, c2 = 0 c1 = 1, c2 = 1
with CVH-filter
time (s) 0.093 4.7
explored nodes 18 1746∫ 1
0 ‖γ ′H(t)‖2 dt 100.12 103.28
lLF 44.43 0
Lγ 100.12 103.28
Table 4.7: Test 2: numerical results.
Test 2
Subproblem selection
BST MCO LCO
Obstacle selection
FI 1746 3880 1441
LI 1725 4137 1423
GI 1897 3115 1534
Table 4.8: Test 2: number of nodes generated in the B&B method under different tree exploration
strategies.
Test 3, generation of 1 SID route with 18 overlapped obstacles (N = 1, M = 18)
The starting and ending points, as well as the buffer obstacle, are the same as in test 2 (Table
4.6). The characteristics of the 18 obstacles are given in Table 4.9. An illustration of the layout of
the obstacles is presented in Fig. 4.18(a). By using the CVH-filter, the number of potential obstacles
is reduced to 10, as shown in Fig. 4.18(b).
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 4.17: Test 2, simulation results. (a) γH when c1 = 1, c2 = 0. (b) γV when c1 = 1, c2 = 0. (c)
γH when c1 = 1, c2 = 1. (d) γV when c1 = 1, c2 = 1.
(a) (b)
Figure 4.18: Test 3, obstacles illustration. (a) Buffer obstacle (striped) and 18 input obstacles. (b)
10 remaining obstacles after using CVH-filter.
We test two different cases, under the B&B tree exploration strategies “BST” combined with
“FI”, by varying the value of c2. When c1 = 1, c2 = 0, the length of level flights is not penalized.
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Index (xi,yi) ri (ziin f ,zisup)
1 (10, 12) 5 (2300, 17800)
2 (24, 3) 5 (7500, 14400)
3 (9, 22) 6 (2900, 5600)
4 (17, 18) 5 (8800, 30000)
5 (46, -4) 8 (0, 50000)
6 (31, 12) 7 (11000, 50000)
7 (19, 27) 6 (9300, 17800)
8 (33, 16) 5 (10000, 22000)
9 (2, 47) 7 (0, 50000)
10 (53, 5) 7 (0, 50000)
11 (10, 45) 5 (0, 50000)
12 (38, 29) 5.5 (0, 36320)
13 (9, 55) 6 (0, 50000)
14 (52, 24) 7 (23000, 50000)
15 (43, 35) 9 (17400, 42400)
16 (27, 50) 7 (0, 50000)
17 (32, 53) 5 (7500, 34400)
18 (39, 59) 7 (0, 50000)
Table 4.9: Test 3: characteristics of the obstacles.
However, by setting Nmax = 2, the number of level flight is limited to 2. Two level flights are
imposed under obstacles 4 and 15. To avoid obstacles 1 and 12, counter-clockwise and clockwise
bypassing are selected respectively. The simulation result is shown in Figs. 4.19(a) 4.19(b). While
when c1 = 1, c2 = 1, only bypassing strategies are applied to avoid obstacles, as illustrated in
Figs. 4.19(c) 4.19(d). The computing time, number of explored nodes and the route length are
presented in Table 4.10. The simulation time and the number of explored nodes, in the first case
when c2 = 0, are larger than in the second case when c2 = 1. The reason is that, in the first case,
even though the subproblems using level flights to avoid obstacles are considered first, the constraint
on Nmax = 2 drives the algorithm to search for a solution where obstacles are avoided not only by
level flights but also by counter-clockwise and clockwise bypassing. Thus more B&B nodes are
generated in such a process.
The tests are run under different B&B tree exploration strategies, by fixing c1 = 1, c2 = 1 and
by using the CVH-filter for pre-processing. The number of explored nodes in each case is presented
in Table 4.11, and the strategy “BST” combined with strategies “LI”and “GI” offer the least nodes.
The performance of strategy “BST” is better than “MCO” and “LCO” in this example.
Test 3 c1 = 1, c2 = 0 c1 = 1, c2 = 1
with CVH-filter
time (s) 11.07 5.17
explored nodes 5522 2587∫ 1
0 ‖γ ′H(t)‖2 dt 100.34 101.38
lLF 44.65 0
Lγ 100.34 101.38
Table 4.10: Test 3: numerical results.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 4.19: Test 3, simulation results. (a) γH when c1 = 1, c2 = 0. (b) γV when c1 = 1, c2 = 0. (c)
γH when c1 = 1, c2 = 1. (d) γV when c1 = 1, c2 = 1.
Test 3
Subproblem selection
BST MCO LCO
Obstacle selection
FI 2587 10385 4042
LI 2516 9925 3928
GI 2516 4721 2352
Table 4.11: Test 3: number of nodes generated in the B&B method under different tree exploration
strategies.
4.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, the problem of building one single route was addressed. We first presented the
way a unique route is built corresponding to the values of some given decision variables. Then the
Branch and Bound (B&B) method to design one optimal route was presented. The proposed method
was validated on several artificially generated tests, where various numbers and layouts of obstacles
were given. The obtained routes can be continuous and smooth, which are available for Continuous
Climb Operation (CCO) [105] and Continuous Descent Operation (CDO) [106]. The convex hull
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filter shows its effectiveness to reduce the dimension of the state space. Moreover, the combination
of the B&B tree exploration strategies “BST” and “FI” has a relatively good and stable performance
in terms of the number of explored nodes and the computing time in the tested problems. Thus we
will use them in the rest of our simulation tests.
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Chapter 5
Designing Multiple Routes
In this chapter, the problem of designing multiple routes is addressed, where the constraint on
routes separation needs to be considered additionally. We recall that two routes are in conflict if
they violate the minimum separation norm (3Nm in the horizontal plane, or 1000ft in the vertical
plane). We present two different approaches to solve this problem. The first one is a B&B-based
approach, where routes are generated sequentially according to a fixed order (e.g., the decreasing
order of the traffic load on each route). Since the quality of a solution depends on the order of routes
generation, we develop another resolution approach, the Simulated Annealing (SA) method, where
routes are generated simultaneously using a global strategy. One important task in both methods is
the conflict detection, so we start this chapter by presenting an appropriate and efficient method to
detect conflicts between pairwise 3D routes.
5.1 Conflict detection method
Detecting conflicts between pairwise 3D routes, especially when the routes vertical profiles are
cones instead of curves, is not an easy problem. We propose a two-steps scheme to deal with this
problem. First we detect in the horizontal plane whether pairs of routes lose the 3Nm separation.
Then, for the detected route sections in a loss of horizontal separation, we evaluate whether they are
separated in the vertical plane. If a route section loses both horizontal and vertical separations, then
it is in conflict.
5.1.1 Horizontal detection
Route projections in the horizontal plane γiH , i = 1, · · · ,N are in the form of 2D-curves. We
propose a 2D-grid which covers all the horizontal curves. Such idea of using a 2D-grid for conflict
detection has been applied in [84]. The dimension of a cell on the 2D-grid is 3Nm×3Nm, as defined
by the horizontal separation norm. Each cell is identified by two indices (Ix, Iy), where Ix is the index
on the x-axis and Iy is the index on the y-axis, where Ix, Iy ∈ N. We also define the following terms:
• xin f (Ix, Iy), the x-coordinate of the left edge of cell (Ix, Iy);
• xsup(Ix, Iy), the x-coordinate of the right edge of cell (Ix, Iy);
• yin f (Ix, Iy), the y-coordinate of the bottom edge of cell (Ix, Iy);
• ysup(Ix, Iy), the y-coordinate of the top edge of cell (Ix, Iy).
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Each horizontal curve is discretized with a discretization step δ t. A post-processing to add
discretization points is applied, so that each time the curve passes through a cell, there is at least
one discretization point in the occupied cell. Then, each discretization point is associated with one
cell on a 2D-grid. Let 0 = t i0 < t
i
1 < t
i
2 < · · · < t iNi = 1 be a subdivision of [0,1], for each t ik, the
corresponding discretization point on curve γiH is denoted as Pi,k, where Pi,k = γiH (t ik). We define
a curve section as the section of a curve between two successive discretization points. Let Pi,k and
Pi,k+1 be two successive discretization points on curve γiH , then the curve section between Pi,k and
Pi,k+1 is denoted by γik,k+1 . An illustration of the curve discretization on a 2D-grid is presented in
Fig. 5.1(a).
(a) (b)
Figure 5.1: An example of horizontal conflict detection. (a) Illustration of horizontal curve dis-
cretization. (b) Illustration of horizontal conflict detection.
We define a horizontal violation, which occurs when the minimum distance between two curve
sections (in the form of arc or segment) on different curves is less than 3Nm. For γiH , the horizontal
violation is detected by considering successively its curve sections. Each curve section occupies at
least one cell in the 2D-grid. For each curve section on γiH , we only check the horizontal violation
with other curve sections (on different curves) located in the same or neighboring cells, instead
of checking the whole grid. The reason is that the horizontal violation with other curves only oc-
curs in the same or neighboring cells, due to the size of each grid (3Nm×3Nm). In such a way,
the efficiency of conflict detection is improved. Suppose that Pi,k (respectively, Pi,k+1) is located
in cell (Ixi,k, Iyi,k) (respectively, (Ixi,k+1, Iyi,k+1)). Then the neighboring cells where potential hori-
zontal violation with γik,k+1 may occur are {(Ix, Iy)|min(Ixi,k, Ixi,k+1)− 1 ≤ Ix ≤ max(Ixi,k, Ixi,k+1)+
1,min(Iyi,k, Iyi,k+1)−1≤ Iy ≤max(Iyi,k, Iyi,k+1)+1}.
An example of neighboring cells is illustrated in Fig. 5.1(a). The discretization points on route
γ1H are P1,k,k = 1, · · · ,9. The first curve section on γ1H is γ11,2 (as shown in orange color). Both
points are in cell (2,6). Thus the neighboring cells are {(Ix, Iy)|1≤ Ix ≤ 3,5≤ Iy ≤ 7} (area covered
by orange color). While considering the curve section between points P1,7 (in cell (4,3)) and P1,8
(in cell (5,2)), the neighboring cells are {(Ix, Iy)|3≤ Ix ≤ 6,1≤ Iy ≤ 4} (area covered by red color).
Figure 5.1(b) presents an example of horizontal violation detection. Curve γ2H is discretized by
points P2,k,k = 1, · · · ,9. Considering the curve section γ11,2 , we check all the neighboring cells (area
in orange color) and three discretization points (P2,4, P2,5, P2,6) on γ2H are found. Thus we measure
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pairwise the minimum distance between γ11,2 and γ23,4 (respectively, γ24,5 , γ25,6 , γ26,7) to determine
whether horizontal violation exists. By repeating this operation along γ1H , all the violated curve
sections on γ1H are found.
5.1.2 Vertical detection
Once a horizontal violation is detected, a further check in the vertical plane is needed. We
denote H i,kin f (respectively, H
i,k
sup) the lower (respectively, upper) bound of the cross section in the
vertical plane at discretization point Pi,k on route γi, where H i,kin f = hiin f (t
i
k) and H
i,k
sup = hisup(t
i
k).
Suppose that two curve sections γik,k+1 and γ jl,l+1 on curve γiH and γ jH respectively (i 6= j) has a
horizontal violation. We define these two curve sections in vertical violation when neither of the
following conditions is satisfied:
min
(
H i,kin f ,H
i,k+1
in f
)
−max
(
H j,lsup,H
j,l+1
sup
)
> 1000ft (5.1)
min
(
H j,lin f ,H
j,l+1
in f
)
−max
(
H i,ksup,H
i,k+1
sup
)
> 1000ft (5.2)
If one or both conditions is satisfied, which implies that two curve sections are separated verti-
cally at their extremities, then they are separated along the sections. The reason is that route vertical
profiles are monotonically increasing. An example of vertical violation detection is illustrated in
Fig. 5.2. Even though this detection method brings an additional margin in the separation, it has
the advantage of being simple to implement. Finally, once two curve sections are violated in both
horizontal and vertical plane, a conflict is identified.
(a) (b)
Figure 5.2: An example of vertical conflict detection. (a) A horizontal violation occurs between
curve sections γik,k+1 and γ jl,l+1 . (b) Detection of the vertical violation.
5.2 B&B-based approach
We propose a sequential 1-against-n approach, based on the B&B method described in Chap-
ter 4. The previously built routes become obstacles for the route that is considered later. Thus the
quality of the solution depends on the routes generation order. Some route deviation strategies are
applied in the B&B-based approach, in order to deviate a route locally around the conflicting area,
while keeping the deviated route close to its optimal form computed by the B&B method.
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.3: An example of clustering violated cells and creating fictitious obstacles. (a) Illustration
in the horizontal plane. (b) Illustration in 3D.
5.2.1 Overview of the method
Multiples routes are generated sequentially according to a given order (i.e., the decreasing or-
der of their traffic loads). Each new route is generated progressively piecewise based on the B&B
method, and on strategies to deviate the route around conflicting zones when conflicts with other
routes occur. More precisely, each new route is firstly generated by B&B. Then we detect pairwise
conflicts between it and the previously generated routes, as explained in Section. 5.1. The detected
conflicts are clustered into groups. Each group of conflicts is then associated with a fictitious obsta-
cle, modeled as a cylinder (see Section 3.2). In the case when more than one group of conflicts exist,
we order the corresponding fictitious obstacles according to their projection lengths onto the line
connecting the starting and ending points of the route, as explained in Section 4.1, and we consider
the first fictitious obstacleΩ f (C f (x f ,y f ),r f ,z fin f ,z fsup). In order to solve the conflicts corresponding
to the first fictitious obstacle, the natural idea is to deviate the considered route locally around this
conflicting zone. Three possible ways of deviation are proposed, inspired by the three strategies
to avoid an obstacle proposed in Section 3.3.1: bypassing counter-clockwise, bypassing clockwise,
imposing a level flight.
After the deviation, the remaining route section is built by applying again the B&B, then the
conflict on the new built route section is detected and the route deviation methods are applied once
another conflict occurs. In such a way, the new route is built progressively, and each of its sections is
deviated based on the optimal route structure given by the B&B. We note that a conflict is not guar-
anteed to be solved by one of the considered route deviation strategies. It may happen, indeed, that,
building routes one after the other, not enough degrees of freedom are available to be able to solve
the conflict. In this case, the proposed algorithm provides the information on the unsolved conflict
and on the length of involved route sections. A pseudo-code of the proposed B&B-based sequential
approach is presented in Algorithm 4. The following sections describe the key intermediate steps.
5.2.2 Clustering conflicting cells and generating fictitious obstacles
After detecting pairwise conflicts between the current considered route and the previously gen-
erated route, each conflict zone is associated with a fictitious obstacle (step 12 in Algorithm 4).
The fictitious obstacle is in cylinder-shape, modeled in the same way as presented in Section 3.2.1.
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Algorithm 4 Generation of multiple routes: Branch and Bound-based sequential approach
Require: routes starting and ending points, altitudes of the corresponding starting points, and the
associated buffer obstacles {(Ai,Bi),HAi ,Ωbi|i = 1, · · · ,N} (classified in an increasing order of
traffic load), obstacles {Ω j| j = 1, · · · ,M}
1: Initialize: list of optimal routes list = /0
2: Apply the B&B to generate the optimal route γ1 connecting (A1,B1) . call Algorithm
3((A1,B1), HA1 , Ωb1, {Ω j| j = 1, · · · ,M})
3: Add γ1 to list
4: for i=2 to N do
5: Apply the B&B to generate an initial route γ0i connecting (Ai,Bi) . call Algorithm 3(Ai,Bi),
HAi Ωbi, {Ω j| j = 1, · · · ,M})
6: Detect pairwise conflicts between γ0i and routes in list
7: if no conflict detected then
8: Set γi := γ0i , add γi to list
9: else
10: Set the current route γcuri := γ0i
11: while conflict detected do
12: Cluster conflicting cells and associate a fictitious obstacle with each cluster
13: Order the fictitious obstacles with respect to (Ai,Bi) in the same way as in Sec-
tion 4.1
14: Deviate γcuri locally around the conflict zone corresponding to the first fictitious
obstacle Ω f . call Algorithm 5(γcuri ,Ω f , {Ω j| j = 1, · · · ,M}, list)
15: Detect pairwise conflicts between the remaining route section after the last deviation
on γcuri and routes in list
16: end while
17: Apply the post-processing technique on γcuri
18: Set γi := γcuri , add γi to list
19: end if
20: end for
21: return list
In order to generate fictitious obstacles, we define a violated cell as a cell containing at least one
conflicting curve section on the current route. The minimum and maximum altitudes associated
with a violated cell (Ix, Iy) are denoted as zin f (Ix, Iy) and zsup(Ix, Iy) respectively. Let I ⊂ {1, · · · ,N}
be the subset denoting the indices of the previously generated routes, and let {γik,k+1 |k ∈ Ki,Ki ⊂
{0, · · · ,Ni}, i ∈ I} be the set of curve sections in conflict with the current route in cell (Ix, Iy). Then
zin f (Ix, Iy) and zsup(Ix, Iy) are computed by:
zin f (Ix, Iy) = min{H i,kin f |k ∈ Ki, i ∈ I} (5.3)
zsup(Ix, Iy) = max{H i,ksup|k ∈ Ki, i ∈ I} (5.4)
The violated cells are then clustered into groups in such a way that two adjacent violated cells
are in the same group. Two cells (Ikx , I
k
y ) and (I
l
x, I
l
y) are adjacent when |Ikx − Ilx| ≤ 1 and |Iky − Ily| ≤ 1.
Each group of violated cells is associated with a fictitious obstacle. This fictitious obstacle is a
cylinder enveloping the route sections corresponding to the violated cells. The altitude of its lower
(respectively, upper) basis is the minimum (respectively, maximum) altitude associated with the
violated cells in the corresponding group, as defined in (5.3) and (5.4).
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An example of clustering violated cells and creating fictitious obstacles is illustrated in Fig. 5.3.
The route in red color is built at last, and the conflict is detected between routes in blue and red
colors, and between routes in green and red colors. Two conflict zones are detected, corresponding
to two fictitious obstacles.
To explain more precisely the way of computing the characteristics of a fictitious obstacle corre-
sponding to a group of violated cells, let G be a set of indices of violated cells clustered in the same
group, and let (xin f ,G,xsup,G) (respectively, (yin f ,G,ysup,G), (zin f ,G,zsup,G)) be the lower and upper
bounds of the x-coordinates (respectively, y-, z-) of the violated cells whose indices belong to group
G, which are computed by: 
xin f ,G = min(xin f (Ix, Iy)|(Ix, Iy) ∈ G)
xsup,G = max(xsup(Ix, Iy)|(Ix, Iy) ∈ G)
yin f ,G = min(yin f (Ix, Iy)|(Ix, Iy) ∈ G)
ysup,G = max(ysup(Ix, Iy)|(Ix, Iy) ∈ G)
zin f ,G = min(zin f (Ix, Iy)|(Ix, Iy) ∈ G)
zsup,G = max(zsup(Ix, Iy)|(Ix, Iy) ∈ G)
(5.5)
Then the associated fictitious obstacle is Ω f (C f (x f ,y f ),r f ,z fin f ,z fsup), where:
x f = 12(xin f ,G+ xsup,G)
y f = 12(yin f ,G+ ysup,G)
r f = 12(x f − xin f ,G+ y f − yin f ,G)
z fin f = zin f ,G
z fsup = zsup,G
(5.6)
5.2.3 Route deviation strategies
If one or more fictitious obstacles are generated in Step 12 in Algorithm 4, we deviate the
current considered route locally around the conflict zone corresponding to the first fictitious obstacle
Ω f (C f (x f ,y f ),r f ,z fin f ,z fsup) (step 14 in Algorithm 4). A fictitious obstacle is modeled as a cylinder
(see Subsection 3.2.1), thus it is natural to associate two decision variables si j and ti j with each
fictitious obstacle. When a fictitious obstacle is active (si j = 1), it can be avoided by three bypassing
strategies: turn counter-clockwise (ti j = 0), turn clockwise (ti j = 1) and impose a level flight (ti j =
2). Since the Continuous Climb Operation (CCO) and Continuous Descent Operation (CDO) are
preferred in TMAs, we consider in our route deviation strategies that the horizontal deviation has a
priority over a vertical deviation. If the horizontal deviation is able to solve the considered conflict,
then there is no need to try the vertical deviation. A pseudo-code of the route deviation is presented
in Algorithm 5. In the following, we present in more detail the different strategies of route deviation.
Deviating route by counter-clockwise and clockwise turn
In the case of avoiding a fictitious obstacle by a turn (ti j = 0 or 1), the deviated route must be
on the one hand smooth and flyable, on the other hand close to the current route γcuri . Indeed, in
the route deviation process, we aim not only at reducing conflicts, but also at keeping the deviated
route close to the optimal route generated by the B&B. To reach these objectives, for each fictitious
obstacle, four smoothing obstacles tangent to both the considered fictitious obstacle and γcuri are
generated. A smoothing obstacle is in a cylinder shape, modeled in the same way as presented
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Algorithm 5 Route deviation
Require: the current route γcuri , the first fictitious obstacle in the ordered list Ω f , obstacles {Ω j| j =
1, · · · ,M}, the list of previously generated routes list
1: Re-generate the portion of route γcuri involved in the conflict by deviating it counter-clockwise
⇒ obtain γccwi . call Algorithm 6(γcuri , Ω f , {Ω j| j = 1, · · · ,M}, list)
2: Re-generate the portion of route γcuri involved in the conflict by deviating it clockwise⇒ obtain
γcwi . call Algorithm 6(γcuri , Ω f , {Ω j| j = 1, · · · ,M}, list)
3: if both γccwi and γcwi solve the corresponding conflict then
4: Set γcuri equal to the one with the shorter length
5: else if only one of γccwi and γcwi solves the corresponding conflict then
6: Set γcuri equal to the one that solves the corresponding conflict
7: else
8: Re-generate the portion of route γcuri involved in the conflict by imposing a level flight⇒
obtain γ l fi . call Algorithm 7(γ
cur
i , Ω f , {Ω j| j = 1, · · · ,M}, list)
9: if γ l fi solves the corresponding conflict then
10: Set γcuri := γ
l f
i
11: else
12: Set γcuri equal to the one among γccwi , γcwi and γ
l f
i which has the minimum length in-
volved in conflict on the deviated portion of route
13: end if
14: end if
15: return γcuri
in Section 3.2.1. Its radius rs (rs ≥ Rmin) is a user-defined parameter (the same for all smoothing
obstacles), and the altitudes of its lower and upper basis are the same as the corresponding fictitious
obstacle. Figure 5.4 illustrates the four smoothing obstacles given γcuri and a fictitious obstacle.
Let γccwi and γcwi denote the new routes obtained by deviating the portion of route γcuri involved
in a conflict counter-clockwise and clockwise respectively. When the counter-clockwise bypassing
strategy is chosen, smoothing obstacles 1 and 3 are taken to build γccwi and the turn direction on both
smoothing obstacles is clockwise, as shown in Fig. 5.5(a). The point B′i is the tangent point of γcuri
and smoothing obstacle 3. The partial deviated route γccw,pari between the starting point Ai and point
B′i is built in the following way:
• Firstly, set Ai and B′i as the starting and ending points of γccw,pari respectively.
• Secondly, create a list of obstacles, containing all the active obstacles when building γcuri .
• Thirdly, add the fictitious obstacle Ω f to the list of obstacles and order the obstacles in the list
according to their projection length to line (AiB′i).
• Afterwards, for the obstacles whose order index is lower than that of Ω f , keep them as active
and their avoiding strategies; while for the other obstacles whose order index is higher than
that of Ω f , set them as non-considered.
• If an active real obstacle is avoided by a turn and intersects the fictitious obstacle, also set it
as non-considered.
• Moreover, add smoothing obstacles 1 and 3 before and after the fictitious obstacle respec-
tively.
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Figure 5.4: Configuration of the smoothing obstacles.
(a) (b)
Figure 5.5: Route deviation in the horizontal Plan. (a) Turn counter-clockwise around the fictitious
obstacle. (b) Turn clockwise around the fictitious obstacle.
• Finally, build the route in the same way as presented in Section 4.1.
Afterwards, we detect pairwise conflicts between γccw,pari and the previously generated routes.
If any residual conflict is detected, we iteratively increase the radius of the fictitious obstacle by a
user-defined value δR, until the conflict is solved or the radius reaches the maximum radius Rmax.
In the case when the radius of the fictitious obstacle reaches Rmax and a residual conflict still exists,
γccw,pari is set to be the deviated route portion satisfying all constraints except route separation and
with the smallest length involved in conflicts obtained in the iterations.
To complete the deviated route γccwi by building the route section between B′i and Bi, we propose
a modified-B&B method. The principle is that, first, we create a list of obstacles including all the
real obstacles as well as the fictitious and smoothing obstacles created when deviating the route.
Then, in order to keep the deviated route section between Ai and B′i unchanged in the B&B method,
the index as well as the values of the decision variables for the obstacles considered when building
γccw,pari are not changed. Afterwards, the other obstacles non-considered when building γ
ccw,par
i are
ordered according to their projection length on line (AiBi). Moreover, the values of the decision
variables for the non-active obstacles are determined in the B&B method.
In the case when the clockwise bypassing strategy is chosen, smoothing obstacles 2 and 4 are
taken to build γcw,pari and the turn direction on them is counter-clockwise, as presented in Fig. 5.5(b).
The approach for building γcwi is similar to that proposed for building γccwi . A pseudo-code to
summarize how to generate γccwi (respectively, γcwi ) is presented in Algorithm 6.
Deviating route by imposing level flights
In the case of avoiding a fictitious obstacle by imposing a level flight (ti j = 2), there are two
different cases of route deviation to be handled, depending on the relative position between the
fictitious obstacle and γcuri . Each fictitious obstacle has two intersections with γcuri in the horizontal
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Algorithm 6 Generation of γccwi (respectively, γcwi )
Require: the current route γcuri , the first fictitious obstacle Ω f , obstacles {Ω j| j = 1, · · · ,M}, the
list of previously generated routes list
1: Initialize: radius r′f := r f
2: Set Ω f as active and avoided by a counter-clockwise turn (respectively, clockwise turn)
3: while r′f < Rmax do
4: Generate the partial deviated route section γccw,pari (respectively, γ
cw,par
i ) between Ai and B
′
i
5: Detect pairwise conflict between γccw,pari (respectively,γ
cw,par
i ) and routes in list
6: if No residual conflict and γccw,pari (respectively,γ
cw,par
i ) satisfies all constraints except route
separation then
7: Complete the remaining route section by the modified-B&B ⇒ obtain γccwi
(respectively,γcwi )
8: Break
9: else
10: r′f := r
′
f +δR, continue
11: end if
12: end while
13: if γccwi (respectively,γcwi ) is not obtained then
14: Set γccw,pari (respectively,γ
cw,par
i ) the deviated route portion satisfying all constraints except
route separation and with the smallest length involved in conflicts obtained in the iterations
15: Complete the remaining route section by the modified-B&B ⇒ obtain γccwi
(respectively,γcwi )
16: end if
17: return γccwi (respectively,γcwi )
plane, since the corresponding conflict zone is located around γcuri . Let us denote the intersection
closer to Bi as B′i.
The first case occurs when B′i is located on an arc of γcuri , as shown in Fig. 5.6(a). Then the
partial deviated route γ l f ,pari connecting Ai and B
′
i is built in the following way:
• Firstly, set Ai and B′i as the starting and ending points of γ l f ,pari respectively.
• Secondly, create a list of obstacles, consisting all the active obstacles when building γcuri .
• Then, add the fictitious obstacle to the list of obstacles and order them according to their
projection length to line (AiB′i).
• Moreover, for the obstacles in the list whose order index is lower than that of the obstacle
where B′i lies on (including the obstacle itself), keep their avoiding strategies; while for the
other obstacles, set them as non-considered.
• Finally, build the route in the same way as presented in Section 4.1.
The second case occurs when B′i is located on an segment of γcuri . In order to keep the horizontal
form of the deviated route, we add two smoothing obstacles tangent to both the fictitious obstacle
and the line where the segment is lying on, as shown in Fig. 5.6(b). Then the partial deviated route
γ l f ,pari connecting Ai and B
′
i is built in the following way:
• Firstly, set Ai and B′i as the starting and ending points of γ l f ,pari .
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.6: Route deviation in the vertical plane. (a) Case 1, when the second intersection point is
located on an arc. (b) Case 2, when the second intersection point is located on a segment.
• Secondly, create a list of obstacles, consisting all the active obstacles when building γcuri .
• Then, add the fictitious obstacle to the list of obstacles and order them according to their
projection length to line (AiB′i).
• Moreover, for the obstacles whose order index is lower than that of the fictitious obstacle,
keep their avoiding strategies; while for the other obstacles, set them as non-considered.
• Finally, build the route in the same way as presented in Section 4.1.
After building γ l f ,pari , we detect pairwise conflicts between γ
l f ,par
i and the previous routes. If any
residual conflict is detected, we iteratively decrease the altitude of the lower basis of the fictitious
obstacle by a user-defined value δH , until the conflict is solved or the altitude of the lower basis
reaches Hmin. In the case when the altitude of the lower basis of the fictitious obstacle reaches Hmin
and residual conflict still exist, γ l f ,pari is set to be the deviated route portion satisfying all constraints
except route separation and with the smallest length involved in conflicts obtained in the iterations.
To complete the route section between B′i and Bi, a modified-B&B method is applied. In the
case of imposing level flight, we create a list of obstacles including all the real obstacles as well
as the fictitious and smoothing obstacles created when deviating the route. These obstacles are
then ordered according to their projection length on line (AiBi). In order to keep the form of γ l f ,pari
unchanged in the modified-B&B method, the values of the decision variables for the obstacles whose
order index is lower than that of the fictitious obstacle (including the fictitious obstacle itself) are
kept. Afterwards, the methods for completing the remaining route section in the first case (when B′i
is located on an arc) and in the second case (when B′i is located on a segment) are slightly different.
• In the first case, the values of the decision variables of the obstacle where the second inter-
section point is located is kept. The values of the decision variables for the other obstacles
are determined in the modified-B&B method.
• In the second case, the values of the decision variables for the other obstacles (including the
two smoothing obstacles) are determined in the modified-B&B method. Meanwhile, only
counter-clockwise bypassing is allowed on smoothing obstacle 1 when it is active and only
clockwise bypassing is allowed on smoothing obstacle 2 when it is active.
A pseudo-code to summarize the way γ l fi is generated is presented in Algorithm 7.
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Algorithm 7 Generation of γ l fi
Require: the current route γcuri , the first fictitious obstacle Ω f , obstacles {Ω j| j = 1, · · · ,M}, the
list of previously generated routes list
1: Initialize: altitude z′fin f = z fin f
2: Set Ω f as active and avoided by imposing a level flight
3: while z′fin f > Hmin do
4: Generate the partial deviated route γ l f ,pari
5: Detect pairwise conflict between γ l f ,pari and the previous routes
6: if No residual conflict and γ l f ,pari satisfies all constraints except route separation then
7: Complete the remaining route section by the modified-B&B⇒ obtain γ l fi
8: Break
9: else
10: z′fin f := z
′
fin f −δH , continue
11: end if
12: end while
13: if γ l fi is not obtained then
14: Set γ l f ,pari as the deviated route portion satisfying all constraints except route separation and
with the smallest length involved in conflicts obtained in the iterations.
15: Complete the remaining route section by the modified-B&B⇒ obtain γ l fi
16: end if
17: return γ l fi
Post-processing technique
In the route deviation process, each horizontal deviation is realized by bypassing sequentially
a smoothing obstacle, a fictitious obstacle and a second smoothing obstacle, as shown in Fig. 5.5.
Thus the deviated route section is composed by three successive arcs lying on the three obstacles.
This kind of curve is flyable in reality, since a RF leg can join another RF leg with an opposite
turn direction and a different radius [107]. However, in order to simplify the operation for pilots,
we propose a post-processing technique on γcuri (step 17 in Algorithm 4). For a real SID/STAR,
a horizontal deviation occurs to avoid an obstacle or to avoid another route, afterwards the route
usually connects directly to the next route section. Thus, in a SID (respectively, STAR) case, for
each horizontal route deviation, we set the second (respectively, first) smoothing obstacle as non-
active and the values of the decision variables for the other obstacles are preserved and we re-build
the route γcuri . If no more conflict with the previously generated routes is induced by the post-
processing, then the new γcuri is accepted.
5.2.4 Step-by-step illustration
To illustrate the algorithm, let us give an example of building a SID when two routes are already
generated, as illustrated in Fig. 5.7. For the sake of simplification, there is neither an obstacle, nor a
buffer obstacle.
Step 0 (Fig. 5.7(a)): Routes γ1 and γ2 are previously generated routes. An initial route γ03 con-
necting A3 and B3 is generated by the B&B method (Algorithm 3). The conflict detection technique
is applied pairwise between γ03 and γ1, and between γ
0
3 and γ2. The conflicts are clustered into two
groups, each of them is associated with a fictitious obstacle. By ordering the fictitious obstacles
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according to their projection lengths to line (A3B3), they are numbered as Ω f 1 and Ω f 2.
Step 1 (Fig. 5.7(b)): In order to deviate γ03 around the conflict zone corresponding to Ω f 1, four
smoothing obstacles Ωs1, Ωs2, Ωs3 and Ωs4 are generated.
Step 2 (Fig. 5.7(c)): The partial deviated route γccw,par3 bypassing counter-clockwise around Ω f 1
is generated.
Step 3 (Fig. 5.7(d)): The corresponding conflict is not totally solved, thus the radius of the
fictitious obstacle is increased, and the partial deviated route γccw,par3 is again generated.
Step 4 (Fig. 5.7(e)): The corresponding conflict is solved, the remaining route section between
B′3 and B3 is completed by B&B.
Step 5 (Fig. 5.7(f)): The partial deviated route γcw,par3 bypassing clockwise Ω f 1 is generated.
Step 6 (Fig. 5.7(g)): The corresponding conflict is solved, the remaining route section between
B′3 and B3 is completed by B&B.
Step 7 (Fig. 5.7(h)): The current route γcur3 is set to be the route deviated clockwise, since its
length is shorter. Afterwards, the conflict detection technique is again applied to the route section
between B′3 and B3 and the previously generated routes. A new fictitious obstacle is created.
Step 8 (Fig. 5.7(i)): We generate a partial deviated route to avoid the conflict zone corresponding
to the first fictitious obstacle.
Step 9 (Fig. 5.7(j)): After completing the remaining route section, the current route becomes
γcur3 .
Step 10 (Fig. 5.7(k)): We apply the post-processing on γcur3 , by setting the second smoothing ob-
stacles for all the horizontal deviations as non-active, while keeping the values of decision variables
for the other obstacles.
Step 11 (Fig. 5.7(l)): The obtained route after post-processing does not introduce any conflict,
thus it is accepted as the optimal route γ3 connecting A3 and B3.
(a) Step 0. (b) Step 1.
(c) Step 2. (d) Step 3.
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(e) Step 4. (f) Step 5.
(g) Step 6. (h) Step 7.
(i) Step 8. (j) Step 9.
(k) Step 10. (l) Step 11.
Figure 5.7: Step-by-step illustration.
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5.3 Simulated Annealing (SA) approach
The quality of a solution provided by the B&B-based method depends on the routes generation
order. In this section, we propose another method using a global strategy, where routes are generated
simultaneously. The method that we apply is the Simulated Annealing (SA) method, which is
usually applied to highly combinatorial optimization problems.
5.3.1 Description of the method
A general description of the SA method has been provided in Section 1.4. The SA method starts
from an initial configuration S0. In our case, it refers to the set of routes built individually by the
B&B. If these routes are conflict-free, then S0 is already an optimal solution. Otherwise, at each
step in the SA algorithm, a neighboring solution SN is generated based on the current solution SC.
The way of generating SN is specifically tailored to our problem, and it is presented in Algorithm 8.
Some intermediate steps are described in the following.
Algorithm 8 Generation of a neighboring solution SN
Require: total number of routes to build N, the current solution SC
1: Initialize: the neighboring solution SN := /0, a list of buffer obstacle, obstacles and fictitious
obstacles listobst := /0, a boolean accept := f alse
2: for Each curent route γcuri in SC do
3: Set listobst := /0, accept := f alse
4: Detect pairwise conflicts between γcuri and the other routes in SC (as explained in Sec-
tion 5.1)
5: if γcuri is involved in conflicts then
6: Create at least one fictitious obstacle in cylinder shape corresponding to conflicting
zones (as explained in Section 5.2.2)
7: end if
8: Create a list listobst associated with the new route γnewi to build, consisting of the buffer ob-
stacle, obstacles, fictitious obstacles associated with SC, and the new created fictitious obstacles
9: Set the values of the decision variables related to the buffer obstacle and obstacles in listobst
the same as the ones when building γcuri
10: Apply a clustering technique on the fictitious obstacles in listobst whose projections in the
horizontal plane are overlapped
11: while accept = f alse do
12: for Each fictitious obstacle in listobst do
13: Select the decision variables related to this fictitious obstacle
14: end for
15: Build route γnewi according to listobst (as explained in Section 4.1)
16: Post-process γnewi
17: if γnewi satisfies all constraints (as mentioned in Section 3.3.2) except the route separation
then
18: Add γnewi to SN
19: Set accept := true
20: end if
21: end while
22: end for
23: return SN
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The fictitious obstacles in listobst , whose projections in the horizontal plane are overlapped, are
clustered and replaced by a new fictitious obstacle (step 10 of Algorithm 8). This new fictitious
obstacle is the smallest cylinder enveloping them. There are two main reasons for doing so. First,
as new fictitious obstacles are generated iteratively in the SA algorithm, their amount continues to
increase, clustering them is a possible way to reduce the size of the state space. Second, the situation
when fictitious obstacles are overlapped may indicate that the potential conflict zone is in a larger
scale than the currently detected one, represented by the fictitious obstacles. Enveloping the existing
overlapped fictitious obstacles is a good way to enlarge the area to be avoided.
We develop different schemes on selecting the decision variables related to the fictitious obsta-
cles (step 13 of Algorithm 8), and we present two representative ones among them.
• In the first scheme, a fictitious obstacle that is not active in SC or is new created (steps 6 or
10 of Algorithm 8), is set randomly to be active in SN with a probability ρ1; meanwhile, a
fictitious obstacle that is active in SC, is set randomly to be active in SN with a probability
ρ2. In addition, a fictitious obstacle which is active in both SC and SN , has a probability ρ3 to
keep the same avoidance strategy in SN as in SC. The values of ρ1, ρ2 and ρ3 are user-defined,
between 0 and 1. By adjusting their values, users may choose implicitly to which extent the
new solution SN is modified based on SC. For example, by giving a low value to ρ1 and high
values to ρ2 and ρ3, the fictitious obstacles that are active in SC tend to be active in SN , and
their avoidance strategies will probably be maintained. But the other fictitious obstacles are
less likely to be active. In such a way, the form of new generated routes in SN could be similar
to the ones in SC.
• In the second scheme, the traffic load on each route is compared with a parameter ρ4, which
is also a user-defined value between 0 and 1. Only if the route has a traffic load lower than
ρ4, the related fictitious obstacles may have a chance to be avoided by a level flight. By using
this scheme, it is possible to ensure that the route with important traffic load has a continuous
ascent or descent vertical profile.
The post-processing (step 16 of Algorithm 8) deals with the new built route γnewi from three
aspects:
• First of all, it checks whether a route intersects any real obstacle, due to the route deviation
brought by fictitious obstacles. If it is the case, the real obstacle is set as active on this route
and its avoidance strategy is randomly selected.
• Afterwards, it checks whether any arc on a route corresponds to a central angle greater than
180◦. If it is the case, the corresponding obstacle is set as non-active on that route.
• Finally, a non-active fictitious obstacle on each route is deleted with a probability ρ5 (user-
defined value between 0 and 1), so as to reduce the size of the state space.
The cost function to evaluate the fitness of a solution in our SA method is different from the
objective function (3.15) proposed in Section 3.3.3. In the cost function of SA, a term representing
the length of route sections involved in conflicts is added:
cost = L+ c3
N
∑
i=1
`ic f lt (5.7)
where L is defined by the objective function (3.15), `ic f lt is the total length of route sections on route
γi that are involved in conflicts, and c3 is a weight coefficient.
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In fact, the SA applies a global strategy where routes are generated at the same time, thus
the constraint on route separation can not be dealt with in the same way as in a sequential strategy
(where the previously generated routes are regarded as obstacles for the routes to be generated later).
Adding a term measuring the conflicts in the cost function is a common way to handle conflicts in
the methods using a global strategy. In order to solve conflicts between routes, the value of weight
coefficient c3 is generally much higher than the values of c1 and c2, so that the SA method gives a
priority for conflict resolution.
5.3.2 Step-by-step illustration
To illustrate the way a neighboring solution is generated in the SA algorithm, we give a step-by-
step illustration in Fig. 5.8. For the sake of simplification, there is neither an obstacle, nor a buffer
obstacle.
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
(e)
Figure 5.8: An example of generating neighboring solutions in the SA algorithm. (a) Iteration 1,
current solution SC and the generated fictitious obstacles. (b) Iteration 1, neighboring solution SN .
(c) Iteration 2, current solution SC and the generated fictitious obstacles. (d) Iteration 2, clustering
fictitious obstacles associated with γnew1 . (e)Iteration 2, neighboring solution SN .
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The current solution SC in the first iteration is shown in Fig. 5.8(a). After detecting conflicts be-
tween routes γcur1 and γ
cur
2 , the fictitious obstacleΩ f 1 (respectively, Ω f 2) is generated corresponding
to the conflicting zone on γcur1 (respectively, γ
cur
2 ). The avoidance strategies of these two fictitious
obstacles are randomly selected, and the one ofΩ f 1 (respectively,Ω f 2) is (1,1) (respectively, (0,0)).
The neighboring solution SN in the first iteration is generated correspondingly, as shown in
Fig. 5.8(b). Since the fictitious obstacle Ω f 2 is not active, it is eliminated in the post-processing.
The previously obtained neighboring solution is accepted as the current solution for the second
iteration, as shown in Fig. 5.8(c). After the conflict detection, the fictitious obstacles Ω f 3 (respec-
tively, Ω f 4) is generated corresponding to the conflicting zone on γcur1 (respectively, γ
cur
2 ).
Fictitious obstacles Ω f 1 and Ω f 3 are both associated with the route γnew1 to be built in the
neighboring solution SN , and their projections in the horizontal plane are overlapped, as shown
in Fig. 5.8(d). Thus they are clustered and replaced by a larger fictitious obstacle Ω f 5 enveloping
them. The avoidance strategy of Ω f 4 (respectively, Ω f 5) is selected as (1,1) (respectively, (1,1)).
The neighboring solution SN in the second iteration is generated correspondingly, as shown in
Fig. 5.8(e).
5.4 Conclusion
In this chapter, the design of multiple routes was considered. We first presented an efficient
method to detect pairwise conflict between routes. To design multiple conflict-free routes, two
different approaches were proposed. The first one is a Branch and Bound (B&B)-based method,
where routes are built sequentially and the existing routes become obstacles for the routes to be
generated later. The second method is the Simulated Annealing (SA) where routes are generated
simultaneously. Another direction to deal with the impact of routes generation order in the B&B-
based method is, to combine it with a SA method which handles the order of routes generation.
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Chapter 6
Simulation Results
In this chapter some tests on the design of multiple routes are carried out. We first test the pro-
posed methodology on two artificially generated problems with various numbers of routes to design,
as well as various numbers and layouts of obstacles. Then we present the tests performed on real
TMAs: the TMA of Paris Charles de Gaulle (CDG) airport and the TMA of Zurich airport. In the
case of CDG airport, we design 15 routes and compare the obtained routes with the standard routes
published in Jeppesen charts. In the case of Zurich airport, the design of 9 routes in mountainous
environment is considered, a comparison between the obtained routes and the standard routes is
also provided. For each presented test, both B&B-based method and SA method are applied. The
SA method is run 10 times for each test, and the statistics of the 10 simulations as well as some
simulation results including the best solution are given. Tests were run on a Linux platform with a
2.4 GHz processor and 8 GB RAM. In the following, some parameters in preparation for the tests
performed in this chapter are given.
6.1 Description of the simulation context (parameters, color legend
and symbols)
The input data related to the routes to design are given in Table 6.1. The values of the user-
defined parameters related to the B&B-based method are given in Table 6.2. By taking the weight
coefficients c1 = 1, c2 = 0, the value to be minimized in the objective function (3.15) is in fact the
length of a route in the horizontal plane. The user-defined parameters related to the SA method are
set after several empirical tests, their values are given for each test in the following sections.
minimum radius of a RF leg, Rmin 5Nm
maximum radius of a RF leg, Rmax 13Nm
maximum number of level flights on each route, Nmax 2
minimum altitude of each level flight, Hmin 3500ft
minimum length of each level flight, Lmin 5Nm
minimum distance between two successive level flights, Dmin 5Nm
Table 6.1: Input data related to routes to design.
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parameter value
radius of smoothing obstacles, rs 5Nm
fictitious obstacle radius increment, δR 1Nm
fictitious obstacle lower basis altitude decrement, δH 1000ft
weight coefficient in (3.15), c1 1
weight coefficient in (3.15), c2 0
Table 6.2: Values of user-defined parameters related to the B&B-based method.
Colors legend in the figures
In the figures presented in the following sections, we use different colors to represent different
types of routes, obstacles or areas. More precisely,
• SIDs in the horizontal plane or in 3D: blue curves;
• STARs in the horizontal plane or in 3D: red curves;
• buffer obstacle: black circle filled by black stripes;
• real obstacle: black circle;
• fictitious obstacle: pink circle;
• smoothing obstacle: purple circle;
• conflicting area: orange circle.
Symbols and units used in the tables
In the tables presented in the following sections, we apply the following symbols to simplify the
notations related to route length, where i = 1, · · · ,N denotes the route index:
• γ0i , the route computed individually by the B&B method proposed in Chapter 4, without
considering the impact of other routes.
• Lγ0i , the length of route γ0i in the horizontal plane.
• `0iLF , the total length of level flight on route γ0i .
• `0ic f lt , the total length of conflicting route sections on γ0i . In the B&B-based method, this length
is computed by only taking into account the route sections in conflict with the previously
generated routes. Note that, a previously generated route may be deviated from the form
generated individually by the B&B. In the SA method, the route sections on γ0i in conflict
with all the other routes {γ0j | j ∈ {1, · · · ,N}\ i} are taken into account.
• γ∗i , the route obtained by the B&B-based method or the SA method.
• Lγ∗i , the length of route γ∗i computed according to (3.15).
• `∗iLF , the total length of level flight on route γ∗i .
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• `∗ic f lt , the total length of conflicting route sections on γ∗i .
Moreover, in the following sections, the unit of coordinates in x-, y-axis, radius r, and lengths related
to routes is in Nm, and the unit of altitudes in z-axis is in ft. In the tests of Paris CDG airport and
Zurich airport, the coordinates are given in a Cartesian Coordinate System where the center is 47◦N
in latitude and 0◦ in longitude.
6.2 Artificially generated problems
We first present the results of tests carried out on two artificially generated problems. The take-
off and landing slopes for the following tests are:
• taking-off slopes αmin,TO = 7% (∼ 4◦), αmax,TO = 11% (∼ 6.3◦);
• landing slopes αmin,LD = 1.6% (∼ 0.92◦), αmax,LD = 4.2% (∼ 2.4◦).
6.2.1 Test 1, generation of 1 SID and 1 STAR, with 6 obstacles (N=2, M=6)
The input data related to the coordinates of the starting and ending points of the routes to de-
sign, and the characteristics of the corresponding buffer obstacles are presented in Table 6.3. The
characteristics of the obstacles are presented in Table 6.4. The routes generated individually (as the
other routes do not exist) by the B&B, as well as the conflicting area, are illustrated in Fig. 6.1.
route
starting point ending point buffer obstacle
(xAi ,yAi) HAi (xBi ,yBi) (xbi,ybi,rbi) (zbiin f ,zbisup) tΩbi
SID (4, -8) 0 (65, 65) (3, -3, 2.5) (0, 50000) 1
STAR (54, -15) 0 (-20, 60) (58, -10, 2.5) (0, 50000) 0
Table 6.3: Test 1: starting and ending points, and corresponding buffer obstacles.
(xi,yi) ri (ziin f ,zisup)
(-5, 42) 8 (0, 50000)
(13, 6) 8 (0, 50000)
(21, 31) 6 (0, 50000)
(41, 45) 10 (0, 50000)
(45, 12) 8 (0, 50000)
(47, 32) 7 (0, 50000)
Table 6.4: Test 1: characteristics of 6 obstacles.
Simulation results of B&B-based method
We design routes according to the following two orders: generating SID before STAR or gener-
ating STAR before SID. The simulation results are presented in Fig. 6.2, and the numerical results
are given in Table 6.7. All conflicts are removed in both cases, and the computing time is about 0.5s
for each. It can be seen in both cases that the second generated route is deviated around a fictitious
obstacle whose scale is much larger than the size of the initial conflicting area. The reason for such
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(a) (b)
Figure 6.1: Test 1: routes generated independently by B&B and initial conflicting area (orange
circle) (a) Illustration in 2D. (b) Illustration in 3D.
a deviation is that the deviated route should avoid not only the conflicting area, but also the obstacle
(centered at (21,31)(Nm)) close to the initial conflicting area. In both cases, the STAR passes below
the SID due to the route deviations. Moreover, the results show that the routes generation order has
an impact on the form of optimal routes. In fact, generating STAR before SID introduces less route
deviation and provides better solution in terms of total routes length.
Simulation results of SA method
The values of the user-defined parameters in the SA method are empirically determined after
several tests. The chosen values for these parameters are given in Table 6.5.
parameter value
initial temperature, T0 50
final temperature, Tf 45
temperature cool-down factor, β 0.95
number of iterations at each temperature stage, NI 15
probability for selecting fictitious obstacle avoidance strategy, ρ1 0.6
probability for selecting fictitious obstacle avoidance strategy, ρ2 0.8
probability for selecting fictitious obstacle avoidance strategy, ρ3 0.9
probability for selecting fictitious obstacle avoidance strategy, ρ4 1
probability for eliminating a non-active fictitious obstacle, ρ5 0.7
weight coefficient in (5.7), c3 100
Table 6.5: Test 1: empirically-determined SA parameters.
We run the proposed SA method 10 times with the same input parameters. Table 6.6 shows the
minimum/maximum/average value of total length of all obtained routes (∑2i=1 Lγ∗i ) and total length of
conflicting route sections (∑2i=1 `∗ic f lt ) within the 10 simulations. All conflicts are removed in the 10
simulations, and the average computing time for each simulation is about 1.9s. Figure 6.3 illustrates
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
(e) (f)
Figure 6.2: Test 1: B&B-based method simulation results. (a) SID generated before STAR, final
result. (b) STAR generated before SID, final result. (c) SID generated before STAR, illustration
of fictitious and smoothing obstacles. (d) STAR generated before SID, illustration of fictitious and
smoothing obstacles. (e) SID generated before STAR, illustration in 3D.(f) STAR generated before
SID, illustration in 3D.
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the simulation result corresponding to the solution with the least total routes length (∑2i=1 Lγ∗i ). The
STAR is imposed by a level flight, so that the conflict is solved. The detailed numerical results
related to this solution is given in Table 6.7. The SA method provides a better solution than the
B&B-based method in terms of total routes length.
Another solution provided by the SA method is illustrated in Fig. 6.4.In this solution, no ficti-
tious obstacle is used for route deviation. However, the form of the STAR is deviated by modifying
the bypassing direction on obstacle centered at (21,31)(Nm) from clockwise (in the initial solution,
as shown in Fig. 6.1(a)) to counter-clockwise (as shown in Fig. 6.4(a)). By doing so, the altitude of
the SID at the intersection with the STAR is higher than the one in the initial solution, so that the
STAR passes below the SID without any conflict (as shown in Fig. 6.4(b)). The deviation on the
STAR is similar to the one provided by the B&B-based method when the SID is generated before
the STAR (Fig. 6.2(a)), but the total routes length of this solution is 225.15Nm, which is shorter
than the B&B-based solutions.
∑2i=1 Lγ∗i ∑
2
i=1 `
∗
ic f lt
Minimum value 222.22 0
Maximum value 225.15 0
Average value 223.39 0
Standard deviation 1.435 0
Table 6.6: Test 1: statistics of SA method.
Test 1 Lγ0i
B&B-based method
SA method
build SID first build STAR first
`0ic f lt Lγ∗i `
0
ic f lt Lγ∗i `
0
ic f lt Lγ∗i `
∗
iLF
SID 105.66 0 105.66 7.5 109.8 7.5 105.66 0
STAR 116.56 7.09 123.48 0 116.56 7.09 116.56 15.65
Total 222.22 7.09 229.14 7.5 226.36 14.59 222.22 15.65
Table 6.7: Test 1: numerical results of B&B-based method and SA method.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 6.3: Test 1: SA method simulation result, the routes with the least total routes length. (a)
Illustration in 2D. (b) Fictitious obstacle for imposing level flight. (c) Illustration in 3D. (d) Vertical
profile of the STAR.
(a) (b)
Figure 6.4: Test 1: another solution of the SA method. (a) Illustration in 2D. (b) Illustration in 3D.
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6.2.2 Test 2, generation of 2 SIDs and 3 STARs, with 9 obstacles (N=5, M=9)
In order to test our methods in a more complex situation, the number of routes to design as well
as the number of obstacles are increased. The input data related to the traffic load (in percentage)
on each route to design, the coordinates of the starting and ending points, and the characteristics of
the corresponding buffer obstacles are presented in Table 6.8. The characteristics of obstacles are
presented in Table 6.9. The routes generated individually by the B&B, as well as the conflicting
areas, are illustrated in Fig. 6.5.
γi–SID/STAR–traffic load
starting point ending point buffer obstacle
(xAi ,yAi) HAi (xBi ,yBi) (xbi,ybi,rbi) (zbiin f ,zbisup) tΩbi
γ1 – SID – 30% (21, 89) 0 (75, -18) (20, 84, 2.5) (0, 50000) 0
γ2 – SID – 25% (4, -8) 0 (55, 93) (3, -3, 2.5) (0, 50000) 1
γ3 – STAR – 20% (30, -20) 0 (42, 99) (35, -18, 2.5) (0, 50000) 0
γ4 – STAR – 15% (65, 66) 0 (-12, 66) (62, 72, 2.5) (0, 50000) 0
γ5 – STAR – 10% (-15, 50) 0 (51, -11) (-12, 43, 2.5) (0, 50000) 0
Table 6.8: Test 2: starting and ending points, and corresponding buffer obstacles of the routes.
(xi,yi) ri (ziin f ,zisup)
(-1, 28) 7 (0, 50000)
(15, 40) 7 (0, 50000)
(20, 37) 8 (0, 50000)
(23, -5) 6 (0, 50000)
(24, 2) 7 (0, 50000)
(30, 67) 6 (0, 50000)
(40, 53) 5 (0, 50000)
(50, 28) 8 (0, 50000)
(51, 20) 6 (0, 50000)
Table 6.9: Test 2: characteristics of nine obstacles.
Simulation results of B&B-based method
The routes are generated according to the decreasing order of their traffic load. An illustra-
tion of the simulation results in the horizontal plane is presented in Figs. 6.6, where the fictitious
and smoothing obstacles on each route are also shown. Figure 6.7 shows the simulation results
in 3D. The numerical results are presented in Table 6.12. All conflicts are solved in about 1.1s.
Route γ2 is initially in conflict with γ1, thus it is deviated clockwise, in order to pass above γ1
(Fig. 6.6(b)). Route γ3 is not in conflict with any previously generated route, thus it is accepted di-
rectly (Fig. 6.6(c)). Route γ4 is imposed a level flight, so that it passes below γ3 and γ1 (Fig. 6.6(d)).
The vertical profile of γ4 is illustrated in Fig. 6.6(e). Route γ5 consists of two successive horizontal
deviations in order to pass below γ2 and above γ3 (Fig. 6.6(f)).
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(a) (b)
Figure 6.5: Test 2: routes generated independently by B&B and initial conflicting areas (orange
circles). (a) Illustration in 2D. (b) Illustration in 3D.
Simulation results of SA method
The empirically determined values for the SA parameters are given in Table 6.10.
parameter value
initial temperature, T0 50
final temperature, Tf 5
temperature cool-down factor, β 0.95
number of iterations at each temperature stage, NI 20
probability for selecting fictitious obstacle avoidance strategy, ρ1 0.6
probability for selecting fictitious obstacle avoidance strategy, ρ2 0.8
probability for selecting fictitious obstacle avoidance strategy, ρ3 0.9
probability for selecting fictitious obstacle avoidance strategy, ρ4 1
probability for eliminating a non-active fictitious obstacle, ρ5 0.7
weight coefficient in (5.7), c3 100
Table 6.10: Test 2: empirically-determined SA parameters.
We run the proposed SA method 10 times with the same input parameters. The statistics of the
obtained solutions are given in Table 6.11. All conflicts are removed in the 10 simulations, and the
average computing time for each simulation is about 81s. Figure 6.8 illustrates the simulation result
corresponding to the solution with the least total routes length. The detailed numerical results related
to this solution is given in Table 6.7. To explain the routes deviation more clearly, the fictitious
obstacles shown in Fig. 6.8(b) are numbered from 1 to 4. Route γ2 is not deviated compared to its
initial form. A level flight is imposed to γ1 below fictitious obstacle 1, so that the conflict between γ1
and γ2 is solved. Route γ5 is deviated counter-clockwise around fictitious obstacle 2, so the conflict
between γ2 and γ5 is solved. A level flight below fictitious obstacle 3 is imposed to γ3, so that γ3
passes below γ5 without conflict. The vertical profile of this level flight is shown in Fig. 6.8(e).
On γ4, a level flight is imposed under fictitious obstacle 4, so that γ4 has no conflict with the other
routes. The total length of all optimal routes obtained by the SA method is shorter than the one of
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
(e) (f)
Figure 6.6: Test 2: B&B-based method simulation results. (a) Optimal routes illustration in 2D. (b)
Deviation of γ2. (c) Preservation of route γ3. (d) Deviation of γ4. (e) Deviation of γ4, illustration in
the vertical plane. (f) Deviation of γ5.
the B&B-based method, but the total length of level flights is longer in the solution of SA method.
The B&B-method is faster than the SA method in terms of computing time.
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Figure 6.7: Test 2: B&B-based method simulation results, illustration in 3D.
∑2i=1 Lγ∗i ∑
2
i=1 `
∗
ic f lt
Minimum value 547.98 0
Maximum value 552.1 0
Average value 549.13 0
Standard deviation 1.56 0
Table 6.11: Test 2: statistics of SA method.
Test 2 Lγ0i
B&B-based method SA method
`0ic f lt Lγ∗i `
∗
iLF `
0
ic f lt Lγ∗i `
∗
iLF
γ1 – SID 124.59 0 124.59 0 16.24 126.3 10.49
γ2 – SID 117.32 9.06 121.02 0 10.21 117.32 0
γ3 – STAR 126.45 0 126.45 0 7.76 126.45 15.54
γ4 – STAR 84.56 6.72 84.56 32.77 7.32 84.57 33.11
γ5 – STAR 92.99 9.4 101.48 0 9.79 93.34 0
Total 545.91 25.18 558.1 32.77 51.32 547.98 59.14
Table 6.12: Test 2: numerical results of B&B-based method and SA method.
6.3 Design of multiple routes in the TMA of Paris CDG airport
We now test the proposed methods on the design of multiple routes in a real TMA, namely the
TMA of Paris CDG airport. We use the radar data of real traffic in this TMA during one day. The
simulation results are then compared with the standard published SIDs and STARs.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
(e) (f)
Figure 6.8: Test 2: SA method simulation result. (a) Optimal routes, illustration in 2D. (b) Fictitious
obstacles for route deviation. (c) Optimal routes, illustration in 3D. (d) Vertical profile of γ1. (e)
Vertical profile of γ3. (f) Vertical profile of γ4.
Runway configuration
CDG airport has four parallel runways, as shown in Fig. 6.9(a), where the numbering of the 8
thresholds (two thresholds per runway) are also illustrated. In a general case, two runways are used
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for take-off, the other two are used for landing. The radar data that we use for testing correspond
to a day when the runway thresholds used for take-off are 09R and 08L, and the runway thresholds
used for landing are 27R and 26L. Thus we take the same thresholds for take-off and landing in
our simulation. The detailed information about the thresholds used for take-off and landing in the
simulation, together with their coordinates and altitudes are presented in Table 6.13. In the case of
landing threshold, the coordinates and altitudes of the associated FAFs are given additionally.
(a) (b)
Figure 6.9: Paris CDG airport configuration. (a) Four parallel runways. (b) Buffer obstacles and a
real obstacle.
threshold take-off/landing
threshold FAF
coordinate altitude coordinate altitude
09R take-off (99.28, 122.95) 370
08L take-off (100.9, 121.5) 338
27R landing (101.19, 123.38) 392 (111.12, 124.51) 3392
26L landing (102.86, 121.52) 316 (112.8, 122.66) 3316
Table 6.13: Test Paris CDG airport: characteristics of the thresholds, and the FAFs associated with
STARs.
One day radar data
The used radar data are illustrated in Fig. 6.10, where the real traffic arriving to and departing
from Paris CDG airport during one day is presented. The traffic in light blue (respectively, red)
color represents the departure (respectively, arrival) flights. It can be seen that the departure and
arrival routes are located alternately in order to decrease the interaction between them. Moreover,
from the radar data, we notice that there are mainly two conflicting areas. One occurs between the
arrival flows from the north-west and the departure flows to the north, the other one occurs between
the arrival flows from the south-west and the departure flows to the south. In order to avoid conflicts
in real operation, the arrival flights from the north-west maintain their flight level at about 12000ft
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on the route section between MERUE and CREIL, so that the departure flights to the north can pass
below; similarly, the arrival flights from the south-west maintain their flight level at about 13000ft
on the route section between DOMUS and PG515, and the departure flights to the south pass below
them.
Figure 6.10: One day radar data of Paris CDG airport, and principal SIDs and STARs.
Selected standard routes
Based on the radar data, we select 15 principal routes for jet aircraft (including 8 SIDs and
7 STARs) from the published Jeppesen charts [10]. These standard routes, as well as the related
waypoints, are also presented in Fig. 6.10, where the dark blue color represents the 8 SIDs and dark
red color represents the 7 STARs. In order to compute the traffic load on each principal route, we
define an exit (respectively, entry) TMA window for each exit (respectively, entry) point on a SID
(respectively, STAR). The traffic load on each principal route is counted by adding up the number
of flights passing through the corresponding exit or entry window. The information on the selected
standard routes, including whether it is a SID or a STAR, the threshold in use, the related traffic load
(in percentage), and the bypassing waypoints are presented in Table 6.14. Moreover, in Table 6.14
and Fig. 6.10, the selected routes are numbered according to the decreasing order of their traffic
loads.
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route SID/STAR threshold traffic load Waypoints
1 STAR 27R 12.77% DINAN, XERAM, LORTA, BSN
2 SID 09R 10.82% PG274, PG278, NAPIX, DIKOL
3 SID 08L 10.72% PG266, PG289, DOPAP, OKASI
4 STAR 27R 8.7% DPE, SOKMU, KOROM, MERUE, CREIL, PG525
5 SID 08L 7.44% PG268, RBT, ADADA, AGOPA
6 STAR 26L 7.33% BENAR, ROMLO, BALOD, DOMUS, PG515, PG516
7 STAR 26L 7.16% RLP, TROY, OMAKO, PG512
8 STAR 27R 6.97% MOPIL, XERAM, LORTA, BSN
9 SID 09R 5.63% PG276, OPALE
10 STAR 26L 5.61% DJL, TRO, OMAKO, PG512
11 SID 09R 4.9% PG274, PG278, LAURA, LASIV
12 SID 09R 4.76% PG276, NURMO
13 SID 09R 3.38% PG280, PG284, EVREUX
14 SID 08L 2.33% PG264, PG288
15 STAR 27R 1.48% DVL, SOKMU, KOROM, MERUE, CREIL, PG525
Table 6.14: Test Paris CDG airport: traffic load and waypoints of the selected standard routes.
Specific input data of the test
In this test, we consider the design of 15 routes (denoted as γi, i= 1, · · · ,15), whose starting and
ending points, as well as the traffic load, correspond to the ones of the 15 standard principal routes
that we select. More precisely, in a SID case, the starting and ending points of γi are the same as the
ones of the standard route i, while in a STAR case, the ending point of γi corresponds to the TMA
entry point on the standard route i, and the starting point is the FAF of the corresponding runway
threshold. Moreover, each route to design is associated with a buffer obstacle, as described in
Section 3.3.2. In this test, we use the same buffer obstacle for the routes using the same runway. The
TMA of CDG airport is located in a relatively simple geographical environment, the only area to be
avoided is the Paris city. This area is modeled as an obstacle. Thus M = 1 in our simulation, and the
characteristics of this obstacle are (x1,y1,r1,z1in f ,z1sup) = (92.43Nm,113.16Nm,5Nm,0,50000ft).
The buffer obstacles as well as the obstacle representing Paris city are illustrated in Fig. 6.9(b). The
starting and ending points, and characteristics of the buffer obstacles corresponding to each route to
design are presented in Table 6.15.
In this test, the values of the take-off and landing slopes are:
• taking-off slopes αmin,TO = 7% (∼ 4◦), αmax,TO = 11% (∼ 6.3◦);
• landing slopes αmin,LD = 1.6% (∼ 0.92◦), αmax,LD = 4.2% (∼ 2.4◦).
In fact, the slopes for take-off and landing may vary according to different routes and days, as they
can be affected by several factors, such as airport surrounding environment (mountainous area or
free area), wind condition, performances of aircraft flying on one route, etc. In general, aircraft
engine is at full thrust in take-off and climb phases, which leads to a relatively steep slope. On
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the contrary, in the approaching and landing phases, the engine power is reduced, aircraft speed
decreases gradually, so that the corresponding slopes is relatively steady.
We note that, according to the way one route is built, routes using the same buffer obstacle
merge consecutively at the border of the corresponding buffer obstacle. In this case, these routes
are not separated in the area surrounding the buffer obstacle. This is also what happens in the
real-world operations, and it is the air traffic controllers who take charge of aircraft sequencing at
real time. In our test, we allow the possibility of routes merging at the border of buffer obstacles.
Consequently, we propose a circular-shaped area surrounding each buffer obstacle, where conflicts
are not detected between the routes merging at that buffer obstacle. This area has the same center as
the corresponding buffer obstacle, and its radius is a user-defined value, depending on the scale of
the considered airport and the number of the merging routes. After obtaining the optimal routes, if
any two routes using the same buffer obstacle intersect each other, they can be corrected manually
to merge together. In this test, the radius of the circular area surrounding a buffer obstacle is set to
15Nm plus the radius of the corresponding buffer obstacle.
γi threshold
starting point ending point buffer obstacle
(xAi ,yAi) HAi (xBi ,yBi) (xbi,ybi,rbi,zbiin f ,zbisup) tΩbi
γ2
09R (99.28, 122.95) 370
(159.87, 132.61)
(96.07, 124.59, 2, 0, 50000) 1
γ9 (73.18, 175.07)
γ11 (167.34, 118.76)
γ12 (107.11, 171.69)
γ13 (48.26, 122.38)
γ3
08L (100.9, 121.5) 338
(111.77, 67.03)
(93.29, 117.61, 3, 0, 50000) 0γ5 (80.87, 66.08)
γ14 (31.89, 113.55)
γ1
27R (111.12, 124.51) 3392
(207.18, 177.27)
(112.55, 129.61, 4.9, 0, 50000) 0
γ4 (45.4, 176.02)
γ8 (158.66, 193.36)
γ15 (12.31, 138.75)
γ6
26L (112.8, 122.66) 3316
(29.88, 75.39)
(115.07, 120.4, 2.5, 0, 50000) 1γ7 (211.86, 61.57)
γ10 (208.23, 23.08)
Table 6.15: Starting and ending points, and corresponding buffer obstacles of the routes to design.
Routes generated independently by the B&B
The routes generated independently by the B&B method are shown in Fig. 6.11, the conflicting
areas are in orange color. The length on each route in the conflicting areas is given in Table 6.18.
Since only the obstacle corresponding to Paris city is to be avoided, the obtained routes are basically
in form of straight line segments. Moreover, The presented results show that two main conflicting
zones appear in the simulation (Fig. 6.11(a)). One conflicting area is between departure routes γ9,
γ12 and arrival routes γ4, γ15 (Fig. 6.11(b)), the other is between departure routes γ3, γ5 and arrival
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route γ6 (Fig. 6.11(c)). This observation on the conflicting areas is coherent with our analysis on the
real radar data.
(a)
(b) (c)
Figure 6.11: Test Paris CDG airport: routes generated independently by B&B and initial conflicting
areas (orange circles). (a) Illustration in the horizontal plane. (b) Illustration of γ4, γ9, γ12 and γ15 in
3D. (c) Illustration of γ3, γ5 and γ6 in 3D.
Simulation results of B&B-based method
Routes are built sequentially according to the decreasing order of the traffic load. The simulation
result is presented in Fig. 6.12, and the numerical results are given in Table 6.18. All conflicts are
removed and the computing time is about 9.8s. Concerning the conflicts among departure routes γ9,
γ12 and arrival routes γ4, γ15 in our simulation, route γ4 is the first one to be generated among these
four routes, since it has a higher traffic load. Routes γ9 and γ12 are generated afterwards. In order to
avoid the conflict with γ4, route γ9 (respectively, γ12) is deviated clockwise (respectively, counter-
clockwise). Then, route γ15 is in conflict with both γ12 and γ9. To avoid γ12, a level flight is imposed,
and to avoid γ9, a counter-clockwise bypassing is applied. These four routes are illustrated in 3D
in Fig. 6.12(c), and the vertical profile of γ15 is illustrated in Fig. 6.12(d). Furthermore, concerning
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the departure routes γ3, γ5 and arrival route γ6, route γ6 is generated after γ3, γ5, and a level flight
is imposed to γ6, so as to avoid conflict with previously generated routes. These three routes are
illustrated in 3D in Fig. 6.12(e), and the vertical profile of γ6 is illustrated in Fig. 6.12(f).
Figure. 6.12(b) represents the comparison between the selected standard routes and our simula-
tion result in the horizontal plane. The curves in black color represent the selected standard SIDs
and STARs. The routes in blue (respectively, red) color are the optimal SIDs (respectively, STARs)
obtained by using the proposed methodology, where the dashed sections represent the level flights.
The detailed numerical results are given in Table 6.18. The total length of the 15 selected standard
routes is 1358.26Nm, and it is reduced by about 45Nm using the proposed B&B-based approach.
Note that, except routes γ9, γ12 and γ15, which are deviated to avoid conflicts, the other routes ob-
tained by the B&B-based approach are all shorter than the standard routes. This is especially true
for the routes with relatively heavy traffic load, since they have a priority order in the design and
therefore perform straight line segments. The average amount of take-off and landing traffic in CDG
airport is about 1300 flights per day. By using the optimal routes obtained in our simulation, taking
into account their traffic load, the total flown distance is reduced by 5889Nm per day.
Simulation results of SA method
The empirically-set values of the user-defined parameters in the SA method are given in Ta-
ble 6.16.
parameter value
initial temperature, T0 60
final temperature, Tf 5
temperature cool-down factor, β 0.95
number of iterations at each temperature stage, NI 20
probability for selecting fictitious obstacle avoidance strategy, ρ1 0.6
probability for selecting fictitious obstacle avoidance strategy, ρ2 0.8
probability for selecting fictitious obstacle avoidance strategy, ρ3 0.9
probability for selecting fictitious obstacle avoidance strategy, ρ4 0.1
probability for eliminating a non-active fictitious obstacle, ρ5 0.7
weight coefficient in (5.7), c3 100
Table 6.16: Test Paris CDG airport: empirically-determined SA parameters.
We run the proposed SA method 10 times with the same input parameters. The statistics of the
obtained solutions are given in Table 6.17. All conflicts are removed in the 10 simulations, and
the average computing time for each simulation is about 1200s. Figures 6.13, 6.14 illustrate the
simulation result corresponding to the solution with the least total routes length (∑2i=1 Lγ∗i ). The
detailed numerical results related to this solution is given in Table 6.18. All conflicts are solved by
imposing level flights below routes γ4, γ6 and γ15. The altitude of the level flight on γ4 (Fig. 6.14(c))
is higher than the one below γ15 (Fig. 6.14(d)), since γ4 intersects γ9 and γ15 at a higher altitude.
According to Table 6.18, the total length of all standard routes is reduced by about 63Nm using the
SA method, which is more than the length reduction provided by the B&B-based method. However,
the total length of level flights (∑15i=1 `∗iLF ) in the SA method is about 24Nm longer than the one in
the B&B-based method. The reason is that in the B&B-based method, if a conflict can be solved
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
(e) (f)
Figure 6.12: Test Paris CDG airport: B&B-based method simulation results. (a) Illustration in the
horizontal plane. (b) Comparison with standard routes. (c) Illustration of γ4, γ9, γ12 and γ15. (d)
Illustration of γ15 in the vertical plane. (e) Illustration of γ3, γ5 and γ6. (f) Illustration of γ6 in the
vertical plane.
by route deviation, then no more level flight is considered. While in the SA method, for the routes
where a level flight is allowed, the level flight has the same chance to be applied as the deviations in
the horizontal plane. By using the optimal routes obtained in this solution, taking into account the
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average amount of traffic in CDG airport (1300 flights per day) and the traffic load on each route,
the total flown distance is reduced by about 6858Nm per day.
∑2i=1 Lγ∗i ∑
2
i=1 `
∗
ic f lt
Minimum value 1295.51 0
Maximum value 1310.77 0
Average value 1301.696 0
Standard deviation 4.817 0
Table 6.17: Test Paris CDG airport: statistics of SA method.
(a) (b)
Figure 6.13: Test Paris CDG airport: SA method simulation result, the routes with the least total
routes length. (a) Optimal routes illustration in the horizontal plane. (b) Comparison with standard
routes.
Within the 10 simulations run with the SA method, we also obtain solutions where conflicts are
solved by both level flights and horizontal deviations. An example is illustrated in Figs. 6.15, 6.16.
In this solution, to avoid the conflicts between routes γ4, γ9, γ12 and γ15, the two SIDs (γ9, γ12) are
deviated counter-clockwise, and the two STARs (γ4, γ15) are imposed level flights. Concerning the
conflicts between routes γ3, γ5 and γ6, route γ6 is slightly deviated clockwise and imposed a level
flight, as shown in Figs. 6.16(e), 6.16(f). The total routes length of this solution is 1306.29Nm and
the total length of level flights is 66.37Nm. Comparing the level fights imposed to γ6 in the previous
solution (Fig. 6.14(f)) and in this solution (Fig. 6.16(f)), the length of the former (respectively, latter)
one is 26.87Nm (respectively, 19.54Nm). The reason for a shorter level flight in the latter case is
that route γ6 is deviated clockwise around a fictitious obstacle, thus it intersects route γ3 at a higher
altitude, which implies a level flight with higher altitude and shorter length. By using the optimal
routes obtained in this solution, taking into account the average number of traffic in CDG airport
(1300 flights per day) and the traffic load on each route, the total flown distance is reduced by about
6091Nm per day. Both solutions provided by the SA method have less total routes length than
the one provided by the B&B-based method. However, the B&B-based method has much shorter
computing time.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
(e) (f)
Figure 6.14: Test Paris CDG airport: SA method simulation result, the routes with the least total
routes length. (a) Fictitious obstacles for route deviation. (b) Illustration of γ4, γ9, γ12 and γ15. (c)
Illustration of γ4 in the vertical plane. (d) Illustration of γ15 in the vertical plane. (e) Illustration of
γ3, γ5 and γ6. (f) Illustration of γ6 in the vertical plane.
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i Lstdi Lγ0i
B&B-based method SA method
`0ic f lt Lγ∗i `
∗
iLF δLi `
0
ic f lt Lγ∗i `
∗
iLF δLi
1 115.19 109.79 0 109.79 0 5.4 0 109.79 0 5.4
2 75.85 73.58 0 73.58 0 2.27 0 73.58 0 2.27
3 77 69.98 0 69.98 0 7.02 6.19 69.98 0 7.02
4 110.38 95.65 0 95.65 0 14.73 17.39 95.65 16.13 14.73
5 75 65.26 0 65.26 0 9.74 7.71 65.26 0 9.74
6 110.4 105.3 12.44 105.3 25.71 5.1 13.36 105.3 26.87 5.1
7 120.38 116.94 0 116.94 0 3.44 0 116.94 0 3.44
8 97.09 84.89 0 84.89 0 12.2 0 84.89 0 12.2
9 59.62 60.98 10.73 67.69 0 -8.07 17.73 60.98 0 -1.36
10 139.28 139.04 0 139.04 0 0.24 0 139.04 0 0.24
11 84.16 81.2 0 81.2 0 2.96 0 81.2 0 2.96
12 55.51 55.24 6.7 61.36 0 -5.85 13.4 55.24 0 0.27
13 51.25 51.04 0 51.04 0 0.21 0 51.04 0 0.21
14 69.57 69.46 0 69.46 0 0.11 0 69.46 0 0.11
15 117.58 117.16 18.23 122.31 29.91 -4.73 13.94 117.16 36.45 0.42
Total 1358.26 1295.51 48.1 1313.49 55.62 44.77 89.72 1295.51 79.45 62.75
Table 6.18: Test Paris CDG airport: numerical results of B&B-based method and SA method (Lstdi
is the length of the ith selected standard route, and δLi = Lstdi −Lγ∗i ).
(a) (b)
Figure 6.15: Test Paris CDG airport: SA method simulation results. (a) Optimal routes illustration
in the horizontal plane. (b) Comparison with standard routes.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
(e) (f)
Figure 6.16: Test Paris CDG airport: SA method simulation results. (a) Fictitious obstacles for
route deviation. (b) Illustration of γ4, γ9, γ12 and γ15. (c) Illustration of γ4 in the vertical plane. (d)
Illustration of γ15 in the vertical plane. (e) Illustration of γ3, γ5 and γ6. (f) Illustration of γ6 in the
vertical plane.
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6.4 Design of multiple routes in the TMA of Zurich airport
In the previous test of Paris CDG airport, our proposed methodology is validated for the design
of 15 routes. However, the environment in the considered TMA is relatively simple, since only
the Paris city is considered as an obstacle for the design. In order to test our algorithm in a more
complex environment, the Zurich airport is selected as it is surrounded by mountains.
Runway configuration
The airport of Zurich has three runways, as illustrated in Fig. 6.17(a), and the numbering of
each threshold is also presented. A runway threshold can be used for take-off or landing according
to different wind conditions, thus there exist different SIDs/STARs for the same runway threshold
in the published Jeppesen charts [9]. In our design, we select the threshold 28 for take-off, and the
thresholds 14 and 16 for landing. The detailed information about the selected thresholds, together
with their coordinates and altitudes are presented in Table 6.19. In the case of landing threshold, the
coordinates and altitudes of the associated FAFs are given additionally.
threshold take-off/landing
threshold FAF
coordinate altitude coordinate altitude
28 take-off (348.60, 46.53) 1400
14 landing (346.9, 48) 1400 (343.9, 50.66) 2615
16 landing (101.19, 123.38) 1400 (343.9, 50.66) 2615
Table 6.19: Test Zurich airport: characteristics of the thresholds, and the FAFs associated with
STARs.
(a) (b)
Figure 6.17: Zurich airport configuration. (a) Three runways. (b) Buffer obstacles.
Airport surrounding environment
The radar minimum altitudes in the TMA of Zurich airport is presented in Fig. 6.18, where
the areas in orange color correspond to the surrounding mountains. In the pre-processing step,
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we model the mountainous areas as cylinder obstacles, whose radii are bounded by Rmin and Rmax
(as mentioned in Subsection 3.3.2). For a mountain which can not be completely enveloped by
a cylinder of this size, it is enveloped as a union of several overlapped cylinders. Moreover, the
altitude of the upper basis of each cylinder is equal to the maximum altitude of the part of mountains
enveloped in this cylinder plus 2000ft, so that the operational requirement for obstacle clearance in
the mountainous areas [23] can be satisfied. An illustration of the cylinder obstacles modeled in the
pre-processing step is presented in Figs. 6.19 (in the horizontal plane) and 6.20 (in 3D).
Figure 6.18: Radar minimum altitudes in the TMA of Zurich airport (source:[9]).
Selected standard routes
Based on the runway thresholds in use for take-off and landing, we select 8 standard routes,
including 3 SIDs and 5 STARs, published in Jeppesen charts [9]. The selected routes, as well as the
related waypoints, are shown in Fig. 6.21, where the routes in blue (respectively, red) color are SIDs
(respectively, STARs). The final approach phase of a STAR is not included. Table 6.20 defines the
runway threshold in use as well as the bypassing waypoints for each standard route. Since runway
thresholds 14 and 16 are almost parallel, the arrival aircraft may use both routes for landing, and the
corresponding routes are the same.
Input data of the test
In this test, we consider the design of 9 routes, denoted as γi, i= 1, · · · ,9. The starting and ending
points of γ1 to γ3 correspond to the ones of SID1 to SID3 respectively, as given in Table 6.20, and the
starting and ending points of γ5 to γ9 correspond to the ones of STAR1 to STAR5 respectively, also
given in Table 6.20. In addition, the starting poing of route γ4 is the runway threshold 28, and the
ending point is a TMA exit point named “SONGI” (presented by the blue solid square in Fig. 6.21).
In fact, there exist two standard SIDs routes connecting the runway thresholds 14/16 to “SONGI”,
however the runway thresholds in use are not coherent with the one (threshold 28) that we select for
departure. Therefore, these standard routes are not drawn in Fig. 6.21. The input data related to the
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Figure 6.19: Obstacles modeling in the TMA of Zurich airport, illustration in 2D.
Figure 6.20: Obstacles modeling in the TMA of Zurich airport, illustration in 3D.
9 routes to design are presented in Table 6.21, including the coordinates of the starting and ending
points, and the related buffer obstacle, whose characteristics are taken based on the standard routes.
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Figure 6.21: Selected standard routes, SIDs in blue color, STARs in red color.
SID/STAR threshold Waypoints
SID1 28 ZH502, ZH526, ARTAG, GERSA
SID2 28 BREGO, VEBIT
SID3 28 ZH502, KOLUL, DEGES
STAR1 14/16 RILAX, LAMAX, AMIKI, ZUE, TRA
STAR2 14/16 RAVED, NEGRA, MATIV, AMIKI, ZUE, TRA
STAR3 14/16 KELIP, ZH625, KLO, GIPOL, TRAD10
STAR4 14/16 BLM, GIPOL, TRAD10
STAR5 14/16 DOPIL, ERMUS, GIPOL, TRAD10
Table 6.20: Test Zurich airport: waypoints of the selected standard routes.
Figure 6.17(b) illustrates the layout of 4 buffer obstacles near the runways.
In this test, the values of the take-off and landing slopes are:
• taking-off slopes αmin,TO = 7% (∼ 4◦), αmax,TO = 11% (∼ 6.3◦);
• landing slopes αmin,LD = 2% (∼ 1.15◦), αmax,LD = 5% (∼ 2.86◦).
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The landing slopes are a little bit higher than the values taken in the test of Paris CDG airport. The
reason is that the environment surrounding Zurich airport is more constrained than the one in Paris
CDG airport, thus aircraft need larger slopes to fly above mountains. Moreover, similarly as in the
test of Paris CDG airport, we propose a circular area surrounding each buffer obstacle, where the
conflict between routes using this buffer obstacle is not detected. The radius of each circular area
is equal to 10Nm plus the radius of the corresponding buffer obstacle, this value is smaller than the
one in the test of Paris CDG airport, since there are less routes using the same buffer obstacle in this
test.
γi threshold
starting point ending point buffer obstacle
(xAi ,yAi) HAi (xBi ,yBi) (xbi,ybi,rbi,zbiin f ,zbisup) tΩbi
γ1
28 (348.60, 46.53) 1400
(349.72, 21.42) (356.42, 43.12, 3, 0, 50000) 1
γ2 (326.84, 32.85)
(350.75, 49.42, 3, 0, 50000) 0γ3 (374.48, 46.86)
γ4 (352.95, 66.5)
γ5
14/16 (343.9, 50.66) 2615
(343.07, 75.39)
(343.58, 56.3, 4, 0, 50000) 1
γ6 (391.14, 68.09)
γ7 (359.69, 17.48)
(338.26, 50.32, 4, 0, 50000) 0γ8 (304.10, 52.63)
γ9 (328.47, 20.99)
Table 6.21: Starting and ending points, and corresponding buffer obstacles of the selected routes.
Routes generated independently by the B&B
The route γ7, generated individually by the B&B method is shown in Fig. 6.22(a), in order to
increase the flown distance, the route performs a turn before arriving to the waypoint “KELIP”, so
that when it finally reaches “KELIP”, the altitude is high enough to pass above the mountains. Even
though this route corresponds to a solution of the B&B, it is not preferred from the operational point
of view, since pilots need to perform a detour to proceed a waypoint after passing it. To deal with
this, we propose to impose a fictitious obstacle with a given bypassing direction, corresponding to
the Initial Approach Fix (IAF) “GIPOL” in the Jeppesen chart. The center and radius of this fictitious
obstacle are (330.81,44.13) and 5 respectively, and it is bypassed counter-clockwise. The simula-
tion result after adding the fictitious obstacle corresponding to the IAF is presented in Fig. 6.22(b).
It can be seen that the flown distance of γ7 is increased before reaching the ending point, and the
optimal route performs a straight line segment. This manually added fictitious obstacle is kept in
the generation of multiple routes.
The optimal routes generated by the B&B method is shown in Fig. 6.23(a). Three main con-
flicting areas occurs (areas in orange color). The first one is between routes γ4 and γ6 (Fig. 6.23(b)).
The second one is between routes γ1 and γ7 (Fig. 6.23(c)). The third one occurs at the intersection
among routes γ2, γ7 and γ9, and after analyzing their profiles in 3D (Fig. 6.23(d)) we find that the
conflict is actually between routes γ7 and γ9.
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(a) (b)
Figure 6.22: Building route γ7 (a) Simulation result of γ7 by using the B&B independently. (b)
Simulation result of γ7 after adding the fictitious obstacle corresponding to the IAF (in green color).
Simulation results of B&B-based method
In this test, the SIDs are built before the STARs, and the sequence for route generation is based
on the increasing order of route index defined in Table 6.21. The simulation result of 9 routes is
presented in Fig. 6.24 and the numerical results are given in Table 6.24. All conflicts are removed
and the computing time is about 2.7s. Routes γ6 and γ7 are imposed level flights (Figs. 6.24(b)
to 6.24(e)), so as to avoid the SIDs that are generated previously. Route γ9 is deviated counter-
clockwise in order to avoid the conflict with route γ7. A comparison between the 9 optimal routes
provided by our methodology and the 8 selected standard routes in the horizontal plane is presented
in Fig. 6.25. By applying the proposed B&B-based approach, the total flown distance is decreased
by 59Nm.
Simulation results of SA method
The empirically-set values of the SA parameters are given in Table 6.22.
We run the proposed SA method 10 times with the same input parameters. Table 6.23 shows
the statistics of the 10 simulations. The average computing time for each simulation is about 770s.
The solution with the least total routes length obtained by the SA method are illustrated in Fig. 6.26
and a comparison between the routes obtained in this solution and the standard routes is shown
in Fig. 6.27. The numerical results are given in Table 6.24. In this solution, the conflict between
routes γ4 and γ6 is solved in a similar way as in the result provided by the B&B-based method,
by imposing a level flight to route γ6. Route γ7 is deviated counter-clockwise around a fictitious
obstacle (Fig. 6.26(b)), so that the conflicts with routes γ9 and γ1 are removed. In this test, the
B&B-based method provides a better result in terms of total length of all obtained routes (∑9i=1 Lγ∗i ),
as well as the computing time.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 6.23: Test Zurich airport: routes generated independently by B&B and initial conflicting
areas (orange circles). (a) Illustration in the horizontal plane. (b) Illustration of γ4 and γ6 in 3D. (c)
Illustration of γ1 and γ7 in 3D. (d) Illustration of γ2, γ7 and γ9 in 3D.
parameter value
initial temperature, T0 60
final temperature, Tf 5
temperature cool-down factor, β 0.95
number of iterations at each temperature stage, NI 20
probability for selecting fictitious obstacle avoidance strategy, ρ1 0.6
probability for selecting fictitious obstacle avoidance strategy, ρ2 0.6
probability for selecting fictitious obstacle avoidance strategy, ρ3 0.6
probability for selecting fictitious obstacle avoidance strategy, ρ4 1
probability for eliminating a non-active fictitious obstacle, ρ5 0.7
weight coefficient in (5.7), c3 100
Table 6.22: Test Zurich airport: empirically-determined SA parameters.
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∑2i=1 Lγ∗i ∑
2
i=1 `
∗
ic f lt
Minimum value 387.69 0
Maximum value 418.81 4.48
Average value 397.955 0.68
Standard deviation 7.998 1.452
Table 6.23: Test Zurich airport: statistics of SA method.
i Lstdi Lγ0i
B&B-based method SA method
`0ic f lt Lγ∗i `
∗
iLF δLi `
0
ic f lt Lγ∗i `
∗
iLF δLi
1 40.58 36.35 0 36.35 0 4.23 5.14 36.35 0 4.23
2 42.99 42.64 0 42.64 0 0.35 0 42.64 0 0.35
3 26.13 25.88 0 25.88 0 0.25 0 25.88 0 0.25
4 23.96 23.96 0 23.96 0 0 6.34 23.96 0 0
5 68.72 26.78 0 26.78 0 41.94 0 26.78 0 41.94
6 66.03 61.83 8.11 61.83 18.69 4.2 8.11 61.83 15.67 4.2
7 74.15 67.53 16.21 67.53 26.89 6.62 16.21 85.91 0 -11.76
8 44.19 41.27 0 41.27 0 2.92 0 41.27 0 2.92
9 52.77 43.07 7.65 54.2 0 -1.43 7.65 43.07 0 9.7
Total 439.52 369.31 31.97 380.44 45.58 59.08 43.45 387.69 15.67 51.83
Table 6.24: Test Zurich airport: numerical results of B&B-based method and SA method (Lstdi is
the length of the ith selected standard route, and δLi = Lstdi −Lγ∗i ).
6.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, the Branch and Bound (B&B)-based method and the Simulated Annealing (SA)
method were validated first on two artificially generated problems with various Terminal Maneu-
vering Area (TMA) configurations (number and layout of obstacles, runways, positions of the TMA
entry/exit points). Then, the routes design was carried out on two real TMAs, the TMA of Paris
CDG airport and the TMA of Zurich airport. The choice of these two TMAs allowed us to test our
approach, on the one hand, on a TMA with numerous TMA entry/exit points, and on the other hand,
on a TMA with many obstacles. Our proposed approaches can efficiently design conflict-free routes
in all the tested problems. Comparisons between the designed routes and standard routes were given
in the cases of Paris CDG and Zurich. The simulation results shows a gain in the total routes length,
which may lead to a reduction in jet fuel consumption. The B&B-based method run faster than the
SA method, but the SA method provided better solutions in most of the cases. A Human Computer
Interaction (HCI) interface has been developed, which can be used as a visualization tool. A brief
introduction of the interface is given in Appendix A.
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(a)
(b) (c)
(d) (e)
Figure 6.24: Test Zurich airport: B&B-based method simulation results. (a) Illustration in the
horizontal plane. (b) Illustration of γ4 and γ6 in 3D. (c) Illustration of γ6 in the vertical plane. (d)
Illustration of γ1, γ2 and γ7 in 3D. (e) Illustration of γ7 in the vertical plane.
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Figure 6.25: Comparison between simulation result and selected routes in the horizontal plane.
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(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 6.26: Test Zurich airport: SA method simulation results. (a) Illustration in the horizontal
plane. (b) Fictitious obstacles for route deviation. (c) Illustration of γ1, γ2, γ7 and γ9 in 3D.
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Figure 6.27: Comparison between simulation result and selected routes in the horizontal plane.
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Conclusions and Perspectives
The focus of this thesis has been on the optimal design of Standard Instrument Departure routes
(SIDs) and the Standard Terminal Arrival Routes (STARs) in Terminal Maneuvering Areas (TMAs).
We conclude with a summary of this thesis and its main contributions. In addition, we discuss about
the way the proposed methodology is implemented in practice. Finally, some future directions that
can be followed in the following research are proposed.
Review of the thesis
In this thesis, we presented a decision support methodology for the design of multiple Standard
Instrument Departure routes (SIDs) and Standard Terminal Arrival Routes (STARs) in a Terminal
Maneuvering Area (TMA) at a strategic level. The SIDs and STARs were designed in an optimal
way, with respect to the total routes length. The design on the one hand takes into account numerous
operational and environmental constraints, especially the obstacle avoidance and routes separation
as main constraints, on the other hand takes advantage of the highly efficient and flexible navigation
mode, the Required navigation performance (RNP).
Each route to design was modeled in 3D, consisting of two components: a curve in the horizontal
plane associated with a cone in the vertical plane. In the horizontal plane, the form of a curve is
a succession of segments and arcs of circles. This modeling is compatible with the RNP, thus the
flyability of such a curve is guaranteed in the real operation. More precisely, each segment curve
section corresponds to a point-to-point leg and each arc curve section corresponds to a Radius-to-
Fix (RF) leg. In the vertical plane, the cone is designed to envelop all vertical profiles of flights
following this route. This corresponds to what is done in the manual design of SIDs/STARs. An
obstacle to be avoided was modeled as a cylinder, whose projection in the horizontal plane is a disk.
We proposed three different ways to avoid an obstacle: bypassing clockwise, bypassing counter-
clockwise, or imposing a level flight below the cylinder. These three maneuvers are feasible from
the operational point of view, and conform to what pilots execute to avoid obstacles in reality. In
addition, a route bypasses an cylinder clockwise or counter-clockwise by using an arc lying on the
border of the cylinder.
The design of multiple routes was then modeled as a combinatorial optimization problem. One
of the main difficulty is to deal with the separation between routes. To get rid of the complexity of
the problem, first, a simpler subproblem of designing one optimal route was addressed. Since the
objective function and some constraints are not expressed explicitly by the decision variables, we
applied a Branch and Bound (B&B) method to solve the problem. The branching strategies in the
B&B method correspond to the ways of obstacle avoidance. Some artificially generated tests were
carried out, where different layouts of obstacles were given. The B&B method shows its efficiency
in these tests. The obtained routes are continuous and smoothing which are compatible with for
Continuous Climb Operation (CCO) [105] and Continuous Descent Operation (CDO) [106]. These
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continuous operations may lead to reductions in noise, fuel burn and emissions.
The design of multiple routes was addressed by using two different approaches, where the con-
straint on routes separation was considered additionally. The first resolution approach is a B&B-
based method, where routes are built sequentially according to some fixed order (for example, in
decreasing order of traffic load on each route). Each route is generated by first applying the B&B
method independently. If it is in conflict with existing routes, fictitious obstacles enveloping the
conflicting areas are introduced. The route is then deviated by contouring the fictitious obstacles or
imposing level flights. This allows us to keep the non-conflicting route portions and only re-generate
route portions involved in conflicts. In this first approach, the quality of the obtained routes depends
on the order of routes generation. For this reason, we developed another approach where routes are
generated simultaneously by applying the Simulated Annealing (SA) method. Fictitious obstacles
are also introduced to envelop conflicting zones, and the strategies of avoiding them are randomly
selected.
These two approaches were first tested on two artificially generated problems with various TMA
configurations (number and layout of obstacles, runways, positions of the TMA entry/exit points).
Then tests of routes design in real TMAs (the TMA of Paris CDG airport and the TMA of Zurich
airport) were also carried out. The choice of the TMAs of Paris CDG and Zurich allows us to test
our approach, on the one hand, on a TMA with numerous TMA entry/exit points, and on the other
hand, on a TMA with many obstacles. Both methods can effectively generate conflict-free routes
in all tests. In the case of Paris CDG and Zurich, comparisons between the obtained routes and
the selected standard routes were given. The simulation results shows a gain in the total routes
length, that can be promising in terms of jet fuel expense reduction. The SA method provides better
solutions in terms of total routes length in most of the cases, however, the B&B-based method is
faster.
Discussion on the implementation of the method in real-world opera-
tions
The real-world procedure design often considers a variety of constraints that are not completely
included in this work. Thus the routes obtained by using the proposed approach can be regarded
as preliminary guidelines for the manual design. This methodology can be easily applied in reality.
Users send the input data related to the routes to design, including:
• airport configuration (runway thresholds for take-off and landing, together with the associated
buffer obstacles),
• obstacles in the surrounding environment (mountains cities, restricted airspaces),
• desired TMA entry/exit points,
• desired maximum/minimum take-off/landing slopes,
as well as other user-defined parameters (for example, the minimum altitude of level flights, the
maximum number of level flights allowed on each route, etc.) to the algorithm. A set of optimal
routes in accordance with users’ demands will be provided after an efficient computation. Note
that, it is possible that conflicts still exist in the provided routes. In this case, users may correct the
form of a certain route by adding fictitious obstacles manually and by selecting their positions and
bypassing directions, so as to remove the conflicts.
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A RNP route follows a succession of waypoints which are defined by latitude and longitude
coordinates, as mentioned in Section 1.1. In order to implement a designed route to real-world
application, we need to select some waypoints defining this route. These waypoints can be selected
by considering two aspects: the ones defining the form of the projection of a designed route in
the horizontal plane, and the ones defining the route sections corresponding to level flights in the
vertical plane. In the horizontal plane, recall that the projection of a designed route is a succession
of segments (corresponding to point-to-point legs) and arcs (corresponding to RF legs). Thus the
end points of RF legs on a route can be selected as waypoints. In the vertical plane, the end points
of a route section corresponding to a level flight can be selected as waypoints.
In order to represent the selected waypoints on a designed route, let us first see two published
charts as examples. The first example is a RNP arrival route of Queenstown airport (Fig. 6.28),
each RF leg is defined as an arc between two waypoints, besides, the length of the arc as well as
the bypassing direction on the arc are also marked. The second example is an arrival route of Paris
CDG airport (Fig. 6.29), where a route section maintains its flight level at or above FL120 (in red
circle). We can represent the selected waypoints on our designed routes in similar ways. We use the
route γ9 (respectively, γ6), obtained in the simulation of the Paris CDG airport by using the B&B-
based method (see Fig. 6.12(a)), to illustrate how the selected waypoints defining the projection of
a designed route in the horizontal plane (respectively, defining a route section corresponding to a
level flight) are represented, an illustration is given in Fig. 6.30(a) (respectively, Fig. 6.30(b)).
Figure 6.28: A RNP arrival route of Queenstown airport1.
Figure 6.29: An arrival route of Paris CDG airport (source: [10]).
1source:http://www.aip.net.nz/pdf/NZQN_45.1_45.2.pdf
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(a) (b)
Figure 6.30: Representing the selected waypoints on designed routes. (a) Waypoints defining the
projection of a designed route in the horizontal plane. (b) Waypoints defining a route section corre-
sponding to a level flight.
Perspectives
Several research directions can be followed in the future work.
Routes merging
In the TMA surrounding a major airport, where a huge amount of traffic is present, the arrival
routes usually merge gradually before reaching the runways. Indeed, it is easier for the controllers
to supervise and sequence flights under this kind of routes structure. In our current design, all arrival
routes merge in an area near the runways. In the future work, the routes merging problem can be
considered. Since routes merge progressively, more free space for the design is offered.
Metroplex TMA
A TMA considered in this thesis surrounds one single airport. In reality, there are many TMAs
surrounding more than one airports, named metroplex TMAs. It is the case as in many big cities.
An example of departure and arrival routes in the metroplex TMA of New York is illustrated in
Fig. 6.31. To design routes in such a context, the interactions between the routes converging to
different airports need to be dealt with. As the complexity of such a problem is higher compared to
what we considered currently, extra decision variables and constraints need to be added additionally.
Route re-designing at tactical level with respect to hazardous weather
In the case when severe weather condition (for example, storms) occurs near an airport, the
problem of re-designing a route at tactical level need to be considered. Currently, to avoid hazardous
weather, pilots communicate with controllers to allocate a new route. This kind of operation can
hardly be optimized in terms of flown distance. In the future work, it is possible to extend our
current method by taking into account moving obstacles (referring to areas with severe weather).
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Figure 6.31: Departure and arrival routes in the metroplex TMA of New York.
The efficiency of our current methodology has been proven through different types of tests, thus it
can be expected to be efficient after taking into account the weather condition. In the future Air
Traffic Management (ATM) system, the improved methodology can by implemented to the Flight
Management System (FMS), or to the interface of controllers, so as to provide safe and optimal
routes avoiding hazardous weather at pre-tactical or tactical level.
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Appendix A
Visualization tool: SID/STAR design
interface
The overview of the interface is shown in Fig. A.1. The users create a scenario in the interface,
including the data related to routes to be designed, as well as the values of user-defined parameters.
These informations are exported and sent to the solution algorithms. The routes obtained are then
exported to the interface for illustration.
Figure A.1: Overview of the interface
An illustration of the interface is shown in Fig. A.2. The following actions can be done through
the interface in order to create a scenario:
• create/delete/move runways, TMA entry or exit points, obstacles, and buffer obstacles;
• increase/decrease the radius of obstacles and buffer obstacles;
• select pairwise points as the starting and ending points of a route to be designed;
• input the values of user-defined parameters;
• call the java code to solve the corresponding problem;
• show results in 2D and 3D.
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Figure A.2: SID/STAR design interface
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ABSTRACT : 
This thesis proposes a methodology for the optimization of departure and arrival routes in the 
Terminal Maneuvering Area (TMA). The design of these routes takes into account the 
configuration and environment around airports, and the related constraints, in particular the 
avoidance of obstacles and the separation between routes. We propose a mathematical 
formulation leading to a combinatorial optimization problem, as well as efficient ad hoc 
resolution methods for the problem. The problem is solved in two steps. First, we design an 
individual route avoiding obstacles with respect to minimum route length by using a Branch 
and Bound (B&B) method. Afterwards, the design of multiple routes is solved by two 
different approaches: a B&B-based approach (where routes are generated sequentially in a 
given order) and a Simulated Annealing approach (where routes are generated 
simultaneously). The simulation results of a set of (artificial and real) test problems show the 
efficiency of our approach. 
 

